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THE GAME OF THE SEASON
 

(To John Ruttledge)



The Game of the Season

PART I. PREPARATIONS FOR THE GAME
Lord! Who would get up a side? Surely no sane man. Yet here for the

eighth successive season the good Gauvinier found himself let in for it
again: mainly through the masterly inactivity of others. The truth was he
was not sane about cricket. Mad about it, in fact, quite mad about it. He tried
to find noble reasons: cricket brought all classes together; cricket was so
good for the village; cricket was such fine training for youngsters. All very
sound, of course, and all very true; but futile and strengthless without his
own personal madness on the game, and on the game, moreover, as played
on Saturday afternoons with the Tillingfold team. Such games! it was good
enough.

The Selection Committee met in the billiard-room of the Black Rabbit.
Gauvinier the Captain, Johnston the Vice-Captain, and the Secretary, who on
this occasion was absent.

Johnston kept drawing lines with a pencil under a name: ‘He’ll be
mighty sick.’

‘Can’t be helped: so’ll seven others at least. Everyone wants to play in
the General’s match.’

‘That’s so: still . . . bit important, you know, that bloke.’
‘Thinks he is!’
‘That’s so!’
The name underlined was Bill Wishfort, the manager of the Black

Rabbit.
‘I don’t think we can do better,’ said Gauvinier.
Johnston gave a deep sigh. ‘All right, that goes, then.’ And he slowly

pushed the numbered list to Gauvinier who was to see to its proper posting.
They left the billiard-room. In the hall outside Bill Wishfort called brightly
from the Private Bar: ‘Just a moment!’

Johnston said hurriedly: ‘Well, so long. I must be gettin’ along,’ and
Gauvinier stepped down into the small room, where a few worthies were
sitting chatting and looking through the evening papers.

‘Tate’s made another century, I see,’ said an old cricketer in the corner.
‘A lad, that!’ laughed Gauvinier.
‘His father, y’know, was a very fine cricketer. I played agin’ him . . .

now what year were it . . . Sam Oxenham was a nipper, then . . .’
Bill Wishfort came in smiling.



‘Got a good team, skipper? I hear the General’s got a real hot side.’
‘Not bad, you know.’
‘Might I have a look?’
‘Certainly,’ said Gauvinier, handing the half-sheet.
Wishfort’s smile turned to a scowl as he stared at the paper. Suddenly he

slammed it down on the table with a vicious bang.
‘Not playin’ then.’
‘I’m afraid not.’
‘That’s the second time. I take it as a personal insult. Who’s done more

for the club than me? Tell me that. You name any man who’s done more
than me. Left out. Left out in the one game that matters.’

Gauvinier tried to soothe him.
‘Well, the difficulty is, you see, you can’t play in away matches and it’s

hardly fair to run you in for this game at home. But if anyone falls out I’ll let
you know straightaway.’

‘It’s no good talking like that. I know you’ve a personal down on me.
The whole way the team’s run and the sides picked ’s a bloody scandal.’

‘We do our best.’ Gauvinier was too old a bird to be snared into temper.
Bill Wishfort left the room on a noisy snort.
‘Properly upset, he is. No mistake,’ chuckled the old cricketer from his

corner. ‘Someone’s got to stand down after all’s said and done.’
‘That’s the side,’ said Gauvinier.
The old fellow took the paper; scanned it carefully and returned it,

saying:
‘And not a bad one either. And you’ll be needin’ a good ’un, I hear. The

General’s got a wunnerful fast bowler coming. So they say. Some relation of
Mrs. Lewis. Sid and John were speakin’ of him: fair got the wind up already.
Person’ly I used to fancy a fast bowler, myself. Tire theirselves out, y’know.
You don’t have to hit ’em so hard either. Do half yer work for yer in a
manner of speaking. A snick here and a touch there. Runs don’t half begin to
mount up!’

‘Yes; but a fast bowler on the spot . . . two or three deadly ones early on
and a side looks silly.’

Gauvinier saw one or two of the team on the way home: each man had
heard of the coming of the fast bowler, and many stories of his feats and
pace. Astonishing how rumours spread and gather force. Scott-Lewis was
already looming over the game like a monstrous spectre: himself, of course,
totally unaware of the feelings his name was stirring in every man in the
village who took an interest in cricket.

Next day, Friday, the College were playing the Old Boys on the Village
Ground, so Gauvinier went down, in the evening, to have a look at the end



of the game, and give the final touches with the groundsman to the pitch for
the great match on the morrow.

Mine host of the Black Rabbit was watching. A fixed glare came over his
face, his whole bearing stiffened, to show quite clearly that a worm like
Gauvinier might crawl by unnoticed and ungreeted. However, Gauvinier
ventured to walk past: and as he passed he noticed that a man fielding for
the Old Boys was limping, as he changed over, so badly that he could hardly
put one foot to the ground: and that man, Somner, was down on the list for
the village side.

He stopped by Wishfort, saying: ‘Somner can’t possibly play to-morrow.
Here’s our chance.’

Wishfort grew perceptibly stiffer, in surprise, no doubt, that a creature so
lowly as a worm should have a voice at all. The thing apparently did not
even notice that his company was not wanted: behaved as if nothing had
happened, as if no fury at the vile way the Club was run existed—just as
cheerful and pleased with himself . . . Mine Host’s face grew slowly an ever
fierier red in sheer disgust that such a Thing breathed at all, let alone stood
near him—him, who had done more for the club than any man, and who was
not on the list to play to-morrow.

But Gauvinier was waiting the moment when ‘over’ would be called.
Better still, however—a wicket fell. He ran out at once to Somner.

‘Sorry to see you limping like this,’ he said.
‘Dashed if I can put my foot to the ground,’ said Somner. ‘Gave me knee

the very hell of a twist.’
‘You ought to be careful. A knee’s a tricky thing.’
‘Yes. I’ll give it a good rest after to-morrow.’
‘I don’t think you ought to play to-morrow, my dear chap.’
‘Oh, rather! Hobble through all right. Wouldn’t miss that game for

anything, don’t you know! You can shove me point and let me have a man to
run for me.’

‘Not good enough. Too risky for you: and there’s the side to think of.’
‘The side,’ Somner laughed. ‘It’s not a county game!’
‘It would be misery trying to play with a leg like that: no good to

yourself or to us.’
‘Look here! if you’re trying to heave me out of the side, say so.’
The charm of his manner, almost Etonian in quality, disappeared. He

spoke like an angry boy, jolting back his head.
‘My dear man, we’ve got to play whole men. It’s obvious you’re not,

with a knee like that. It’s not fair on the side, and every man-jack’s aching to
play to-morrow.’

‘Oh, chuck me out, if you want to; chuck me out.’



Gauvinier shrugged his shoulders. A college boy was making his way to
the wicket.

‘Am I playing or not? Because if I am not playing I shall go straight up
North to-night: straight up North to-night.’

He spoke as one uttering a furious threat. Gauvinier checked himself
from saying ‘You can go to hell if you like,’ and merely remarked:

‘No; you are not fit to play.’ And walked quickly back to Wishfort,
thinking, as he was an optimist, that at any rate he would now make one
man glad.

‘Somner’s knee’s too badly twisted: can’t play to-morrow, so there’ll be
a place for you all right.’

Bill Wishfort stared in front of him, preserved an icy silence, scarlet in
face in his effort to make the silence more cutting. His companion on the
seat seemed to be much amused. He gave him a gentle nudge with his
elbow, and said gently, sitting back on the bench to swing his legs to and fro:

‘Gent’s speaking to you, Bill.’
Gauvinier repeated his remark.
‘I shan’t play!’ He spoke with difficulty, as though choked with

contempt for the man to whom he was speaking.
‘My dear good chap!’ Gauvinier expostulated. ‘You told me it was the

one game in the season you most wanted to play in. Of course you’ll play.’
Gauvinier had long given up minding the vagaries of personal dignity:

he supposed if men were young enough to play cricket, they must also
remain young enough to behave as naughty little boys would like to behave,
if they were allowed to.

Wishfort sat staring in front of him: his companion sitting right back,
grasping the wooden bench with his hands, became almost gymnastic in
appreciation of the scene.

‘Shouldn’t dream of playing again. I’m finished with it.’
‘Go on, Bill, never give up ’ope.’
‘Come on, man. It’s no good cutting off your nose to spite your face.

You’ll be sick as mud to-morrow if you miss the game.’
‘You’re wasting your breath. I’m not playing. What I say, I mean.’
‘Ah, don’t be sore. You’ll be feeling better to-morrow. The sun’ll be

blazing. We’re sure of a piping-hot day. Whatever’ll you feel like about
three—when we’re all in the field—the game beginning—the ground full of
people watching—to think you’ve chucked the chance of playing. Besides,
you’re much too good a sportsman to bear a grudge, knowing how devilish
awkward it is to pick teams.’

‘Same thing last year. Left out.’
‘All the more reason you should jump at the chance of playing this year.’



There was a silence, ominous but relentless. Gauvinier broke it by
saying cheerfully: ‘That’s settled then. You’ll be turning out. A jolly good
job too.’

Came a reluctant growl. ‘Oh, very well then. I’ll play.’
‘Good man. Capital!’
And there a wise man would have left it, even if he had (which is

doubtful) gone so far. But there was an imp of mischief in Gauvinier, whose
liveliness Bill’s companion quickened by his relish of the little scene, and
the imp of mischief forced him to say:

‘Don’t look so cross, Bill. What about a nice smile, and saying, Thank
you, dear Skipper, for taking all this trouble to get me the game on which
my little heart was set.’

Bill’s companion nearly fell off the seat backwards, rocking with joy at
this new turn of the talk. Bill’s lip tightened. He didn’t like it. He’d never
been spoken to like this before. He didn’t know what to say. But something
was tickling him—probably the infection of his friend’s gymnastic
amusement. He suddenly burst out laughing.

‘Gor! if you’re not the blinkin’ limit. Well, thanks very much.’
His companion beat him on the back. ‘Hooray for old Bill!’ he called

out: and Gauvinier left them struggling, as Wishfort was easing his feelings
by forcing his friend backwards off the seat. Gauvinier excused himself, as
he walked away, by thinking, ‘Oh well, I must have some fun out of it,’ for
he knew very well that the more grotesquely a man’s personal dignity
exhibits itself, the more unwise it is to upset it.

Lord! who’d run a side! was the refrain in his mind, as it frequently was
towards the end of any week during the summer. Strictly speaking, someone
else ought to do this part of the job. Get all the ha’pence, he laughed to
himself, and none of the kicks.

He entered another world with Peter Bliss, the groundsman, for whom
that patch of turf known as The Square was very dear.

‘Of course, some of these gentlemen who are playing to-morrow are
accustomed to County Grounds, but the wicket here won’t be too bad, sir,
not too bad. I don’t think they’ll mind. Very good of them to turn out against
the village. Still, they enjoy it: it’s a bit of fun.’

He always spoke to one of the gentry about the gentry as one speaks of a
race apart whose very presence on the Village Ground or elsewhere might be
supposed to confer a blessing. Many of those addressed, who behaved as
though they shared his opinion, thought him a very intelligent well-spoken
fellow, a good cut above his station. Gauvinier wisely concentrated on his
genuine enthusiasm for his job and put up with all the rest. Men like Peter
Bliss help to foster the notion that rudeness and crossness and



unpleasantness imply honesty—blunt rugged British honesty. So Gauvinier
smiled to think and to remember Sam Bird’s favourite comment on matters
terrestrial, ‘It’s an imperfect world, my dear sir, a most imperfect world.’

As they moved slowly along with the water-weighted roller, it appeared
that Peter, too, had heard of the famous fast bowler.

‘I’ve told the boys not to mind what they hear. So foolish, sir, isn’t it, to
become nervous before you’ve even seen the man. In a reg’lar stink, if I may
say so. What the team wants is two steady opening batsmen. We’ve some
good bats, mind you, some very pretty bats, but they’ve no patience to wait:
to play themselves in. Too anxious to start scoring . . . Hasty.’ (He shook his
head and repeated) ‘Hasty.’

Various members sauntered on to the ground for practice: among them
came the General’s butler, bright, small and out of breath—looking this way
and that. He caught sight of Gauvinier and hurried up to him.

‘Evening, sir. Capital finding you here. Thought I possibly might. The
General—he’s got twelve men—of course he could stand down himself; but
I told him that would never do and I was sure you’d be glad to play twelve
a-side. So many anxious to play in this game.’

‘Of course. That’s excellent. Twelve a-side then.’
‘I’ll tell him. You’ll excuse my running away at once. There’s the dinner,

you know.’
He lowered his voice to speak of it as a high priest might of a sacrificial

ceremony.
A wag among the players curled an imaginary moustache and speaking

in haughty tones announced: ‘Excuse me, my men, I must be strolling back
home to dress for my late dinnah! . . . A chunk of bread and a lump of
cheese and ’alf a pint with luck.’

There was a roar of good-natured laughter.
Gauvinier caught sight of Jimmie Marlow—a keen lad he wanted to give

a game to—coming on to the ground.
He got hold of Johnston, who was among the laughers, and said: ‘We’ll

play Jimmie, don’t you think!’
‘Rather! He’s mad to play, I know. A real good young chap, that.’
‘Yes, he is,’ said Gauvinier, delighted to hear recognition of one of his

spot boys. ‘Make a cricketer, one of these days.’
And he called out to Jimmie, who, hoping against hope, came up,

blushing. He had just left school and was learning to be a gardener, under
Bert Tomkins, who had been a keen cricketer in his day.

‘Want you to play to-morrow, Jimmie.’
‘ ’Fraid I can’t, sir. My turn on the greenhouses.’
Gauvinier swore.



‘P’raps Mr. Tomkins might . . .’
The boy couldn’t finish the sentence. There was a silence.
‘He’s comin’ on to the ground now. If you were to . . .’
Again the boy stopped.
‘Of course! What an ass I am! I’ll ask him.’
Gauvinier strode across to Bert, whom he had known for many years.

They liked each other. Bert was never tired of pulling Gauvinier’s leg: one
joke in particular, Elizabethan in tang, concerning a hurt Gauvinier had
received playing Soccer, remained perennially fresh to the good Bert.

‘Evening, Bert. Looks like a fine day for the match to-morrow.’
‘Wireless predicts rain in places,’ answered Bert huskily.
‘Old Liar.’
‘And serve you jolly well right if there was a good soak here. Do a lot

more good, too, than you chaps are likely to do. Ah! it would that. And
General’s got a real fast bowler comin’! Cooh! I’ll be watchin’! Shan’t half
laugh to meself to see your stumps flyin’! Ought to lay in a double lot, case
he breaks ’em.’

‘Yes, but ragging apart. We’re playing twelve a-side. I want you to let
young Jimmie off.’

‘Ah! I don’t see how I can, properly speakin’. The chaps take turn and
turn about of a Saturday. It’s a bit awkward-like.’

‘Yes, I know, but he’s mad to play.’
‘And all these boys are a lot too saucy nowadays, you know.’
‘You never were one to stand for a bit of fun, were you?’
‘There’s fun and fun,’ said Bert, shaking his head very seriously. ‘Still,

he ain’t a bad lad. I will say that much for ’im. But I don’t rightly see how I
can manage it.’

He ran through names. ‘What with one thing and what with another, they
has their Saturdays pretty full, and don’t like changing round at the last
minute like.’ He became silent, pondering deeply.

‘Of course, if it comes to that, there’s nothing to prevent me slipping
down meself before I has me tea.’

‘It ’ud be devilish good of you, if you would, Bert. I’ll run and tell him.’
Which Gauvinier proceeded to do, making one boy, Jimmie Marlow,

tingle with happiness for many hours to come at the prospect of playing in
the Great Match.

‘Well, that’s about all! Thank goodness!’ thought Gauvinier and went
home, eager as Jimmie himself for the game next day. The difficult part of
the business was successfully over; there remained the jam: and a level deep
red sky, glowing, promised a perfect day for the jam’s savouring.



The promise was fulfilled. The morning dawned fair and still. But all
was not ready yet. The ’phone bell rang. The General’s butler, suavely
apologetic, yet aware that a message, even through his unworthy mouth,
from such a being must, however subtly, confer an honour. Most upsetting
for the General; but the General’s best bat, a physician, sir, was called away,
on an important case, so there would be no need to trouble Mr. Gauvinier to
play twelve a-side.

No trouble at all, Gauvinier explained. On the contrary, he had got his
twelfth man, who would be bitterly disappointed if he was robbed of his
game at the last minute. Couldn’t the General raise another man! No, sir, he
wouldn’t like even to ask him, after all the trouble he had taken, and now
left without his best batsman.

‘It’s young Jimmie Marlow,’ Gauvinier could merely moan. ‘Absolutely
set his heart on the game.’

‘Yes, sir, I quite understand. A very pleasant lad. I’m sure he’ll see how
the General’s placed.’

‘I’ll have to tell him, I suppose.’
‘That would be best, sir. I’m afraid it’s putting you to a lot of trouble.

Then I’ll tell the General you’ll be playing eleven a-side as usual.’
‘All right. All right.’
‘Thank you, sir. Good morning.’
Lord! Who’d run a side! It was bad to scratch round to fill the place of

someone who’d dropped out. It was worse to disappoint a keen kid of his
game. Cat-and-mouse sort of job. Dangling delight in front of him; then
snatching it away. Black gloom took him, blackened by the fair still
morning. He had no philosophy to help him grapple with a kid’s
disappointment. He cursed himself for not insisting on playing twelve a-
side. Oh, well, it was done now. The sooner he went and told Jimmie, the
sooner it would be over. Damn it! This was the sort of dirty work he simply
funked. When old Bert had been so decent too about doing Jimmie’s work
for him!

He started his nice old car morosely and drove down into the village. He
knew the back way into the vegetable garden where he would be sure to find
Bert Tomkins, and took it, hoping that he would not come across the
plutocratic owner of the place, who was playing for the General’s team.

He peered about through the hedge of the kitchen-garden, but he had not
to peer long, before Bert emerged from a potting-shed speaking intently to
his second in command. Bert was on his job. And Bert on his job was
another man from Bert at large: when he lolled at leisure, so far as a man of
his inches might, with an air too of wary diffidence—a shy man resolved
that no one shall get the better of him. Bert on his job on his own ground



was assured and courteous. Gauvinier, depressed as he was, did not fail to
savour, as he had often done before, the nice change in the man who came
forward to greet him. He told the bad news bluntly.

‘Jimmie’s game’s off: it’s eleven a-side now. Just ’phoned through.’
He felt the sympathy in the man’s grunt. But a level of feeling was

touched in which neither language nor look were easy. So Bert stepped out
of the gloomy silence by remarking:

‘That’s good. Jim’s not half been set up this morning. Take him down a
peg proper. Not to mention upsettin’ all my arrangements as I’ve told ’em
I’d see to the greenhouses myself. Cricket! You chaps don’t half mess things
up with your cricket! Can’t never make up your minds. First one thing, then
another. . . . Always the same old tale.’ He added in a different voice, ‘I’ll
tell the boy. It so happens I’m goin’ that way.’

‘Come on, then. I’d better tell him myself.’
Bert gave Gauvinier a friendly look. They liked each other. They walked

in silence to the far end of the kitchen-garden, where Jimmie was cleaning a
bed. He pretended not to notice their coming.

‘Bad news,’ Gauvinier said. ‘Rotten bad news. Just heard a man’s fallen
out—on the General’s side. We’re only playing eleven a-side.’

‘Shan’t be wanted then?’
The boy’s face tightened.
‘Afraid not. I’m most infernally sorry.’
‘Oh, it doesn’t matter!’
‘I’ll see you get a game next Saturday.’
‘Oh, it’s quite all right.’
‘Then you may as well do your turn here, Jim, same as usual.’
Bert spoke awfully nicely. The boy nodded. They walked away from

him.
‘On such a morning, too!’
‘Yes. It’s hard lines.’
They reached the turn into the drive and stopped. After a moment’s

silence Bert said: ‘Well, I must be getting along,’ and moved off.
Gauvinier went to his nice old car. That was done, anyhow. A beastly

job. He tried not to think how young Jimmie must be feeling but knew all
too well. ‘Old Bert’s a damned good sort!’ he announced to cheer himself
up. The sun began to shine again for him as he neared home. Next Saturday
anyhow he’d see that Jimmie got his game. Plucky kid. Took it well.



PART II. THE GAME IS PLAYED
Gauvinier reached the ground, as the old pavilion shutters were being

hoisted into position—a rather precarious operation. He missed dear John
McLeod, the late Secretary, who had left the district, and had been, always,
the first to arrive. Jack Evans was coming on to the ground carrying a bat he
had won for the first fifty he had made in his life, made at 15, the year
before. Kids were playing about, sent out to leave their parents in quiet after
their Saturday dinner. No one else yet. The marquee, specially erected for
this match, was up; special chairs for the General’s guests in a long line; the
flag flapped from the scoring-box. All was waiting, ready for the great
game. Gauvinier turned slowly round, looking: a field in a lovelier setting
could not be found: his eyes dwelled on the gentle line of the Downs,
undulating in the distance under a shimmer of heat; on the road sloping up
through the village; on the large grass circle, tightly mown: would that it
were larger!

A bunch of players straggled on to the field. He ran through the side in
his mind, hoping they would be punctual, as the General gave his team a
superb luncheon and brought them to the ground in ample time. Two or three
of his regular players (the game was an institution) were of the sort that
make any game delightful simply by their quality of sheer niceness. The
really good cricketer, on the ground during a game, was a unique type, hard
to beat, a man at his top note, selfless, disciplined, alert; an active, potential
artist. For a little while to be in the society of free happy men, under the
good spell discipline imposed from within, active and unconscious; so
different from the unintelligent will-less slaves, herding about like sheep
under a discipline imposed from without, engendered by an incoherent mass,
accumulating, of fear and prejudice.

Gauvinier pulled himself with a laugh out of the silly morass of
speculation, as Johnston approached him with earnest face, wisely intent on
the business in hand and on nothing in the world at all else.

‘Hope we make a decent show this afternoon!’ he exclaimed devoutly.
‘And if you win the toss, what about putting them in, for a change. Chaps
have properly got the wind up about that fast bowler. Make us look a bit
silly if . . .’

‘My dear man! Put ’em out in this hot sun for an hour or two—why
damn it! winning the toss to-day would be a gift, an absolute gift. They
never can last, you know, these pitch-hogs!’

‘Mightn’t need to,’ Johnston laughed.
‘Oh, rot!’



‘And some of ’em like to know what they’ve got to beat, if you take my
meaning. Not me, you understand.’

‘Well, we’ll take what’s given us, I think. Besides, we don’t know that
he is so very fast. You can’t believe all you hear.’

‘No: that’s a fact you can’t. Only I thought I’d mention it, you know—
how chaps were feeling about it.’

‘Make ’em feel different!’
‘Yes. That’s it!
They both laughed, as though a little finger only had to be raised to

accomplish this memorable result. The problem was left for the skipper’s
mind to brood over—cricket v. the nerves of the team—sense v. superstition
—a nice problem: but he had yet to win the toss.

‘Will you have one or two?’
He gladly accepted, but he had only had three or four when cars drove in

and he went to greet the visitors.
Soon the ground became gay with bright blazers—an awesome spectacle

to the blazerless, who mentioned in hushed voices names of clubs and
schools—M.C.C.—I Zingari—Authentics—Wellington—Eton, to which
these colours belonged. Fortunately all their unassuming wearers were not
quite in full prime or full practice. But old Francis was right when he
remarked in the score-box: ‘Them little jackets do look nice, now. No
mistake.’ The visitors were a scratch side out mainly to enjoy themselves;
the home team were in desperate earnest to give a good account of
themselves and to make a decent show. It mattered to them: it mattered a lot.
And most of the spectators who began to wander now on to the ground in
twos and threes were slowly being drawn into the same intensity of feeling:
connected with the place in which they lived (though they did not often
think of it), touching, too, what might be called perhaps the honour of the
place (though they were not aware of ever even dreaming of that).

Gauvinier (queer artist creature sensitive to these poignant
undercurrents) fought this intensity of feeling as he greeted one and another
that the mere cricketer might fully emerge. Three or four strange faces, the
rest familiar, and among them, praise God! all his particular favourites.

‘Now then toss and get it over. And for goodness’ sake win it or we shall
be killed dead fielding in this blazing sun after that lunch.’

‘The General does us too well. Some of us are so damned greedy. But
this is a white man. If he wins the toss, he’ll take pity and put us in.’

‘Your cry!’ laughed Gauvinier.
‘Sheer manslaughter to push some of us out into this sun. Heads!’
‘It’s a tail.’



‘Hell! That’s torn it. Well. It’s up to you, now. Our lives are in your
hands.’

‘I’d do anything to oblige, of course,’ laughed Gauvinier. ‘But I think
we’d better take first knock.’

He flung up his hands in mock despair.
‘I hear you’ve a deadly fast bowler,’ he ventured.
‘Ah, Lewis. Never heard of him myself till to-day. Hope to goodness he

is.’
Gauvinier went to a group of his team, who had been watching the

proceedings, far less lightheartedly.
‘I’ve won the toss,’ he said.
His words were received with silent dismay. Bill Wishfort eagerly

voiced their sentiments. He stepped forward and said:
‘Put ’em in, Skipper. Have the sense to put ’em in.’
‘Never on your life, on a day like this. Simply couldn’t do it. You take

my word!’
Bill could not take anybody’s word, and Gauvinier quietly cursed him,

as he laughed at nerves and superstitions (his own included). But Bill could
not be appeased, until it was put to him bluntly that the thing was done and
could not be undone. ‘Sorry, but it was so obviously the right thing,’ and he
went off to write down the order, thinking: ‘Confound it! they may simply
go in now and get themselves out—who ever heard of such infernal
rubbish!’

Too late anyhow to alter it now. It was a relief to explode to Sam Bird,
the umpire, and hear his chuckling comment: ‘Ridic’lous nonsense!’ as he
forced his way into his tight white coat: which done he held out his hand to
have Gauvinier’s wrist-watch buckled round his stout wrist which the strap
just managed to encircle. He hoped, while he fitted the tiny gawd on to that
burly hairiness, that he had not been high-handed and dictatorial. After all it
was their game he was running—but such an immense advantage: simply
could not not take it when it was offered. He fumbled the little metal tongue,
fixed it: hurried into the score-box: wrote down names, Charman—Booker
—Johnston—Lees—himself—Jack—Phil Rogers—Wishfort—Sid. All good
for a few, and Lees and Booker, especially Booker, really good bats, worth
watching. And there was Booker with his pads on ready, his nice, ordinary,
smiling, nervous self.

The field was being set: no man out—three slips and a third man. Yes,
that must be Lewis with the ball. And here came slowly out, to keep wicket
at the age of 70, John Farringdon, a member of the M.C.C. Committee, who
had captained an English team to the West Indies, who had made fifty runs
with a broken thumb, whose presence on any cricket field conferred an



honour. You could see him being ragged about his late arrival—a little
fearfully: his burly majesty, England only could have produced (and no
longer does so).

Charlie Booker and Monnie Charman made their way to the wickets.
What had the next minutes in store? All would soon know now the famed
bowler’s pace. These opening overs are too poignant a thrill. Too much
depends on them. Charlie Booker was taking first ball. He is facing the
dreaded bowler: not a long run anyhow—old Farringdon stoops slowly
down behind the wicket. Now then! Hm—he is fast. Just a little faster than
Charlie Booker has ever met—the ball misses the leg stump by inches—
Charles is seconds late in his shot. The next ball short on the off appears to
smack against old Farringdon’s glove before Charlie makes his shot.
Gauvinier’s worst fears are realized. The man is really fast. If Charlie
Booker can’t find his pace. . . . Ah! there it is! Charles seems to wave his bat
aimlessly—his middle stump is knocked clean out of the ground. Gauvinier
heard Wishfort’s voice from the Pavilion: ‘Simply asking for it. When we
won the toss. Not puttin’ ’em in!’

0—1—0.
‘Sorry,’ said the returning Charles awfully nicely. ‘But I never caught a

glimpse like. A bit too fast for me.’
‘We’re for it!’ said Johnston, as he hurried out to the wicket. His first

ball, on his legs, he snicked for one, and long leg, seeing a chance of a run
out, flung the ball but flung it wide—an overthrow was snatched amid
excited cheers. The next ball hit Johnston’s pads and shattered his wicket.

2—2—2.
Came Wishfort’s voice of calamity. ‘There you are. No use talkin’ to

some people! Will go their own blind silly obstinate way!’ The fellow was
gloating. Gauvinier could have choked him, as he buckled on his pads,
fuming with slow rage. He hated the side to make no show: to be made to
look silly. And Lees going in. He waved a limp bat at one. Gauvinier looked
up to see his off stump tumbling out, at the next, that dreadful over’s last
ball.

2—3—0.
Gauvinier stripped his sweater in the score-box. The thing was taken

clean out of the realm of a pleasant game of cricket on a sunny Saturday
afternoon. He strode out to the wicket. Young Farringdon was bowling.
Monnie played the first five balls carefully and well; the last, a slower one,
he misjudged and hit softly back into the bowler’s hands.

2—4—0.
Old Farringdon, crossing over, remarked in his deep jovial voice to

Gauvinier that he had seen a stand of 170 for the last wicket. ‘Quite fast,



Lewis,’ he added.
Jack was coming in. The Captain was talking to Lewis (shaking a

friendly fist towards Gauvinier) who agreed reluctantly to take a man from
short leg well in front of the wicket and put him in the deep behind the
bowler. Gauvinier took middle and leg, thankful that inaction was at an end
at last; taut, strung up, furious, he faced the bowler. The ball came, rather
short on the off: he took a quick lash at it; got it in the centre of the bat: it
flew high behind point, well over third man’s head . . . the umpire stopped
them on their third run, signalling a boundary. Third man, apparently against
his will, was induced to stop in the deep.

The next ball, well up on his legs, Gauvinier played straight to the place
from which short leg had been taken, hesitation between mid-on and long
leg gave him two runs. The bowler, annoyed, looked towards the Captain
with a sad ‘You see’ on his face. Oh Pharisee! The shot gave Gauvinier,
knowing the bowler’s feelings, greater pleasure almost than a smack out of
the ground.

The next ball, a clinker, beat him all ends up and must have broken
considerably, for to his astonishment his wicket remained intact.

‘The bails trembled,’ growled old Farringdon, beaming pleasantly, and
he called out to the bowler and the field in general, ‘Hit the wicket without
removing the bails.’

Praise Heaven! thought Gauvinier, superstitious to his eyelids, perhaps
our luck’s turned. And he knew that his own luck was always extreme, dead
out always or dead in. His confidence mounted to insolence, though a paltry
eight runs only marked the total with four good wickets down.

Another fierce long hop on the off, the same savage slash—curse that
third man on the boundary, but a quick slant-eyed look saw third man haring
in, stagger back, hopelessly misjudge the curving flight of the ball and Sam
Bird, staring intent, relaxed to signal a triumphant four—to the
accompaniment of derisive shouts from every small boy on the ground.

‘They go at an angle of forty from the straight,’ growled old Farringdon
—and waved a slow arm to show the immense curve the ball had taken in its
flight.

‘I can see the ball: my luck’s in: who knows?’ thought Gauvinier, with a
thrill known to all at such a happy moment: felt by everyone who has played
on a side; but by none so intensely as by the cricketer, for he has full
deliberate time to be conscious of the thrill and to be aware of its good
presence augmenting. It’s more nervous work: anxiety is more biting, but
the reward is incomparably greater in its actual cumulative joy.

Young Farringdon had a deceptive delivery. His action suggested a faster
ball than usually came. It hung in the air and Jack, a powerful boy, a born



cricketer, with a wonderful eye, fell into the trap, blundered into it head over
heels, like the veriest rabbit—played at the delivery, and played feebly at
that, finishing with a half-hearted scoop, the vilest cow-shot, as the ball
pitched, and bounced an inch over his middle stump. Young Farringdon had
the bowler’s right to be overjoyed. Gauvinier, with the paternal anguish a
father feels when a favourite son cuts a poor figure, was forced to remark, in
palliation: ‘The boy’s a mass of nerves.’ Young Farringdon, elated with the
success of his little strategy, approached for a faster ball both in action and
in run, but tossed it, at the last moment, higher and slower, making the trap
more obvious: poor Jack rolled into it over and over: hit wildly, had time to
recover and jab at the ball as it bounced slowly by his off stump: he was
made to look and to feel ridiculous. Courteous fieldsmen hid their smiles:
spectators loudly laughed. Sid Smith’s kindly voice shouted clearly from the
pavilion: ‘Steady, Jack: watch ’em, boy.’

Gauvinier, himself a bowler, knew the ball that was coming next, simply
read the meaning of the happy smile that lit young Farringdon’s face: and it
came; no check of the body, no last minute stiffening of the arm, but a
loosening, a quickening (very cleverly done) and the ball flew at twice its
previous pace to a batsman, at last convinced that a slowish ball must come,
and who made his beaten shot well after the ball had shaved his off bail.
Gauvinier noticed Jack’s eye flicker towards the pavilion, like some trapped
animal towards freedom. He moved dry lips in a sickly smile. He played the
next ball as though the bat were a leaden weight he had barely strength to
hold: but the bat stopped the ball, and he was still in at the over’s end, to
young Farringdon’s very natural astonishment. You could almost hear the
sigh of relief from the spectators that the village pet’s ordeal was passed.
One murmured to another, knowing Jack’s strength and skill and quickness
of wrist and eye. ‘It’s the boy’s nerves. You wait. He’ll show ’em. Oh Lord!
if he gets half a chance!’

There was a moment’s delay. The skipper pointed out to the bowler that
short leg, forgetting, was in his original place and the bowler, reluctantly,
asked him to go into the deep: with a laughing apology he ran off.

Came a growl from behind the stumps. ‘These boys can’t remember
their places. And look at those absurd flapping hats. A little sun won’t hurt
’em.’

Gauvinier noticed the two young men who roused the old man’s
righteous anger.

‘All show!’ he growled, as he tucked himself slowly down on his
haunches in preparation.

Came the well-pitched-up ball on his legs, and Gauvinier played it again
hard for two directly over the spot where short leg had been standing: a trick



of fate to encourage the batsman and annoy any bowler living. It was more
than Lewis could stand.

‘I say, do you mind if we have him back,’ he suggested with
praiseworthy mildness to the skipper.

‘No, no!’ said the skipper, who knew his job backwards. ‘But it’s a bit
risky. That beggar’s got the reach of the devil and can use it.’

Back came short leg, laughing. Lewis bowled a good-length ball on the
off at a furious pace: Gauvinier stepped out using all his length of reach and
drove it, rather high, but hard, straight into the hands of that man in the deep
if he had been there, but not being there, the hit was a safe, watched four,
greeted with a roar of delight.

‘Must have a man out!’ the skipper remarked firmly to no one in
particular and beckoned one of the slips into the deep.

But the fast bowler’s cup was not yet full. The imp of chance can play
mad pranks. His next ball was a clinker which flicked the edge of
Gauvinier’s bat, caught in two minds, and sped past the spot where the
moved slip had been standing for an easy two: as nice a catch as any slip
could hope for, had he been there.

‘My God, what luck!’ panted Gauvinier to old Farringdon, needing a
breather after the sprint.

‘Luck in a way. Yes,’ growled old Farringdon stoutly accurate. ‘But you
mucked his field up by goin’ for ’em, which was the right game.’

But Gauvinier, glad as he was that he was in, was gladder still that his
luck was in; and the sheer confirming good luck of his innings gave him the
agreeable sensation that all the gods were fighting for him: he braced
himself to control the stupidity in his batting nature which would cause even
the gods themselves to fight in vain: loose feckless wipes at good-length
balls: trying to bag a run where there was no run; and so forth—too long and
too sorry a list to unfold at length, and one which few happy batsmen could
read without a painful prick of conscience: obvious little sins against sanity
which are not easy to forget.

‘If only I don’t get myself out: if only I don’t play the fool . . .’ was the
trend of his prayer or thought or resolution (or rather, perhaps, a well-shaken
cocktail mixture of all three).

The over ended with a one: he faced young Farringdon for the first time
that afternoon, though on various other occasions he had played him and
knew that if you watched him like a hawk for a bit his deceptive action
ceased to deceive, became clear as a puzzle solved. Unlike the fast man, he
asked to be hit, the sooner the better. ‘So we’ll wait a bit,’ Gauvinier
grinned, ‘till he’s a little less above himself.’



Here it came—hanging . . . hanging . . . in the air, evilly tempting:
Gauvinier gripped himself, waited, played it hard and carefully back along
the carpet to mid-off. Slower still, the next one, hanging worse, wait you
fool, wait, ah, got him: no run, though, to that cover. Look out for his fast
one. No, not this: the same tossed good-length ball, dead on the wicket. No
need to grip himself quite so tight: he saw it all the way: back along the
carpet to the bowler. Stick to it. No hurry: no hurry. You’ll get a loose one
soon. But not yet. Nor the fast one, yet. Watch out for that. Again, back
along the carpet to mid-off. Like a good little book. You’re getting the
measure. Ah, here it comes, the fast one—good length, too; full in the centre
of the bat, brilliantly stopped by mid-off—a powerful drive, easily and
cleanly fielded, and returned to the bowler almost in one—Gauvinier was
forced to call out: ‘Well fielded!’

Old Farringdon growled in huge approval: ‘That’s Wellington!’
It broke the queer little spell, which Gauvinier summoned back by

saying to himself: ‘No liberties: now, no liberties. No need to take chances
with this man.’

But no chance was needed to be taken with the next ball. It was a gift, a
shortish one on his body which rose to the perfect height for a hit, as hard as
he liked to hit it. They ran three, as longish grass saved the four.

Jack’s nerves were still mastering him, but he made one shot which
might have given a keen-sighted observer some hint of what he could really
do.

The clock in the village struck three: it seemed impossible that so much
could have happened in hardly twenty minutes. Cars drove by whose
occupants’ idly turned heads seemed to say: ‘So they still play cricket in the
villages then.’

Tense and eager, Gauvinier thought: ‘We’ll put up some sort of show
yet: and make a game of it.’

Came a stinging fast one just outside his legs which he missed
completely, and slapped the wicket-keeper’s left-hand glove for a run; and
Jack faced the swift Lewis for the first time.

‘Of course a straight one with Jack as he is,’ but it went just outside the
off stump. The bowler wiped his face and neck with a handkerchief: he was
beginning to feel the sun which was very hot. He must have got his hand
wet, for the next ball slipped out a full toss straight at Jack’s body: obvious
danger steadied the boy’s nerves, and for the first time he showed something
of his quality by standing firm as a rock and hitting it full and clean and
effortlessly to the boundary amid a roar of joy from his supporters.

‘God! I was afraid I’d killed him!’ Gauvinier heard Lewis remark to old
Sam Bird, who fatly grinned and shifted slowly on his feet.



He’s not right yet, thought Gauvinier as Jack was badly late for the next
ball and was within inches of being bowled by the one that followed; but the
boy was clearly getting himself in hand if only he could survive for another
over or two. The last ball was short on the off; Jack lashed savagely at it, hit
it hard and full, straight towards the large-hatted cover who was startled,
stepped on one side, shoved out a stiffish arm and ran after the ball flipping
bruised fingers. Not a good exhibition of fielding; but nothing could have
improved upon his apology; for on regaining his place he sang out in a
beautiful clear voice:

‘I am so sorry, but my beastly hat flapped in front of my eyes.’
Old Farringdon growled a few apt words that would burn any paper on

which they were printed.
While Gauvinier recovered his wind he listened to a growled homily on

a certain school which turned out an article in the shape of young men who
were all show and no good: from one whom no institution could have turned
a hair’s breadth from his own nature’s course—not even a public school, and
yet the very epitome of every public school. Odd that a nation that produced
the extreme individualist—poets, heretics, buccaneers and explorers—
should have evolved the most perfect system for turning men out to pattern,
trained to regard any divergence from that pattern with suspicion. But they
were putting thirty up on the board: slowly the game was being pulled
round. Over was called, and young Farringdon prepared to bowl to an
obvious victim with cheerful confidence. Too cheerful. Jack was himself. He
played the ball back to mid-on, making it look an easy one and the delivery
guileless and stiff: the whole thing, indeed, obvious and simple as a solved
anagram. The bowler refused to notice the difference, though it became
clearer with every ball Jack played: for it is difficult to realize when you’ve
as good as bowled a man with every ball you’ve given him, that your
bowling has ceased to trouble him much: but it was fairly obvious by the
end of the over (maiden as it was) to everyone else on the ground.

‘Humph!’ grunted old Farringdon in approval. ‘He can bat a bit, that
youngster!’

Somehow, Gauvinier felt, the side had got ditched at the start like a car
—in rather a large, deep, mud-bottomed ditch, too, at the start of a day’s run.
It was backing well on to the road again, now: no serious damage done:
they’d have a run for their money yet and make a day of it. The sting was
leaving the fast bowler’s pace. He’d morally sent both batsmen back to the
pavilion: yet there they were, more and more at home at the wicket: and the
sun was not getting cooler. Three runs came that over, and no ball looked at
all dangerous. His vision of a startling analysis began to fade.



The game had reached the tug-of-war stage, where both sides hold on
and grimly pull; there is little movement; only the tautness of the rope and
the stretched stillness exist to mark the intensity of the contest.

Gauvinier adjured the impatience in him to wait for the loose one. And
both bowlers, aware of the crucial point the game had reached, gave no run
away and fought for the huge advantage the fall of a wicket would give
them.

Jack was playing now with quiet confidence, as though the shy
weakling’s place had been taken by a strong experienced batsman. And the
score was creeping slowly up towards forty—a bye, a run, a leg-bye: and
then a short run to cover, who still wore the umbrageous hat, excited the
fieldsman so that he returned the ball wildly, and to old Farringdon’s
growled rage, presented Tillingfold with two runs. A little thing, but
important at that tense moment. Young Farringdon, the bowler, was annoyed
and pitched his next ball just that little bit too far up that turns a good-length
ball into a half-volley and Gauvinier, rejoicing, swept it for a pleasant four.

It was the last ball of the over. Jack played Lewis’s first three beautifully,
then took a rash bang at the fourth, which soared spinning towards third
man, who to Gauvinier’s dismay was judging it perfectly this time: the ball
fell right into his hands and fell right through them, so slowly dropping that
he made a frantic grab at the falling ball. He’d stroked his brilliantined hair
with his hands . . . must have; Gauvinier thought in his exuberant
thankfulness: while the field rang with yells of derisive triumph.

From that moment the character of the game entirely changed. No trace
now, except in memory, of the ditched car: no hint of the grim tug-of-war.
Tillingfold seemed out for a joy ride, after all, though they’d started late.

‘Whatever the pace, a half-volley remains a half-volley,’ thought
Gauvinier as he savagely drove the next ball to the boundary—which the
man in the deep fell over in his failure to reach. Runs came at a pace. They
were nearing sixty, when Gauvinier saw the old Captain approach Lewis and
heard him suggest a rest. The new bowler could not find his length: a long
hop, a full toss—a kind gift of three to each batsman—all run, Gauvinier
happily cursed, panting. There was not a dry inch on his shirt: his forehead
dripped, his hands were wet with sweat, and he wouldn’t have changed
places with any man alive. His chief thought now became to keep his hands
dry enough to hold the bat.

Sixty went up: Young Farringdon, who had been bowling very steadily,
was taken off. The pace became fast and furious: (seventy went up) too fast
for Gauvinier—who, still panting from a hard-run three, took a mighty dip
to make sure of the six such a ball promised, mishit and skied it and the deep
field, running at full speed, brought off a beautiful catch.



72—5—46.
Gauvinier, wet in body, dry in mouth and throat, hot as he was happy,

and happy as he was hot, rejoiced to remember that the good Mrs. Peckham
dispensed lemonade at 2d. a tumbler. He gulped down two, before he was in
a normal state to enjoy two more with a friend. Then lighted a cigarette,
pleased at his restraint in stopping at four. The cigarette did not taste bad, as
he listened, too sweating hot to blush, to nice remarks on the value of his
knock, and watched Bill Wishfort with his pads on proudly vociferous and
thankful that he had persuaded a timorous skipper to take the advantage of
first knock.

Phil Rogers was in, a reckless hitter with a marvellous eye, young and
strong: not one to need a breather after running three. He and Jack were
good pals: and they enjoyed stealing runs almost as much as hitting fours.
The two were famed for this, and at the first short run, every small boy
yelled with delight at the sure prospect of seeing some fun. The fun was
there, all right. The field, already a little rattled, became wild: and Phil’s
luck was in. Jack called for a foolish run (even though Phil was backing up
half-way across the pitch), the boy from Wellington picked it up neatly and
flung it at the wicket which he missed by inches, and the ball went for four
overthrows, sending up the hundred, to a roar of applause.

Kind heaven! How those two boys enjoyed themselves! and all the side
with them in an exaltation which spread to every spectator on the ground
and touched even the visitors who were beginning to arrive in their best
frocks for polite conversation and tea.

Phil and Jack hit like kicking mules and ran like greyhounds, with that
instant understanding that becomes the despair of fieldsmen.

110—120—130 went up and a steadier, longer round of applause, in
which the visiting side joined to a man, announced that Jack had made his
fifty. Phil had been getting the lion’s share of the bowling, but now Jack had
pretty well all of the next three overs, in which he took his score past eighty
with the help of a new bowler whom he beat unmercifully, Gauvinier
marvelling why Lewis, who must surely be rested, was not given another
chance.

The last thing that anyone imagined possible then happened and a wicket
fell. Phil Rogers drove the ball hard to mid-off, and the Wellington boy
jumping neatly to one side brought off a brilliant catch with his left hand.

164—6—36.
Bill Wishfort went beaming out to carry on the good work. The fast

bowler, Lewis, by his gestures appeared to be explaining to the captain that
he had strained his arm throwing: perhaps that was why Bill waved to his
supporters from the wicket. He was not a very good batsman, but he could



hit a ball hard on his day; and this was his day, he made 16 in twenty
minutes, while Jack, to everyone’s tense excitement, was getting very near
his century.

192—7—16.
‘Don’t you blokes let him know. Make him nervous as a monkey,’ said

Sid Smith, as he hurried out, chewing his usual bit of grass.
‘I’ll declare when he makes his hundred and we’ll have tea,’ said

Gauvinier, for the first time in his life perhaps wishing that there were no tea
interval.

Roars of joy broke out as Jack made a magnificent pull for four.
This damned tea-party stuff takes such a time. Gauvinier was torn to

pieces. Hardly two hours to get ’em out in. Wasn’t enough. Five more the
boy wanted. Oh good, there came two more of them: and a leg-bye snatched
by Sid gave him the bowling again. This must be last over. It was. Jack ran
out at the first ball and hit it clean into the road for six, sending up the 200
and making his own century in one glorious smack, which everyone
applauded wildly. Nor was he finished with it. The next ball but one he
drove for four and the last (oh so rightly!) he lifted out of the ground, on
which the innings was instantly declared closed, at 215 for 7, Jack Evans not
out 113.

Tillingfold were pleased to make a hundred in an afternoon: this,
incredibly after such a start against such a side, was their record score. The
whole team walked down to the marquee for tea in a sort of elated swoon,
the men who had failed, the men who had not failed and the men who had
not batted at all, happy in the side’s success.

The old skipper shook his head at Gauvinier, his eyes twinkling:
‘Shouldn’t have done it! Pushing us out into that hot glare. Butchery.
Massacre. A shambles.’ He leaned nearer: the banter went out of his voice:
‘Marvellous game! Cricket. Who would ever believe after those first ten
minutes that we were in for this? It was a fair bet you wouldn’t make twenty,
let alone 200. I’ve played a good many thousand games of cricket, but I
doubt if I’ve seen such a complete change—ever.’

Half Gauvinier’s mind was listening: half was thinking that if they got a
move on with this tea business, there would be two good hours’ play, and
every available minute was wanted and wanted badly. One thing he knew by
experience; there was something about these swift afternoon games that
made sitting on the splice almost impossible: even without the temptation of
Sid Smith’s bowling; one of the few real old countrymen remaining in
village cricket. He looked innocuously simple: yet what he didn’t know
about bowling wasn’t really worth knowing: three steps casual run, an easy
swing and no two balls were flighted quite alike. Moreover, his habit of



lovingly chewing a bit of grass and wearing a collarless shirt helped to blind
many an experienced club-batsman to the skilled guile his rustic
nonchalance concealed. He had not yet done himself justice in the General’s
match: he was inclined to be overawed by those little jackets: but just a turn
of the wheel of chance in his boyhood and every cricketer in the world
might have known his name. It was all there: though he was born to blush
unseen, a mute inglorious George Cox, upon the Village Green.

Sid Smith was strongly attached to Jack Evans, whom he had spotted as
a cricketer in long clothes and trained as a cricketer as soon as he could
toddle. And now at tea he was exulting in the boy’s success, who what with
his long innings and Sid’s remarks remained a silent peony, industriously
absorbing tea.

Sid’s job during the week was about the dullest job a man could have:
now all his pent-up power of enjoyment throve and flourished. He was
himself, happy and unhampered—a good sight. Laughter and loud talk filled
the hot marquee whose canvas sides flapped lazily in the heat. Most of the
visitors were taking tea outside. Bill Wishfort’s voice rose clear above the
rest. He was actually being useful, urging them to finish up tea and get on
with it. Peter Bliss was pulling the roller off the pitch. Sam Bird muttered a
protest that Bill had not been standing umpire in the sun for two hours.

Gauvinier rose, laughing. The General, kindest of hosts, entered,
beaming, with packets of cigarettes, anxious that his ices should be properly
sampled by his guests. ‘The ices, Mrs. Peckham, the ices. These gentlemen
. . . Such a day too. Just the day for ices. . . .’ (They were being swiftly
handed round in saucers.)

‘Put our eyes out, sir.’
‘Oh rubbish, rubbish! And Jack, not have an ice after such an exhibition

of battin’! Absurd. Eh, Jack!’
Jack sputtered: ‘Yessir!’
‘Give you a bat for makin’ a century. Capital.’ He leaned over the boy’s

shoulder and whispered, ‘A bit shaky at the start though, weren’t we!’
Jack sputtered: ‘Yessir!’ gulping ice.
‘Never mind. Never mind. We finished in a canter. What? And a miss is

as good as a mile. Ices! Ices! Of course you must have ices. Have some
more!’

The teams’ throats ached with the cold wolfed ices: Gauvinier hoped
their stomachs wouldn’t, thankful to notice Johnston well on his way to the
pavilion to put on pads and gloves for keeping wicket, and Sam Bird leaving
the marquee.

The General’s opening batsmen were waiting, ready. Two good hours to
get the side out. It could be done. They had some hurricane hitters. If they



got really going! Won on time. That, too, could be done. But time now was
the main enemy. They had the clock to beat.

At last they were in the field: every man, alert, on his toes, resolved to
snap up any chance that came his way. Sid Smith opened the bowling: no
ghost of nervousness hovered over either batsman. They knew what they
wanted to do and did it, taking no risks, watching Sid carefully as he
deserved to be watched.

Good sound cricket: no loose balls: no wild shots: no slack fielding.
Gauvinier bowled the other end: and met the same sure, confident batting,
with runs scored by shots not commonly seen on the ground. Two overs
each were bowled in this way: you knew the batsmen had started out
confidently to get the measure of the bowling, master it and then force the
pace. They were doing it, too: no sign of a chance; no hint of difficulty with
any ball. They began to open out: a huge clean hit off Gauvinier’s bowling
past Jack Evans at deep mid-wicket, one for the throw, they agreed as they
passed—but they reckoned without Jack, who picked it up and threw it in at
a terrific pace, first bounce over the wicket, to Gauvinier who snapped off
the bails before the astonished batsman could quicken his pace from the
centre of the pitch. He had not even looked in Jack’s direction, the second
run seemed so easy and so certain. The throw would have been remarkable
on any ground in the kingdom, for pace and straightness, a superb piece of
fielding.

28—1—16.
The new man was a stranger—McClintock by name—with a big

reputation: he had been making a lot of runs for one of the minor counties: a
tall lithe man with a very bright eye and an extraordinarily nice smile. He
came in, smiling: and watched Gauvinier deliver the last ball of his over,
from which the first semblance of a chance was given; for it cocked up just
out of Gauvinier’s reach, though he flung himself at it. ‘You got within
inches; I shouldn’t have thought you could have got within yards,’
McClintock remarked.

Gauvinier liked him immensely for his way of making the remark;
which did not prevent him from praying devoutly that the delightful fellow
might underrate Sid Smith, who had just picked himself another bit of grass.

Jack had come in to cover from deep mid-wicket. The first ball came
hard along the ground in his direction.

McClintock shouted ‘Wait!’ in the nick of time, for Jack reached it on a
running dive.

‘That boy can field!’
He took a mighty dip at Sid’s tossed-up slow one, missed it, barely

escaped being stumped. Sid grinned. He began a hit at the next one, checked



himself, and blocked it, laughing, almost on the run. Sid grinned more
widely and waved his deep fieldsmen right back on to the boundary. Not far
enough. For the next ball thumped plump down on the marquee—a clean
swift tremendous hit—one of the best ever seen on the ground.

Old Sid swallowed the bit of grass he was chewing. He didn’t much like
that. A slightly slower, tossed a little higher, well up on the leg stump.
Would he hit across it? fall into the old trap, this blazered toff, same as Bill
Marnock or Joe Smith! Lor’ lumme, look. Yes, he’s missed it. Yes, gently
knocked the bail off—Sid Smith leaned staring forward, as though hardly
believing his eyes—then suddenly stamped and flung his cloth cap on the
ground (the first time Gauvinier had ever seen him do it) mad with delight,
and yells of joy broke out from the village spectators in approval of their
beloved Sid. Gauvinier came beaming up to him: ‘Well bowled, Sid!’ And
Sid Smith announced with fervour: ‘I’d rather have had that bloke’s wicket
than be give a hundred quid!’ and he shook his head slowly from side to side
to show how absolutely he meant what he said.

Young Farringdon came in next, annoyed at McClintock’s downfall.
‘Damn silly, I call it, to chuck your wicket away,’ he said to Sam Bird,

who cordially agreed. He did not follow the bad example: indeed he went
perhaps a little too far in the opposite direction—towards over-caution: for
he felt wistfully at the first ball and missed it: watched the next like a wary
panther to the last moment and tipped it gently off the edge of his bat into
Gauvinier’s hands at short slip.

The incident had a curious effect upon Sam Bird, whose standard of an
umpire’s dignity was high. He announced as he advanced to the wicket,
‘And the ball, gentlemen, is over,’ and slowly bent up his burly form in
massive silent mirth. He straightened himself to say with purple face in a
hoarse voice: ‘Good as a play!’ and once more bent as far double as his bulk
permitted, murmuring: ‘Damn silly, I call it,’ and heaved himself upright to
add: ‘There’s more ways of bein’ silly than one!’ and wheezed.

Suddenly he recollected himself; his manner completely changed and he
said very seriously: ‘Extremely well bowled, Sid. Useful men to see the
back of and you had ’em both guessin’.’

The young man with the perfect manner who had fielded in a too-large
hat came in: but he had left his too-large hat behind him. Sid and Gauvinier
exchanged glances which said distinctly how each longed to have a go at
him. The innings was not going according to the batting side’s plan, checked
suddenly by Jack’s amazing throw just as they were settling down to start
lapping, opened full out, on top. But the game was far less over than many
seemed to think, who did not know the side. No. 1 (the boy from
Wellington) was going strong, and taking no chances, and Gauvinier knew



of three men who were good for any amount on their day; and only two who
were negligible but would have to be got out. A neat two to leg was the only
score from that over.

Gauvinier could see old Sid quite scratching himself he so itched to have
his go at the little lady-lardy-da chap, and it was obviously a nasty surprise
to find his feeling most courteously reciprocated. He played the first ball
with careful vigour; and there was no girlish fumbling, no coy uncertainty
about his next shot, which, beautifully timed, swept the ball out of the
ground, curving over Sam Bird’s head. Old Sid was considerably rattled, and
put down his first bad ball, a short one on the leg, which was banged against
the pavilion for four. Nothing reckless either about him: he played the last
three balls as they deserved, correctly: but he had quietly, without the
shadow of a risk, helped himself to ten, and showed every sign if intending
to help himself to a good many more. It was as though he had applied a
quick relentless sponge to the happy figuring on Tillingfold’s little slate.
Every scrap of their skill and energy was still needed and urgently with men
like this to beat, and T��� with every minute coming to their aid.

The game took on a fresh intensity, wound more tightly up by the fact
that the batsmen had obviously batted together before and also knew how to
run: backing up to the very limit, and across the pitch in a smooth flash.

Short safe runs were applauded, and brilliant bits of fielding. Gauvinier
kept changing the bowling, but the hundred went up at a good level pace.
Unless a wicket fell soon the clock must win; and just possibly a victory
might be snatched with a bout of furious hurricane hitting.

Gauvinier went on again himself. Keyed up too tight he bowled his
fastest ball, and with an inward curse saw it was too short, saw the quick
wristy lash of No. 1, saw the ball whizz off—and Jack running fifteen yards
over roughish ground reach it and bring off a perfectly judged catch,
shoulder high—the ball travelling at a vicious pace.

An hour to go, and four good wickets down. No dawdling either: the
incoming batsman—good man!—passed the outgoer ten yards and more
from the pavilion. Little excellent courtesies like that add immeasurably to
the quality of a game. The batsman was sobered by his partner’s misfortune:
the bowler, a little above himself, sent down a beauty which the young man
was glad to stop: the next one was of the same brand, a shade faster, and
came a shade quicklier off the pitch: hit the edge of his bat high up, shot off
towards Sid Smith at short slip, who lurched forward and brought off a
snappy catch in his enormous right hand.

Five good wickets down. Again the whole character of the game had
changed like a turned page: and the old skipper came hurrying roundly in—
the very devil of a man to dislodge: but both men had to play themselves in.



He cut his first ball hard to Bill Wishfort at point, who earned a shout of
applause by jumping to stop it; and fearfully pleased was Bill that he’d
managed to get to it.

‘Shows how they’re all on their toes,’ thought Gauvinier beaming, ‘if
old Bill’s caught the infection to be as nippy as that.’

He put on Sid Smith, thoroughly rested, at the other end. ‘No good my
trying to sit on the splice,’ laughed the new-comer, Paget-Wilson, to
Gauvinier, as he took centre. ‘Leave that to old Farringdon, who’s saved
more games than I’ve played in.’

He was tall and well made: the sort of man whose presence on a side
goes far to make any game enjoyable: incidentally, as Gauvinier knew, a
first-class cricketer, but out of practice: only played two or three games now
every summer. If he got going he could hit as hard and as clean and as often
as V. T. Hill. The uncertainty of his form made the tense excitement
feverish. Sid Smith knew him of old: and his jaws tightened grimly on his
bit of grass. He reached out with quick little steps and smothered the first
ball neatly back to the bowler. Curious fellow, he seemed unable to make
any movement unexpressive of gaiety and good nature: a man harmonious
as a squirrel. And old Sid bowling to him—playing the same game, wearing
the same clothes (except for turned-down inches missing from his shirt); a
man, too, and a very nice man, yet as different in everything but shape and
appearance as a squirrel from a mouse or a mole. Oh Lord! to give play to
the rich, to the infinite variety . . .

The same shot, harder—no short runs possible, though, and the old
skipper hated his girth and age—game old boy to be playing at all, facing up
to his encroaching disabilities with a laugh. ‘Hit fours, Willie, and spare my
wind!’

And hang it! look at that! Sid wanting to lure him farther out, tossed up a
shorter one, and the guile failed, for Paget-Wilson waited, stepped back and
with a quick neat pat sent it skimming to the long leg boundary, far from any
fieldsman.

‘Always obey a good skipper,’ he laughed.
After that shot he attacked every ball: not wild hitting by any means, but

the ordinary forward shot made mid-off or mid-on sit up. By quick foot-
work, too, he turned many a good-length ball into a half-volley and drove it.
In a quarter of an hour he had put on 35, when Sid caught him at last in two
minds and he skied a huge hit straight into the hands of Booker in the deep
who held it—by the time P.-W. was turning for his second run.

‘Coo! I enjoyed that knock!’ he said to Gauvinier, drawn from short slip
half-way up the pitch in sheer excitement.



And every one else on the field had enjoyed it, too; enjoyed also its
perfect close.

Only the clock to beat now—Time, who was dealing relentlessly with
the burly majesty of old Farringdon cheered and clapped (so rightly!) as he
made his slow brave way to the wicket, though no one knew this was to be
his last appearance.

Another change came over the spirit of the game. The fieldsmen drew
nearer in from the deep. They wouldn’t have done that a few years ago. He
played his first ball a little wide of cover: no run now, for him who had been
noted for quick running between wickets, a perfect judge of a run.

‘Damn nuisance being old,’ he growled with a smile.
And most men wished, with varying degrees of awareness, to be as game

as he, if they reached his age.
For nearly a quarter of an hour the two batted safely and well; time, it

seemed, their enemy was for a little while on their side, to save the game;
when Gauvinier caught and bowled the skipper from one that popped up at
the last moment. Seven wickets down: only Lewis the fast bowler—and the
General himself and Bert Tomkins’ plutocratic employer, none of whom
were cricketers.

It all depends on how that fellow Lewis shapes, thought Gauvinier, at the
last pitch of excitement: and no one in Tillingfold had the chance to know
how the dreaded bowler shaped, because Gauvinier knocked his off stump
out of the ground first ball.

Old Farringdon was still there—‘saved more matches than I’ve played
in’; and he showed every intention of remaining there. He played five balls
of Sid’s over with unwavering confidence, and cleverly put the last ball to
leg, deliberately bagging the bowling. Bert Tomkins’ Boss, more at home in
Lombard or Threadneedle Street than on a cricket ground, and more alive to
the niceties of the money market than to the niceties of the game of cricket,
felt he was entitled to a smack or two after fielding all the afternoon in the
hot sun. He was quite unable to appreciate old Farringdon’s skill and
intention. He amused Gauvinier by remarking: ‘The old boy seems to want
all the bowling.’ Forgivingly, as a man would who is quite able to look out
for himself.

Gauvinier bowled: Farringdon played it on to his pads, and off towards
leg.

‘Come on: come on!’ cried out the financier in tones of authority, pacing
down the pitch.

‘Stay where you are!’ shouted old Farringdon, furious.
But he didn’t: he hurried on, cheerfully calling, and old Farringdon

started off—to be run out, easily, yards outside the crease.



‘So sorry: but there’d have been a run if you’d started at once,’ Bert
Tomkins’ Boss called out with perfect assurance.

No one heard old Farringdon’s growled remarks, after his formal
acceptance of all blame.

And only the General now remained, with only two or three more overs
possible. It was clear that the financier had long forgotten in more serious
pursuits what little cricket he may have known. He wobbled his bat about
miraculously stopping a straight one, having his wicket shaved—and then
the bad thing happened.

For the last ball of the over Gauvinier sent down a slow yorker on the
middle stump. Misjudging the pace the batsman overbalanced and stumbled,
bat and legs towards point: not a stroke at all but a scramble.

‘How’s that?’ yelled Gauvinier. Up went Sam Bird’s hand.
‘Ah, my dear fellow! I hit the ball with my bat.’
‘Off your foot,’ said Gauvinier shortly.
Bill Wishfort, full of zeal, hurried forward from point, eager to assert

himself and get a little of his own back.
‘He played the ball hard to me. We don’t want to win like that. Use your

right as captain to reverse the decision.’
‘Oh no. Mistakes will happen. I was given out,’ he spoke like a pleasant

martyr.
Gauvinier turned on his heel without a word and walked towards the

pavilion, cursing to himself: ‘Damned if I let down old Sam Bird,’ and
positive the fellow had kicked the ball on to his bat.

Paget-Wilson came up to him.
‘Isn’t it muck, that sort of thing? You should have heard old Farringdon

on his run out! One of the best games we’ve had though. Quite one of the
best.’

‘Too damned like life!’ laughed Gauvinier, soothed but sore. ‘But as
Sam says, “It’s an imperfect world, sir, it’s an imperfect world.” ’

But the imperfect world contained pints of old ale at the pub, and old
Francis, the scorer, to drink them with, and another friend or two, while
Tillingfold’s worst start and biggest victory were broodingly discussed.



TILLINGFOLD PLAY WILMINGHURST
 

(To Joe Page)



Tillingfold Play Wilminghurst

Gauvinier’s experience in running the Tillingfold side for some years
had led him to pay small heed to any bad preliminary rumours as to the
composition of the Saturday team. The list was posted in the village on
Thursday evening and unless he had official information that a man could
not turn out, he left it at that.

As in all clubs, of course, on some Saturdays eighteen Tillingfold men
were keen for a game, on others eight: and on the latter occasions men who
groused to the effect that they were never asked to play invariably had a
prior engagement or grumblingly consented to ‘make one,’ inferring, as was
often painfully true, that they would not have been asked if anyone else had
been available. Getting up a side is no easier at Tillingfold than it is
elsewhere, but the games which Tillingfold played were better games than
he had ever played elsewhere.

The ride to the ground or to the conveyance that was to take the team
from the village square to the opponents’ ground was always an anxious ride
for the good Gauvinier, skipper of the Tillingfold eleven.

The ride was more anxious than usual this Saturday, when Tillingfold
were playing Wilminghurst, pet opponents, with whom many close battles
had been fought in past seasons. Two good men were genuinely unable to
play: the team’s best bowler was seedy but would turn out if he could.
Report credited Wilminghurst with a specially hot side.

No one was about in the square. The conveyance waited dolefully empty.
Old John Meadows limping by to the ‘pub’ smiled to Gauvinier: ‘Got to
scratch the match, I hear.’ He had played for Tillingfold forty years ago and
did not approve of the way the young fellows went on nowadays: ‘what with
motor-cycles, pickchers and sech.’

‘Oh, I hope not!’ Gauvinier answered.
‘Can’t raise a side, I’m told,’ the old fellow continued gleefully.
‘Oh, we’ll do that all right if we have to rope in the chaps from the

Union.’
‘Ah, things ain’t what they was: not by a long chalk.’
Gauvinier turned away to meet Tom Rutherford, slow bowler, staunch

cricketer, who had spent many years in Tasmania, and advocated in a gentle
undertone drastic measures with slackers and grousers.

‘Got a side?’ he asked.
‘Don’t know yet!’



‘Not going to scratch?’ he inquired.
‘Scratch!’ snapped Gauvinier.
They both laughed. Then went through the side: Eight men and a boy

were certainties and among the men were two the mention of whose names
caused bitter mirth to the friends.

‘We’re in for the deuce of a hiding.’
‘Damn good job, too.’
Sam Bird, the umpire, trod softly into the square, careful not to jolt

himself or to stamp holes in the road with his bulk. He announced like a
conspirator, smiling at a secret joke:

‘I’m told Mr. Marling is playing for Wilminghurst.’ He surveyed the sky
with beady eyes and addressed it. ‘Saw he made ninety-one for ‘Orsam
against Littlehampton t’other day in twenty-three minutes.’

But Sam Bird could not remain disheartening: his devotion to Tillingfold
cricket and the Tillingfold skipper was deep and unshakable.

‘However,’ he said slowly, tapping the words out with a fat finger on
Gauvinier’s coat, ‘at cricket—you—never—know. Never.’

Eight men and a boy, Gauvinier was grimly thinking; it would be the
first time in seven seasons he had come on the field without a full side. Nice
thing, Tillingfold turning out short!

It was not a cheery team that left the village square at 1.58 for their
Saturday afternoon sport. ‘A bloomin’ funeral, more like,’ as one man put it.

Arrived, they straggled sadly over the field to the pavilion in the far
corner of the ground. It was obvious that Wilminghurst had got a hot side,
even before their captain Southernhay’s bright asseveration of the fact to
Gauvinier, who was in the mood to find him disgustingly sympathetic.
‘What a pity! It does spoil a game so, doesn’t it, when one side is too vastly
superior?’

‘Oh, we’re not beaten yet!’ laughed Gauvinier.
‘Marling’s turned out for us. Hit up ninety-one . . .’
‘Yes, I know. Let’s toss.’
‘Ninety-one in twenty-three minutes is pretty good going. And this

ground’s faster. You cry.’
‘Heads.’
‘It is.’
‘You bat first.’
It was the first time Gauvinier had ever put opponents in as the result of

sheer cowardice. In their present mood his men were not good for twenty
runs. But he felt guilty and ashamed.

‘Come on!’ he told them in the visitors’ room. ‘I’ve put ’em in! We’ll
get ’em on the run! Then knock off the runs.’



‘Some ’opes!’ was chorused.
He did not stop to argue, but hurried out to tackle the unpleasant job of

asking for a substitute. For two he could not bring himself to ask.
Hardly a catch was flung from one to another as the team (eight men, a

boy, and a substitute) proceeded sadly into the field, followed closely by
Marling, the cheeriest soul who ever gripped a bat handle, chatting and
laughing with Southernhay, obviously awed at opening the innings in such
brilliant company. Marling took middle and leg, made his block with two
rapid little taps and stood up, twiddling his bat round, surveying the field
with a confident beam that meant business.

Gauvinier took the first over; keen as Lucifer to get a quick wicket,
knowing well how shaky Marling could be before he felt the ball clean and
hard upon his bat. Gauvinier was mad to begin the game; once in it, all
odious preliminaries were immediately forgotten. There was something to
bite into, something good and solid. But he was in for a penitential half-
hour, which he vaguely sensed as he eyed his placed field for the last time—
three men who were safe to hold a catch, two real good triers, the rest . . .
oh, well, it was decent of them to turn out at all, especially when one
remembered how devilishly hard a cricket ball must seem to them.
Gauvinier bowled medium-fast, using his height well. His first ball Marling
played out too freely and returned to him at a fair pace along the carpet; his
second ball beat Marling and came within a couple of inches of the off bail.
The wicket-keeper grinned cheerfully as he lobbed the ball back, wagging
his head to one side knowingly. Gauvinier was so braced that he felt no
annoyance to hear mid-off, whose fielding was a calamity, draw attention to
his presence by remarking, ‘That’s the stuff to give the troops.’

The third ball struck the edge of Marling’s bat and flew straight at short
slip, who stumbled back as he saw it coming, stumbled forward as the ball
smacked into his large hands, and fell, dropping as easy a catch as short slip
will ever have in this wicked world where no catch at short slip is really
easy. Gauvinier forced a grin upon his face, forced a shout of ‘Bad luck’
from his lips to the sorry fieldsman, and turned to deliver his next ball, with
black fury boiling through his veins. A yorker: you could see the wicket
shake as it shaved the leg stump and went for two byes, which Marling
picked himself up to run, after his huge missed effort to wipe a full toss out
of the ground.

Gauvinier was not consoled by Marling’s kindly remark: ‘A squeak,
that! Your luck’s well out!’

The gay batsman could stand no more of this nonsense: the next ball he
drove hard—a lovely shot, bang against the wooden pavilion, terrifying mid-
off by his proximity to its flight.



Gauvinier curbed his bitter wish to say how wise it was not to have put a
hand out at that one: might possibly have stopped it. He listened without a
word to mid-off’s remark that he appreciated a good hit when an opponent
made it; he was, at any rate, a true sportsman in speech, whatever his more
practical deficiencies might be. The last ball of the over was a slower one,
which Marling, slightly mistiming, lifted towards Jenkins in the deep.
Gauvinier had a vivid imagination, but he never imagined for an instant that
the good Jenkins would hold such a catch. He had to walk three steps
forward and wait for the ball to fall into his hands: instead of which Jenkins,
pleased with himself for noticing that it was a catch at all, ran back,
shouting, ‘That’s mine,’ then, like a wounded bird, hurried to the right, then
to the left, and finally dashing forward as the ball fell, stumbled on to his
hands. He got up, walked leisurely after the ball, flipping his stung hand,
found it and hurled it in, furious and convinced that the catch was well out
of his reach.

During these manœuvres the batsmen had run three, and Marling with a
laughing apology for bagging the bowling faced the fastish but erratic
Longman, who took three little steps to the wicket and delivered the ball
with the unexpected suddenness of a catapult. An early success inspired
him. On his day he could be deadly, and Gauvinier hoped this might be his
day: he hoped it very much, but Longman’s first ball was a hot long hop,
shoulder high, which Marling hit out of the ground for six.

‘I like them,’ he remarked to the wicket-keeper, while the wall was
climbed and the ball retrieved.

Poor Longman found the wait of an inordinate length. He stood on fire
with his blush, silently watching the man climb back over the wall to his
place. Longman’s second ball was also short, on the off, and beaten past
cover to the boundary: his third was driven for two; his fourth went
somewhere near the wicket; his fifth, a desperately fast one, was short on the
leg, and effortlessly lifted over that accursed wall; his last was outside the
batsman’s reach on the off.

Runs were coming at a terrible pace; and the pace continued, growing
faster still, when Gauvinier tried a double change. The hundred went up for
no wickets. The wicket-keeper supposed grimly that they’d make about
three hundred and declare.

‘Oh, you never know your luck!’ Gauvinier bravely answered.
‘We’ve got ours. This time.’
Never had the Tillingfold team been seen with tails so lowly drooping or

apparently with such good reason. Gauvinier put on his first bowlers again,
changing their ends. Marling faced Longman, ran out and drove a good-
length ball clean out of the ground—a huge hit. The bowler’s face was a



study. Marling must have decided where the next ball was going before it
was delivered, for he was yards out of his ground to what luckily chanced to
be a short long hop; he waved his bat at it, fell forward and was
ignominiously stumped.

119—6—0, the score-board read.
A stranger came in, wearing a Sussex Martlet’s cap.
‘Lord! Look at this!’ said Jenkins. ‘I’m blowed if we’ve done with ’em

yet.’
But the stranger, deceived no doubt by the queer suddenness of

Longman’s delivery, played across his first ball and retired, with his off
stump leaning well back—a very pleasant sight to the Tillingfold team. No
more wickets and no more runs that over. Gauvinier bowled a maiden,
which was so refreshing after the orgy of runs that the tails of the Tillingfold
team visibly rose; but they drooped during Longman’s next, which he started
with a juicy full toss and followed by a juicier long hop knee-high on the leg
side—a gift of eight runs which was quietly taken; then he settled down and
the last four balls were a good length.

Gauvinier is as likely to remember the next over as he is likely to
remember that disastrous first. Southernhay, the Wilminghurst skipper, who
was set, snicked his first ball and the wicket-keeper took a palpable catch, a
good one, too, on the leg side. Gauvinier’s next ball shaved the new-comer’s
wicket, and his third, the new-comer being too anxious to emulate the happy
Marling, hit the middle peg. Wilminghurst’s chief hitter came in next, a
familiar figure, obviously resolved to show visitors what the home side
could do in the way of hard hitting, but he, too, began too soon, and drove
his first ball back to Gauvinier, who jumped to hold a nice catch. His last
ball yorked Number Seven.

119—6—0.
Tom Rutherford came up, quivering with excitement.
‘One hundred and fifty on this ground means only ninety on ours. Easily.

We’re not done yet.’
Sam Bird backed him well up. ‘That’s right!’ he slowly declared with

immense emphasis. ‘And they’ve not got one hundred and fifty, I may
mention.’

‘No. Nor will,’ declared the wicket-keeper. ‘Lord! what a lark to beat
’em with a side like this!’

‘We’ll make a show, anyhow,’ Tom Rutherford remarked quietly, wisely
fearful of overconfidence.

‘Any of the new crowd bowlers?’ he inquired of their umpire.
‘Can’t say.’
‘Man in!’



They sprang to their places—a different side.
Seven runs came from the erratic Longman’s first five, then a beauty

knocked the off stump clean out of its hole.
A wily old man came in to bat, and, facing Gauvinier after a one to leg,

played the last five balls like an ancient book. If only that beggar could keep
a length, thought Gauvinier ardently of the solid, unsmiling Longman. But
the beggar could not. Came a full toss that went for two byes, a long hop
that went for two runs—the two balls would have been a gift of twelve runs
to Marling—one that thumped the clumsy batsman on the chest woke him
up, perhaps, for he hit the next one for four and the one after for three. One
hundred and thirty was up on the score-board.

Gauvinier’s unuttered curse was modified by hope at having a go at that
batsman and not at the wily old man. ‘He’ll cow-shot a good-length ball for
four and hit across a half-volley.’ He itched to have his chance; bet a
hundred to one he’d get him. His chance came. He bowled the ball he
wanted to—a half-volley slightly slower—round whirled the bat, well
across, down went the wicket. Gauvinier purred to himself like a happy cat,
or any bowler who has done precisely what he wanted to do, foreseeing the
right ball and bowling it. An absurd call ran the wily old man out. Longman
knocked the last wicket down with a furious full toss. Tillingfold had one
hundred and thirty-nine to make to win, after one hundred had been on the
board for no wickets.

‘That’s about seventy-five on our ground,’ Tom Rutherford kept quietly
assuring every member of the team in turn. Gauvinier in sad silence
pondered on the batting order. There was no doubt about Number One.
Ernest Settatree was a good and careful bat, keen all through, and with any
luck might stay there. Lord! how he missed old John McLeod and Trine and
Dick Fanshawe and Sid Smith. Still, there were the two Carruthers—the
wicket-keeper and his young brother Bill—strong as lions, and, when they
got going, dangerous: very dangerous when, oh! when, they got going!
There was half an hour’s play before tea. If four wickets fell . . . hence
loathed melancholy!

‘Bill,’ he cried cheerfully, ‘what about first knock?’
Bill blushed and laughed. ‘May as well, first as last.’
‘Watch the first few, you young fool,’ said his brother severely, ‘and

you’ll be right as rain.’
‘Not ’alf. You bet. Not if it snows ink!’ said Bill, too thrilled at the

prospect of going out to bat first to talk perfect sense.
‘You’ve only got to pat ’em to get four here,’ said Jenkins, beaming

encouragement.
‘Oh, I’ll pat ’em all right!’ quoth Bill.



His elder brother vehemently begged him ‘not to act silly’—a way with
elder brothers—and Bill replied that he was as Gawd made him—or words
to that effect—while he nervously buckled on his pads, and asked young
Settatree to let him take first over that he might ‘get his’ as soon as possible;
and again elder brother adjured him with savage vehemence ‘not to act so
damned silly.’

‘The young blighter!’ Ted Carruthers bitterly remarked as the batsmen
walked out to the wicket. ‘He’d be a decent bat if he wouldn’t act silly.’

‘Number Three, Ted; I’m four, Tom Rutherford five, Jenkins six. . . .’
‘Our tail ought to wag, I don’t think!’ began Ted with grim humour.

‘Couldn’t raise . . .’ But he stopped. The first ball was being bowled. Eyes
stared tensely, to see Bill lunge feebly at it, not a hit, not a shot, not even a
cow-shot. The ball struck the edge of the bat and soared over slip’s head.
They ran two.

‘Steady, Bill!’ roared the enraged Ted, and muttered to his neighbours,
‘You’d think he’d never held a bat in his hand before, the young turnip!’

Poor Ted, wounded in his family pride, could only groan as Bill met the
next ball with the same futile half-hearted lunge, a shot he never indulged in
at the nets, but kept exclusively for matches—hit the ball this time and lifted
it high and straight and easy into the hands of deep mid-on.

He came in laughing loudly to hide his miserable discomfiture. ‘Haven’t
kept you waiting long, Ted,’ he breezily remarked, and then unable to keep
it up, lamented: ‘What I needs make that assish scoop for . . .’

‘Yes, you wants a good slap behind yer ears,’ growled his brother,
choosing a batting-glove. Out he strode, chin forward, to maintain the family
honour.

Impatience, however, was a family failing, for, much to little brother’s
glee, Ted viciously lashed at the first ball he received and missed it
apparently by feet.

‘Look at that now! Look at that! And he tells me not to have a punch!’
cried Bill convulsed.

But Gauvinier and Tom Rutherford were thankful to observe that he was
steadier after that first absurdity, and he and Settatree settled down to play
good, sound cricket, picking the right one to hit, and hitting it hard and
clean. Every ball was watched with excitement; every run cheered.

Thirty-two was on the board when the teams came in for tea.
Settatree, not out twelve; Ted Carruthers, not out fourteen.
Tensity relaxed during tea, which was taken on a long trestle-table under

trees outside the pavilion: huge plates of bread and butter, piled slices of
plum cake, tea from an enormous urn. Laughter and chat and vigorous
munching; gulps of hot tea, cup after cup.



Tillingfold ate heartily, talked gaily; after the disastrous beginning they
were making a good fight of it.

Gauvinier, lighting a cigarette, urged the reluctant umpires out into the
sun. The tensity of the game was resumed. Both men went on batting like
books, taking no risks, running well, hitting the loose ones hard and true.
There was every sign of a stand. Forty went up on the board.

And then one cocked up at young Settatree, point fell forward, rolled
over, held up the ball, shouting: ‘How’s that?’ Young Settatree looked
towards the bowler’s umpire, who hesitated, then half-raised a diffident
finger; so he appealed to the other umpire, Sam Bird.

‘Ah! I couldn’t rightly see,’ Sam Bird faltered and called out stoutly to
the bowler’s umpire: ‘How was it?’

‘Out!’ he snapped, looking at no one, and young Settatree had to retire, a
very disgruntled man.

47—2—18.
‘It hit the ground first, I’ll swear,’ said young Settatree, almost weeping,

to Gauvinier, whom he passed on his way out to bat.
‘Rotten luck, anyhow. You were batting better than I’ve ever seen you

bat before.’
‘Give it ’em, Skipper, for the Lord’s sake!’
Gauvinier went out, sincerely hoping that he would, and clearly praying

in his own mind that the bowler might not find his blind spot on the leg
stump—large and fatal always for his first few balls.

Providence and the bowler were kind, for down came a shortish good-
length ball on the off, which went past cover to the boundary, his favourite
shot. The next, pitched farther up, he used his reach to drive pleasantly back
to mid-off, who was glad to stop it, and retreated a few yards at the bowler’s
suggestion. Thank goodness he was seeing them! Thank goodness, too, it did
not occur to the bowler to put a man at extra-cover.

Up to nine he kept count of his runs, though he had no wish to do so; it
was unsettling; made him in a hurry. Quietly he stayed there; not feeling that
each ball might be his last; not visualizing horrid mishits, silly mistakes that
would be his undoing. The score was mounting; they were putting up
seventy. Ted Carruthers was batting soundly, hitting the loose ball hard; two
fours: ah! there was eighty going up. No disgrace now. It would be fun to
put the hundred up. Oh, here was a good one: shortish on the off, again. Full
in the centre of the bat. And no extra-cover, he chuckled to himself,
watching the ball thump against the wooden pavilion.

The bowler hopefully set mid-off wider and deeper: and forgetting
Gauvinier’s length and reach, bowled what would have been a good-length
ball to a shorter man. The Tillingfold captain stepped out and hit a half-



volley straight past where mid-off was standing before his hopeful shifting
—a satisfactory drive to watch as it sped over the fast ground to the
boundary.

Ninety went up on the score-board, and the fieldsmen looked at the
figures with earnest faces. The Tillingfold team, too excited to sit, kept
hurrying to the score-box to see the exact score, cheering each run. Every
now and then some supporter of the home team would utter a stentorian
request to know what Wilminghurst were up to, now.

And the batsmen had that set, unhurried manner that is so depressing to a
fielding side.

There came two maidens as the century approached—two maidens
which put the field alert on their toes and dug the batsmen in. Why hurry?
After the first three balls of the next over, played confidently back, the strain
proved too great for the bowler; he sent down his first bad ball for five
overs, a full toss which Ted Carruthers swept out of the ground for six, and
the hundred went up amid roars of delight. Then a long hop, pulled fiercely
against the wall. He must be nearing his fifty. But out he leapt and lashed
viciously at the last ball; he might have been bowled, he might have been
stumped, he might have been caught; but none of these sad things happened.
He made a complete miss: the ball shaved the off stump; the wicket-keeper
fumbled it. Ted scrambled back.

‘Steady, Ted; steady!’ came the shriek of his young brother, timid to
death of the family impatience.

Gauvinier took two nice fours in the next over, and then for the first time
the idea entered his mind, anxious till that moment merely to make a decent
show and avert disgrace, that they were well on the way towards winning
the match! Heavens! They must be near one hundred and twenty now—very
near. Curse it! He wished he hadn’t realized it, and could just have gone
steadily batting on. He finished the over, nervous as when he came out to
bat: superstitious really.

Ted hit another four. Shouts of joy acclaimed the fact of his fifty. Then
he took another dip, oh! a wild one! There was a nasty snick, slip dived
forward, tossed up the ball. 127—3—52.

‘Well played, Ted!’ shouted Gauvinier, with a sinking in the stomach at
the thought how long and thin was the tail. Twelve runs—three fours; twelve
runs—three fours, beat rhythmically through his brain.

Tom Rutherford walked in, his face set, a trier every inch of him. Good
man. But the sun on his glasses; his sight not so good as it was.

A leg-bye. They ran an easy one.
Marling had been put on. Gauvinier, strung up, had hardly noticed the

change of bowling, and had not noticed at all the change of field. Came a



medium-fast short one on the off—‘Here’s one of them,’ he thought; ‘a gift,’
and hit it full and strong, to look up as he ran forward, to find it travelling
straight into the hands of extra-cover. He stopped dead in surprise to watch
the catch, a good one at the pace the ball was travelling, then walked
miserably back to the pavilion, cursing his idiocy. Marling frankly rejoiced.
128—4—46. Jenkins took his place. Marling sent him down a fast yorker on
the leg stump, which the ball shaved. The wicket-keeper side-stepped too
late, kicked it: two runs. Jenkins waved his bat at the next ball and was
bowled. 130—5—0. Oh, Lord! To be so near! Well, anyhow it was a
damned good game.

‘Fancy being such a fool as to beat it straight into his hands!’ Gauvinier
spoke to Heaven.

Longman was walking in. He had one shot and one only. A little half-
step forward, a mighty circular lurch to leg: a good-length ball on the middle
or leg stump hit the bat and went for four. At everything else he pushed his
bat daintily sideways, slowly and cunningly and always ineffectually.

Marling was taking no risks. He bowled a good-length ball on the leg
stump—right on to the swinging bat, and, with astonishment, saw it go for
four. Gauvinier began to laugh, almost hysterical with amusement and the
game’s thrill. Wild cheers rent the air. Another good-length ball hit the
lurching bat, but not quite full this time, so that it missed the fieldsman,
brought up after the last shot. He saved the four, though; and they ran two.
Only three more! Only three more! But shortish ones on the off followed, at
which Longman dabbed warily, and, luckily, failed to touch.

The first ball of the next over beat Tom Rutherford all ends up and
passed not more than one inch over the bails. At the second, anxious to
make sure of the game, he lunged gallantly out, hit, skied, and was caught
and bowled.

136—6.
Followed the boy, and all the fieldsmen crowded cruelly near. But all

four balls he gamely managed to stop.
‘Will he now, oh, will he bowl on his bat?’ Gauvinier ached to think,

watching, with horror, Marling place another man on the leg side.
It is difficult for any bowler to realize that a man can have one shot and

one only like a mechanical toy. Down came the good-length ball on the
middle stump—hit the swinging bat, flew between the fieldsmen—struck
the wall.

Too late Marling realized his mistake. He sent a slow, high full toss, an
absolutely fatal ball to Longman, who tried to pat it with his bat as with a
tennis racket, and was bowled.



But the impossible had happened. Tillingfold with eight men and a boy
had beaten Wilminghurst, after a hundred had stood on the score-board, for
the first time in the annals of Tillingfold cricket, for no wickets.



HOW OUR VILLAGE BEAT
THE AUSTRALIANS

 
(To Arthur Somerset)



How Our Village Beat the Australians

Here they were—these great Australians with their unbeaten record—to
speak to any of whom by chance even or mistake, in a railway carriage,
would have been an unforgettable honour; here they actually were in full
strength dressed and ready to play us, stepping about on our own ground—
cracking jokes like ordinary men. No wonder our hearts beat, our eyes
bulged, our knees weakened, for after all it is one thing to talk of having a
go at the Australians and quite another to see them in flesh and blood before
you. The thing seemed barely credible. Sam Bird, who always likes to be
careful in his statements—never anxious, you understand, to commit himself
in any way—said to me as I stood quailing:

‘On the whole they’re a pretty decent side, I should say; perhaps the
strongest side that has ever appeared on a village ground.’

‘Ah, well, on paper!’—I answered, my natural optimism asserting itself
immediately. ‘And there is always the luck of the game to be taken into
account.’

‘True for you,’ Sam slowly laughed. ‘You never know your luck!’
One kept blinking to make quite sure that one’s eyes were not playing

tricks: but they were not. They were recording plain facts as faithfully as
human eyes ever can—which persist, however, in affirming the monotonous
rigidity of the earth, against our certain knowledge that it is rushing round
the sun in space.

There stood Mr. Armstrong, a little larger even than life, tossing with our
Captain. Mr. Armstrong, as always, tossed with great skill, and showed no
surprise at winning. He elected to bat without a moment’s hesitation, not
pausing for a moment to consider the old familiar argument that it is a good
thing to know what you have to make before going in to make them. He
showed no nervousness of any kind: indeed it was desolating for us to
observe the complete confidence that marked the deportment of our visitors.
Some of us were cowardly enough to wish that we had left the Australians
unchallenged. There was a look too of amusement on the faces of the
spectators, who were crowding upon the ground, as though they had left
their homes not so much to watch a game of cricket as to see some fun.

Jovial remarks were flung out to us from the safety of the crowded ring
—to keep our tails up—to show what we were made of—to remember that
no game was lost till it was won. I regret to say they were on the facetious
rather than on the encouraging side.



Mr. Collins and Mr. Gregory opened the batting to the bowling of Sid
Smith and Mr. Gauvinier. Our side was fairly strong, the same indeed, with
two exceptions, as that which defeated Raveley. On paper our side did not
look much perhaps; on the field, however, there were great possibilities
about it.

Sam Bird, asked to give centre to Mr. Collins, could hardly speak or
move; but eventually Mr. Collins obtained as good a block as he has ever
obtained in a Test Match.

The curious happenings, which I shall accurately relate as my eyes
beheld them, began immediately. For Sid Smith, bewildered by the occasion,
bowled as soon as Sam Bird stood back and a little too soon for Mr. Collins,
who was not quite ready. Had this occurred in a Test Match, Mr. Collins
would undoubtedly have stepped away declining to play the ball, but in this
game, as the ball was a full toss, Mr. Collins perhaps opined that he was
ready enough to place it out of the ground: for this he gallantly tried to do,
but unfortunately he missed the ball altogether and it hit his middle stump.

He looked pardonably and intensely annoyed; Sid and Paul Gauvinier,
both real sportsmen, instantly ran up, Sid apologizing and Mr. Gauvinier
pointing out that the umpire had omitted to cry ‘Play!’ (which was true: Sam
Bird’s lips had indeed moved, but no audible sound had emerged from
them). Mr. Gauvinier begged Mr. Collins to remain where he was, not
wishing to take an unfair advantage of any visiting team; in the interests of
the game he begged him to stay, and Mr. Collins very obligingly consented
to do so. The ball was considered as a no ball, as though it had never been
bowled; and the game was resumed, or perhaps it would be more accurate to
say, properly begun.

Sam Bird found his voice and bravely shouted ‘Play!’ and we all got
ready on our toes, taking heart at the mere sight of an Australian wicket
broken, however the breaking may have been caused.

Now I am a trained observer and was in a position to see what happened
next. Sid bowled his usual medium-to-slow-paced ball on the off stump, and
it was a perfect length. Mr. Collins played well forward—to drive it, firmly
but not hard, past mid-off: but the ball, instead of striking the bat, rose, as
though bouncing on some invisible substance or lifted by some unseen spirit
hand, and, describing a neat half-circle over the shoulder of his bat, hit the
centre of the off stump.

There was a hush of surprise, then a roar of applause. Mr. Collins looked
at his bat and looked at the wicket and looked at the pitch. Mr. Collins
looked scared. He stooped to pick up the ball; he pinched it, he smelt it, as
though in doubt of its being a cricket ball at all; then he uttered a deep-felt
ejaculation of regret and withdrew towards our pavilion. He will worry



about that ball as long as he worries about anything, and how it came to
bowl him. But it was all over, as these tragic and mysterious things always
are, in a tiny fraction of a second and no one exists who can really enlighten
us as to their exact nature. Even if we happen to be told the truth, we are not
able to believe it. We are in fact the merest Horatios and there is far, far
more in heaven and earth and also on the cricket field than is dreamed of in
our philosophies.

0—1—0, the score-board read; a familiar, and I may add, under the
circumstances, a refreshing sight. Our Secretary, Mr. John McLeod, walked
up to Sid Smith, and told him that it was the finest ball he had ever seen
bowled. Sid blushed and believed him and hoped that a member of the
English Selection Committee was on the ground, and making a note of his
name.

Mr. Armstrong came in next, slow, massive and imperturbable, his
enormous belief in his side and himself towering above the little wanton
vagaries of Chance.

‘Not a bad ball that, I should say!’ he remarked cheerfully to Sid,
twiddling his bat round in his hand, making it look a funny little instrument
for such a great man to be using.

Still thrilled by what my eyes had beheld, I rather hoped that nothing
unforeseen would happen to him. Moreover 0—2—0 on the score-board
would really be past a joke, would indeed appear almost blasphemous
treatment of our august visitors. The Australian Captain was the Australian
Captain, and lèse majesté is not an empty formula to any but a Communist
heart. Perhaps some such thoughts moved Sid, for much to my relief his
next ball was a half-volley outside the leg stump which Mr. Armstrong
swept gracefully clean out of the ground, narrowly missing a motor that was
passing along in the road, its occupants oblivious of who were playing in our
field: thus many golden opportunities are missed, as we rush along our
modern way at an ever faster pace. Eager small boys found and returned the
ball, hopeful of much similar work: but Mr. Armstrong, though his
confidence towered above Chance, yet took no liberties with that fickle lady;
and played the remaining four balls of the over as any decent first-wicket
batsman would have played four good-length balls in his first over.

Tillingfold crossed over, and Mr. Gauvinier started to bowl to Mr.
Gregory, and it was clear that Mr. Gregory had the length of the game well
in mind, and was determined to waste no time, for the first ball he slashed
confidently past cover with such force that it overcame the longish grass and
reached the boundary. Two ones followed, confident hard drives which
young Mr. Trine flung back from the deep. Mr. Armstrong was backing up
with a little more exuberance perhaps than he would have done in a Test



Match, suggesting a readiness to play the excellent game of tip-and-run; Mr.
Gauvinier bowled a good-length ball on the off stump: Mr. Gregory stepped
out and drove it straight back with tremendous force to the bowler, whose
hand the ball viciously smacked and then struck the wicket. Unfortunately
Mr. Armstrong was a good yard outside his crease and his own umpire was
obliged to give him out in response to the yell of appeal that came
simultaneously from point, slip, and Mr. Gauvinier, and was taken up
immediately from sheer joyous excitement by most of our remaining
fieldsmen.

Mr. Armstrong reluctantly withdrew, an illustrious victim of misfortune,
and all of us within earshot condoled with him, sincerely, crying out, ‘Oh,
bad luck, sir, bad luck!’

He smiled and remarked without a quaver in his voice, like the great
sportsman that he is: ‘It’s all in the game, boys; it’s all in the game.’

Somehow, we most of us felt guilty, and longed to put him back again at
the wicket; but it could not of course be done. Even a great Australian
Captain must bow before his fate and the rules of the game.

Mr. Ryder strode in to join Mr. Gregory, and caused considerable
amusement to the spectators by hastening to take centre before he realized
that he was not to receive the bowling.

Sam Bird started to run from square-leg to the wicket, confident that he
and not the famous batsman must be at fault.

He paused half-way and looked wildly round, before returning to his
place with his accustomed composure.

Not in the least daunted by the bad start, Mr. Ryder and Mr. Gregory
played good free cricket, and it seemed probable that they might make a
stand, as the bowling neither of Sid Smith nor of Mr. Gauvinier appeared to
trouble them greatly. Twenty was on the score-board; and though Mr.
Armstrong and Mr. Collins were out—two useful men to see the back of in
any match—signs of uneasiness began to be shown among the Tillingfold
team.

Mr. Gregory was lashing good-length balls a little outside the off stump
between point and cover; Teddy White was fielding cover and retreated to
the boundary by the hedge. Our Secretary, Mr. John McLeod, fearless and
short and stout (fearless, that is, of anything but the possible effect of a
sudden stoop), was fielding point and came squarer, though the balls seemed
generally to have passed him before he was quite aware that they had been
hit. He was unaccustomed to the shot and to its pace. Once or twice he had
fallen over in a frantic but tardy effort to reach the ball. This had called forth
little shouts of laughter from the happy spectators who were not fielding
point to Mr. Gregory, and old John McLeod felt that he was somehow being



made game of, for a smile was noticeable even upon the courteous face of
Mr. Gregory.

I watched this little side-show, as it were, with increasing interest, full of
that strained ominous sensation, familiar to us all in dreams, that something
startling was about to happen.

Mr. Gregory, with those steel-strong wrists of his, lashed at the ball and
hit it a beautiful smack: and I saw Mr. McLeod bounce yards to the right
with his arm extended, and his arm seemed to stretch out like a piece of
elastic; there was another smack, following the first quickly as two reports
from a gun. Mr. McLeod spun completely round and sat quietly down with a
dazed look upon his face, holding up the caught ball in his right hand,
between his fingers and thumb.

Mr. Gregory had started running, thinking his hit was safely away to
Teddy White—the howls and yells of joy at the catch stopped him. He stared
at Mr. McLeod, bewildered.

‘I caught it all right,’ our Secretary faltered, and began slowly to rise
from his sitting posture. ‘It stuck, you know.’

Mr. Gregory continued to stare, first at Mr. McLeod, then out towards
Teddie White, in the direction he was sure the ball had travelled, half
suspecting, I believe, that Mr. McLeod had played a trick upon him and
produced another ball, like a conjurer, from the slack of his breeches.

But Mr. Gregory, though a little dazed with astonishment, was clear-
minded enough to perceive that there was no slack to Mr. McLeod’s
breeches or, indeed, to any other part of his attire, which fitted him like a
glove. The Australian umpire answered his questioning look with becoming
promptness:

‘Out!’ he called, and added to Mr. Gauvinier: ‘The most wonderful catch
I have ever seen.’

Our Secretary quickly recovered from his momentary surprise as we
crowded round him, asking him however he had managed to bring it off. He
was so happy that he was on the brink of tears. ‘The sort of catch I’ve often
dreamed of making,’ he stammered. ‘And now I’ve done it, bless my soul!
Now I’ve done it; and in this game too!’

‘We are all inspired once in our lives,’ said young Trine, who had come
hurrying up from the deep.

‘Inspired! Ah, that’s the very word,’ gasped old John, more breathless
than usual. ‘Do you know I was that mad to catch it, I felt lifted up and
shoved towards it, and as though my arm had got stretched out three times
its natural length at least.’

‘That’s exactly what it looked like, mate,’ said Sid Smith in solemn
tones. And to the world at large he added: ‘This is what comes of playing



cricket on a Sunday!’ a remark which it baffled me to understand, though
local people are often superstitious. Old John McLeod, I thought, looked
hurt. But the happy cluster round our honest Secretary broke up as Mr.
Andrews strode to the wicket, and the catch, like other great events in
human existence, became a thing of the past; a thing to be recounted to
grandchildren by every person who had seen it; a thing of history; a thing,
moreover, so rarely wonderful in itself that it could not possibly be
embellished in the telling.

24—3—11. Tillingfold were not doing so badly. It was clear that they
were no longer content to make an exhibition of themselves for the country’s
sake; they were all out now to make a game of it; forgetting in their
enthusiasm and excitement that any batsman on the other side might be
considered good enough for at least a hundred. If fat old John McLeod could
at a pinch hold a catch like that, hang it all! why shouldn’t anyone? Thus ran
the tenor of their thought.

‘Does he often do that?’ Mr. Andrews asked our stumper pleasantly, as
he made his block, smiling.

‘Oh, well! Not very often, now,’ our stumper bashfully replied.
Sid Smith was now bowling with more than his usual unconcern, as

though he were at length convinced that he could but do his best and that the
outcome of his effort lay in other hands than his. There was something
impersonal and aloof about his attitude, and his attitude was perhaps a wise
one under the circumstances, though in an ordinary game it might have
robbed his bowling of sting and intention. But this, it will be noted, was not
an ordinary game.

Of course in cricket, the game being played with a moving ball
(sometimes a very swiftly moving ball), things happen so quickly and are
over so soon that no one can be quite sure precisely what did happen to any
given ball. Thus it is we hear even from experts such divergent accounts of
the same stroke. The game, indeed, is wrapped in a cloud of mystery which
can never be pierced. Herein lies its fascination. The player feels himself in
touch with some hidden power, when, for example, leaping out to his full
length the bowler takes and holds a flying ball he can barely see. It is not
done by taking thought. The man who has ever held a hot return from his
own bowling feels that it has somehow been done for him, and feels
grateful; the man who has unaccountably missed a sitter at mid-off, which
ninety-nine times out of a hundred he would have held, feels that he has
been the victim of a spiteful trick.

On the cricket field we are in touch with powers to which, though we
may not be in a position to name and label them, as in this mechanical age
we like to name and label everything, it is as well to be respectful. It was



natural that in such a game as this these powers should be in special
evidence, and it was natural that such a simple, unsophisticated soul as Sid
Smith should be specially open to their influence. There was something
comic, no doubt, in the dogged perseverance of his bowling, but there was
also something very touching in its faithfulness and simplicity.

Now some of us read with surprise that Jack Hobbs, after playing the
Australian bowling for a whole day, was bowled on the opening of the
second day by a full toss from Mr. Mailey. We had learned at our
preparatory schools that a full toss was a good ball to smite. Jack Hobbs
himself, however, in the interesting account of the tour which he contributed
to a daily newspaper, described himself as being quite content to be out to
such a ball, which, we were told, was deceptive in pace, swerved in its
flight, hung in the air, and beat him all ends up before bowling him.

I must own to having been sceptical about this until with my own eyes I
saw the ball with which Sid Smith disturbed the wicket of Mr. Ryder. It, too,
was a full toss, a slow full toss, which I thought, and Mr. Ryder obviously
thought, must reach him knee-high, wide of the wicket on the leg side. But,
half-way in its flight, just after Mr. Ryder had turned, his mind, in that
fraction of a second during which a batsman unconsciously decides to act,
made up, his strength summoned—half-way in its flight, I say, the ball
miraculously seemed to pause and swerve inwards. Mr. Ryder, observing
this, made a superb effort to change his mind, only possible to such a fine
batsman as he is, but in spite of his almost superhuman quickness of eye and
wrist, he was too late; he overbalanced as the ball swerved gently past him
and on to the middle stump and neatly saved himself from a fall by the help
of his bat. A clumsier man would certainly have fallen.

Mr. Macartney came in next, looking perceptibly worried at the way
things were going. A village wicket might be accountable for a great deal,
but no wicket could be blamed for disaster caused by a full toss.

There was a business-like look about him, the air of one who without
being the least downhearted or inclined to sit upon the splice, was yet
determined to take no foolish risks. It was evident that he considered the
previous batsmen had been victims either of gross ill-luck, like Mr.
Armstrong, or of their own folly.

Three runs were made without any untoward incident. Mr. Macartney
and his partner seemed to be wondering how four good wickets could have
fallen; their voices as they called, to run or not to run, had that settled
confidence of men who are ready to go quietly on till their Captain sees fit
to declare. But this was not to be.

Mr. Macartney drove Mr. Gauvinier past mid-off into the deep to young
Mr. Trine. As the batsmen passed, Mr. Andrews said, ‘There’s another,’ and



there seemed no doubt whatever that there was ample time for a second run.
Mr. Trine was fielding alertly and well—he saw their intention to take a

second run: at full speed he picked the ball up and flung it in with such force
and accuracy that the middle stump was knocked clean out of the ground. It
was fortunate the stump was not broken, as there might have been
considerable difficulty in obtaining another: and we never like to ask any
side to finish the game with incomplete kit. Mr. Andrews, noticing the
amazing velocity of the throw, quickened his pace, but being a good yard
outside the crease was forced to retire.

You could not call the piece of work that dismissed him with any justice
a fluke. True, Mr. Trine did not usually throw with such pace and accuracy:
indeed, he seemed spirited to the ball even as the ball was spirited to the
wicket; but most men rise to an occasion once at least in their lives; and that
was the occasion on which Mr. Trine rose; nor could he have chosen a better.
It is unlikely that he will ever forget that piece of fielding; it is certain that
he will never repeat it.

Tillingfold continued to do quite nicely; five wickets were now down for
thirty-three. Of course, the Australian tail might wag, though tails rarely did
on our own ground, for long.

Now our Captain, Mr. Gauvinier, is always mad to win; some people say
that he is overanxious, too keen. He may possibly be; but I think he was
wise to remind the side that they had to face some pretty decent bowling. He
did not overdo it, as he would have done had he gone on to remind us that
on several well-authenticated occasions all ten wickets of a side had fallen
without a run being scored. We had all read these lamentable records at the
end of Mr. Somerset’s score-book; and they had long been present
somewhere at the back of most of our minds as a painful possibility, though
no one, I am glad to say, had had the indecency to put the horrid thought into
words.

Mr. Mailey came in quite unabashed by the figures on the score-board.
By the way he took centre you felt he was going to make things hum. He
did. He leaped out at Mr. Gauvinier’s first ball and hit it full and
tremendously hard. I thought it must have gone well into the next field. I
was astonished accordingly to hear Mr. Gauvinier call out, in a loud
commanding voice, ‘Mine!’ I looked up, and there the ball was soaring
higher and higher; so high indeed that Mr. Mailey and Mr. Macartney easily
ran two before the ball descended into Mr. Gauvinier’s safe hands, about a
yard and a half behind the umpire. The way in which Mr. Gauvinier avoided
treading on the wicket was extremely clever.

Tillingfold have always been proud of their fielding. They had certainly
never shown to better advantage. ‘The feller deserves to be out,’ growled



Mr. Macartney, ‘swiping at his first ball in that silly fashion.’
Mr. Mailey walked jauntily out, laughing to himself, pretending bravely,

as many another good cricketer has pretended on that sad walk to the
pavilion after failing to score, that after all it didn’t so very much matter.

Small boys were pacing up and down before the pavilion, peering in to
catch a glimpse of Mr. Armstrong’s face; but the features of such a man are
under perfect control, and they learned nothing of what was passing behind
the cheerful mask within the great man’s mind. All captains should strive to
acquire this imperturbability of feature, as a rattled skipper is apt to mean a
disjointed side. Mr. Armstrong’s bearing was indeed a lesson to us all. His
plan had no doubt been to make a couple of hundred or so for the loss of one
or perhaps two wickets, to take tea and then skittle us twice out for twenty or
perhaps thirty. But the gods who preside over cricket had decided otherwise;
the unforeseen had happened; and six good wickets were down for thirty-
three. Nothing can alter a fact of this kind: each fallen wicket helped to
form, like boulders, a horrid little cairn of incontrovertible fact.

The remaining Australian batsmen gave us little trouble, and nobody
expected that they would. As Sid Smith wisely remarked: ‘We had ’em on
the run,’ and a side in that condition, as everyone knows, can do nothing
right. Our men, on the other hand, did nothing whatever wrong. Every
semblance of a catch was held, and some, indeed, that hardly bore any
ordinary resemblance to a catch. That, for instance, with which young Mr.
Trine dismissed Mr. McDonald was quite miraculous. The ball, travelling at
the deadly breast-high level of a furious drive, seemed well out of reach; but
Mr. Trine, speeding over the rough ground with the effortless ease of a man
moving like a porpoise through water in his dreams, did reach it and he held
it superbly in his outstretched hand. Wonderful as the catch was, he never
looked like missing it.

The Australian innings closed at thirty-nine—a trebly unlucky number.
There was time for thirty-five minutes’ batting before the tea interval at

five. It created a very favourable impression that quite a number of the
Australian team walked with a hand on the roller, while we rolled the
wicket.

Some of us were wondering whether Mr. Armstrong, in view of
important matches that were to be played during the week, would think it
wiser to rest his fast bowlers, in spite of the fact that the wicket would
certainly suit them; and distrustful eyes were turned on certain unobtrusive
plaintains that, do what we would, continued to disfigure the square.

As the roller was shoved up by the hedge I noticed an Eastern gentleman
who was staying in the village and was rumoured to be a Tibetan monk of
very high grade, left standing alone. He approached each wicket and



inspected the stumps, stroking each one gently between his finger and
thumb, as though to find out the quality of the material of which they were
made. Sam Bird told me that, before the game began, he had asked to be
allowed to handle the ball, and Sam had allowed him to do so.

‘Ah, how ingenious men are!’ he had remarked, as he politely handed
the ball back to Sam.

Sam Bird likes to do everything properly. He realized that our visitors
were accustomed to play on county grounds where a bell is rung to warn
spectators off the ground and to prepare the team for taking the field. There
is no bell on our ground; the umpires stroll out and we follow at our leisure;
so thoughtful Sam, afraid that the Australians might be put off their game by
the absence of the tintinnabulation to which their ears were accustomed, had
brought a small bell and this he produced from his trouser pocket and shook
violently for some moments, standing discreetly, being a shy man, behind
the small scoring-box. Then, with some difficulty replacing the bell in his
trouser pocket, he joined his colleague and proceeded with a solemn shy
smile upon his broad face to the wicket, followed by the Australian team in
a laughing, compact body.

Our Secretary, dear old John McLeod, who was going in first and always
took first ball, turned a little pale when he saw that Mr. Armstrong, suitably
impressed by Tillingfold’s magnificent fielding, was setting his field for a
fast bowler.

‘Oh dear!’ he said. ‘Bless my soul, now. Oh, well. One ball. How I
should dearly love to play a ball or two.’

‘You just stop there till tea,’ said Mr. Gauvinier pleasantly, patting him
on the back. ‘And we shall be all right.’

‘It’s no good waiting,’ said Mr. Bois, a preparatory schoolmaster who
lived in the village and had played much really good cricket. ‘Come on. The
sound old rules hold good, you know. Keep your eye on the ball and use a
nice straight bat.’

They made their brave way to the wicket.
Dear old John McLeod must have felt not more than about three inches

high, as all alone he faced Mr. McDonald and the ten Australian fieldsmen,
placed by a master mind on the exact spot towards which, if he did happen
to strike the ball, the ball must certainly fly. Mr. McDonald came thundering
along his terrific run to the wicket, a giant with a cannon ball which a man
feeling like a midget was to receive with a bat that felt like half a wax match
in the midget’s grasp. The odds were disproportionate. But our Secretary, all
honour to him, gripped the handle of his bat, glued his eye on something he
took to be the ball and played the ball.



Its impact on the centre of his bat gave Mr. McLeod such confidence that
he grew from a mere midget of a few inches to almost half his full stature as
a man. True, he dwindled a little as Mr. McDonald walked leisurely into the
outfield preparatory to delivering his next ball, but during the course of the
five seconds’ sprint to the wicket he had time to grow once more, and once
more the ball met the bat, though sooner than Mr. McLeod had expected.
This second stroke drew a round of applause from the spectators, confident
now that the batsman had taken the measure of the bowling. The next ball,
however, missed the bat. Mr. Oldfield, confident that it must hit the wicket,
missed it also and it sped to the boundary for four runs.

Thus Tillingfold’s worst fears of dismissal without scoring were allayed.
A jubilant smile spread slowly over many of the faces of the team in the
pavilion.

‘Oh Lord,’ Horace Cairie muttered, ‘if we could only beat them!’ And
he kept doing the sum six sixes are thirty-six in his mind, and wishing it
were possible that a bye or a leg-bye could sometimes score six.

The next ball also missed the bat, and missed the wicket. I was standing
straight behind the stumps and I was as surprised as Mr. Oldfield and Mr.
McDonald at Mr. McLeod’s escape. I could have sworn that the top of the
wicket faded for that fraction of a second when the ball should have struck
it. But there stood the wicket, bails on, unbroken. Mr. Oldfield walked up to
the stumps, put both his gloved hands on them, and pressed them, as wicket-
keepers sometimes do, backwards and forwards, as though to assure himself
that there was no deception.

Mr. McDonald may be pardoned for stamping with vexation when the
same thing happened to all the remaining balls of his over except the last,
which Mr. McLeod steered with a quick flick of his wrist through a small
crowd of slips bang against the pavilion for four.

I did not know that Mr. McLeod kept such a shot in his locker. But it has
been well said that good bowling evokes latent powers from a batsman. Mr.
Bois was never tired of impressing this upon us when urging us, as he
frequently did, to make a point of playing better sides. It was chiefly through
his advocacy, as the son of a millionaire who had great influence in
Melbourne attended his school, that the game had been arranged.

Mr. Bois played with his usual unruffled composure, though his wicket
too was often missed by a miracle. Once the wicket was perceptibly hit and
perceptibly trembled, but the bails remained stolidly in their place; and there
was nothing wrong with the set of the wicket or with the bails, because Mr.
Oldfield tapped the stumps lightly with his finger and the bails dropped
lightly off. Their umpire, too, came forward and shook the wicket as Mr.
Oldfield had done.



It must have been thankless work for their bowlers, for I suppose our
first-wicket batsmen might perhaps be considered mere rabbits to bowlers of
their class, and to keep shaving the stumps of a rabbit is distressing to any
bowler. Then these men, it must be remembered, had the honour of a great
Commonwealth to sustain; and to them therefore these elusive wickets must
have been doubly, nay, trebly trying. They clutched their heads, they
stamped their feet, they jerked their arms down as though punching
imaginary heads: and ever the confidence of the two batsmen became more
bland and smiling, as well it may have done. The way the Australian
bowlers stuck to their thankless task commanded our admiration and roused
our unstinted applause.

Runs, however, did not come so fast as in the first over. Mr. Oldfield was
alert behind the stumps; the small crowd of slips were on their toes: the
fielding, though not miraculous, was very good. Ten, however, crept up on
the board, and our batsmen would certainly have remained together until the
tea interval, had not Mr. Bois, in playing back to Mr. McDonald,
unfortunately struck his wicket with his bat. The one blemish to his style is
that he is apt to cramp his freedom of movement by making his block
unnecessarily far back from the front crease.

11—1—5 the score-board read, and though Tillingfold as a team would
have liked to have knocked off the thirty-nine runs without loss, the start
could not be described as other than quite satisfactory. Mr. Bois, however,
was extremely annoyed. He was quite at home, he said, and could have
stayed there for hours, had it not been for his execrable luck.

Young Mr. Trine, who came in next, noticing that Mr. Oldfield was
standing well back and that there was no fieldsman in the deep, determined
to have a go. As Mr. McDonald was taking his sprint to the wicket he
shambled along out of his ground to meet him and letting madly fly, drove
him well out of the ground. A few small boys remained husky for the
remainder of the day after the prolonged yell which the fine daring of this hit
elicited.

He tried to repeat this manœuvre on the last ball of the over, but he
started too soon and got too far out of his ground, so that Mr. McDonald and
Mr. Oldfield foresaw his intention and acting like one man, Mr. McDonald
bowled a slow high full toss over Mr. Trine’s head into the hands of Mr.
Oldfield who, still on the run, stumped him—a brilliant piece of concerted
work between bowler and wicket-keeper.

‘Ah!’ said Sid Smith sagely, wagging his head. ‘You dussn’t take no
liberties with such as they.’

During tea, as is usually the case, the strain of the contest was relaxed.
The Tillingfold team, especially those who had not yet faced the fast



bowlers, seemed to enjoy the honour of eating with their distinguished
visitors even more than the honour of playing cricket with them.

Crowds paraded in front of the pavilion, glancing in, as to many it was
quite as thrilling to know how the Australians drank their tea and ate their
cake and bread and butter as to watch them bat and bowl. Our visitors
showed no surprise at this interest, since the trait is common to the
inhabitants of both continents, and were no more put off their food by
spectators than they were put off their game by them.

Many of the Tillingfold team, however, unused to the glare of publicity,
were painfully affected and, much to the distress of their thoughtful captain,
ate and drank next to nothing—comparatively speaking—though the caterer
had provided a special tea and had raised the price from ninepence to one
shilling.

Punctual to the moment Sam Bird, a cake in his mouth, a pastry in his
hand (sensible fellow, his bashfulness had limits), tore himself from the table
and producing the little bell from his trouser pocket, rang it vigorously,
faithful to duty and unheeding the rude remarks of small boys who gathered
eagerly about him as he leaned against the small scoring-box.

The umpires went out together. Mr. Armstrong led his men once more
into the field, with a look at the score-board which read 17—2—6. The great
game was resumed, Mr. Fanshawe joining our Secretary at the wicket.

Mr. Fanshawe takes his cricket very seriously. He is a religious bat,
treating a half-volley or a long hop on the leg with reverence. He was in fact
the ideal man to bat first in a Test Match where time is no consideration:
during the first week he would have played himself steadily in, and towards
the end of the second week he would have begun to make runs, and no one
knows how freely he might not have scored as the innings proceeded. But in
the Tillingfold games, having always felt hurried, he had never really done
himself justice—a born Test Match player in village cricket: another square
peg in a round hole. Alas! Life abounds with them.

No doubt Mr. McDonald and Mr. Gregory hoped that, after being
refreshed with a cup of tea and a bite of bread and butter, they would be able
to hit the wickets; but though they bowled uncommonly well and frequently
beat the batsmen the wickets remained intact, as they had done before tea.

In the first half-hour two leg-byes were scored off their bowling; and Mr.
Armstrong, feeling that his fast bowlers were expensive and fatiguing
themselves to no good purpose, made a double change, going on himself
with Mr. Mailey.

Mr. McLeod, never a forcing bat, became infected with Mr. Fanshawe’s
religious caution, and the atmosphere was so charged with reverence that a
run off the bat began to appear like a profanity.



The crowd, at first respectful at the steady resistance to the Australian
attack, at last grew restive and disrespectful. Indeed they showed signs of
barracking, thinking possibly that it was a mistake to be playing for a draw
with twenty-one runs to make to win and more than an hour’s time to make
them in. They barracked to deaf ears: Mr. McLeod and Mr. Fanshawe, even
had their tenacity of purpose allowed them to hear a sound, were not light-
natured enough to be distracted by popular opinion, much as each loved his
fellow man off the cricket ground. Mr. Mailey tried every conceivable wile
to tempt Mr. Fanshawe to hit; but Mr. Fanshawe was not to be tempted.
Around both batsmen all the fieldsmen clustered in indescribable positions,
sillier than silly. But both batsmen were well content to smother every ball
that might under ordinary circumstances have hit the wicket, and let all
others severely alone. In the second half-hour after tea, one more leg-bye
had been scored. Twenty stood on the score-board—it looked with a quarter
of an hour to go as though the match must end in a draw.

But cricket is a game of infinite uncertainty. At last, in desperation, Mr.
Andrews, unable to bear it any longer, literally flung himself at Mr.
Fanshawe’s bat just as the ball struck it, and caught him well within the
crease. It looked more like a tackle at Rugby football than a catch at cricket;
and Mr. Fanshawe, rather bewildered, appealed against it, but he appealed in
vain. The catch was unusual and unorthodox, but he was indubitably out.

Teddie White came in next. Australians or no Australians he came in, as
he always came in, at a half-trot, shouldering his bat, to get to business with
as little delay as possible. He disliked formalities, leaving them gladly to
what he called ‘the rank and stink.’

Mr. Armstrong, caught no doubt after this slow hour in the general
assumption that runs were a profanity, or perhaps thinking that the
Tillingfold captain had given his men instructions to play for a draw,
neglected to replace his field: they were only a little less on the cluster round
Teddie White than they had been round Mr. Fanshawe.

Teddie White did not go in for niceties; he didn’t bother about the field;
it didn’t matter to him where they happened to be placed; his one aim in
batting was to put the ball out of their reach, out of the ground, much the
safest place. But he had a kind heart and noticing that the fieldsmen were
crowded rather nearer to him than they usually were, as Mr. Armstrong
bowled, he cried out: ‘Look out for yourselves then,’ as he might have done
to careless boys at the village net, and lashed it for four.

There was a roar of applause. But Teddie White was not pleased. It was
an ass of a shot—all along the ground—he had not properly got hold of it at
all—you could never hit a six like that, the only really safe shot.



Mr. Armstrong much dislikes to be caught napping. He set his master
mind to work, sized up his man exactly with one piercing look, and
proceeded to dot his men carefully along the leg-side boundary, confident
that the next ball would prove this reckless hitter’s downfall.

Teddie chafed at the delay, muttering to himself: ‘If I be dratted fool
enough not to beat it over their Aussie ’eads!’

At length, Mr. Armstrong, satisfied with the exact position of his field,
swung in his next delivery with a quiet smile of confidence. Teddie White
burst at it in mad fury like an explosion; not a muscle, not a nerve in his
body but he used for that frenzied blow—the vein on his forehead even
bulged, as he smote the ball whizzing over the pavilion.

‘That’s one on ’em!’ he muttered, crumpling off his little cap and
rubbing his thick neck with it. ‘Two more of ’em and we wins—with a few
to spare.’

Just as some writers, charming gentle fellows to meet, can only become
vocal when they are in a thoroughly bad temper with life, so Teddie White
could only do himself full justice as a batsman in a mood of concentrated
fury, as though it were an outrage that eleven men should band themselves
together to do him out of a knock—especially when he never failed to pay
his subscription to the club.

The delay in collecting the ball added to his exasperation. Like some sort
of inspired fiend he crashed at Mr. Armstrong’s next delivery and whanged
it over the hedge, over the road and into the garden of a house opposite the
ground.

The excitement became delirious. Everyone stood up and shouted and
yelled and cheered: men waved their hats, and flung them towards the sky:
women waved their scarves and handkerchiefs.

‘That’s another of ’em,’ Teddie White muttered, giving his face and neck
another vindictive rub with his little cap.

‘Well hit, sir, well hit!’ said Mr. Armstrong, the sportsman in him never
wavering at the most critical moment of any game.

Teddie White glared. He was not to be conciliated by any honeyed
words. He growled to himself, ‘Well ’it! I’ll show the blokes well ’it.’ But
his fury was part of his batting rather than of his nature, and he looked very
red and very shy and very happy.

There was a hush in the roaring, a stillness among the fluttering, waving
apparel, one of those tense moments that last a lifetime as Mr. Armstrong
delivered the last ball of his over. Spectators held their breath and stared: the
only sound was the puff-puff of a belated traction engine as it slowly passed
the ground. No one noticed anything funny in the way Teddie White’s little
crumpled cap sat balanced upon his square head.



For once in his life Mr. Armstrong was rattled and did not bowl the ball
he intended to bowl; the intended half-volley across which Teddie would
certainly have hit became a full toss, at which Teddie viciously slashed with
all his furious strength; the ball soared a terrific height, higher and higher;
the outfielders hopefully watched it, retreating towards the hedge. Then, as
the clamour of joy rose, it began to fall and fell straight down the smoke-
vomiting chimney of the belated traction engine.

But what is this that is happening? Mr. Oldfield excitedly appealing! The
Australians flocking round the wicket! Could the game not be ours now after
such a hit? We were all in consternation—having kept our eyes fixed on the
ball. But Teddie in the fury of his last blow had managed to jolt off his little
crumpled cap which had impishly floated on to the wicket and now sat
perched there even more comfortably than it had before perched on his own
square head.

It appears that Teddie, feeling an instant draught on his bald head, had
started to snatch his cap from the stumps. To the eternal honour of the
Australians they had persuaded him from this rash act, for had he dislodged
the bail in removing his cap before the ball had safely landed down the
traction engine’s chimney he would of course have been out. As it was, he
was still in . . .

The whole ground rose and flew at him, the air was thick with fluttering
scarves, roaring men, yelling boys, waving arms; even the pavilion rose and
streamed like a pennon through the air. The Downs themselves swelled to
mountains—the houses capered like lambs, as we carried Teddie White,
chanting songs of triumph, through the village High Street.

And I awoke, alone on the Tillingfold Cricket Ground, with a few
toddlers playing about, that lovely Sunday afternoon; and walked smiling
home to tea.



HOW OUR VILLAGE TRIED
TO PLAY THE AUSTRALIANS



How Our Village Tried to Play The Australians

No one knows or will ever know now how the secret leaked out, and
turned what was to be essentially an informal and friendly affair into an
event of national, nay, world-wide importance. It was natural enough that
the present Australian team should wish to have a go at the village which
had been audacious enough even to dream of beating Mr. Armstrong’s
victorious eleven; and the match had been arranged on the understanding
that they would turn up in time to start at 2.30 exactly like any other team:
tea 5, draw 6.45 or 7.15 if there was anything in it: then a glass of beer
perhaps at the pub and a nice drive home to their quarters in the cool of the
summer evening. They had heard much of our pretty village grounds which
are unknown in Australia, all grass being burnt up by the heat, and were
anxious to have a game on one. ‘Oh yes, pass the word round certainly in
surrounding villages, boys; but keep it to yourselves, you understand, all
private like and incog.’

The news appeared first as a rumour (the match was entered X on the
Tillingfold card), then the rumour was described as a hoax, which was
fiercely denied. The British Broadcasting Corporation mentioned the matter
in neat English with a courteous smile, and the world pricked up its ears.
The thing suddenly became a gigantic stunt. The national game played in its
natural surroundings: the village green is the home of cricket: a noble
gesture illustrative of all that is finest in democracy: the snobbery of Test
Matches: the fatal respect of persons degraded the freedom which was the
birthright of every Briton . . . There was no slogan, political or social or
religious, that was not tacked somehow on to this little game. And astute
financiers saw there was money in it: the suggestion was actually made that
the game should be played by artificial light at Olympia. But the climax was
reached when Mr. Hitler, who dictates to a neighbouring country, decided
that here was the golden opportunity for his Nazis to learn about the great
English game in its simplest yet grandest form: the running commentary
translated into German was to be broadcast throughout the length and
breadth of his Reich, to battalions of Nazis drawn up in ranks to listen.
Pictures of the game, with elucidatory comment, were to be thrown on every
screen: an intensive course of cricket culture (to be known always under
drastic penalties as Hitler-ball) was arranged to start from this one game,
which as I have said was intended to be a friendly and informal affair. The
Soviet, French and Italian governments, growing suspicious, sent secret



agents to investigate. Many serious persons wrote to serious papers urging
the necessity of an international conference at Geneva to discuss all possible
implications, before an encounter which might have such far-reaching
consequences on world welfare should take place.

The effect of all this publicity upon the village team was both distressing
and unpleasant. Tillingfold have, for one reason and another, experienced
some difficulty in raising a side at all this season. This world-hubbub made
it clear, as the great day drew nearer, that the difficulty of raising a side for
this important match would be wellnigh insuperable. Natural diffidence
caused our fellows to shrink from makin’ monkeys of themselves, as one
man put it: another man declined to be treated like a bloody film star and be
paid nothing for his pains.

In consequence it became increasingly difficult to raise a side, but Mr.
Gauvinier, faced with the ignominy of turning out one or even two men
short when the eyes of the Empire were upon him, and of asking Mr.
Woodfull to oblige him with a couple of substitutes when the ears of the
world were pricked to catch his voice, eventually succeeded in getting a
fairly representative side together, even though he was seriously upset by
receiving an urgent message marked Strictly Confidential from
Headquarters, giving him a hint, large as the imprint of an elephant’s foot
and even weightier, as to the extreme inadvisability of employing in his
attack upon the Australian batsmen anything even remotely resembling Leg
Theory or anything that might possibly be construed into Leg Theory. In
fact, under the circumstances, considering the unfortunate state of Japanese
trade rivalry, it might be wiser perhaps to have no man at all, except a mid-
on well back, upon the leg side, when the more important batsmen were at
the wicket.

Thus an avalanche of extraneous matter descended upon the game and
bid fair to wreck and bury it, as the snow thundering down the mountain-
side may wreck and bury an Alpine village.

On Wednesday morning the ground looked peaceful and smiling in the
sunshine as it usually looks of a fine morning: a few toddlers staggered
about on the pleasant stretch of mown grass, as they usually do, greatly
daring but not too far from their prams and their mothers. The square on
which the wickets were to be pitched waited expectant, full of promise, full
of that happy promise, which only a cricket ground packed with stored
memories of good games won and good games lost can ever give in all its
richness of unforgettable incident. On Wednesday afternoon came the first
sign of what was to happen. A motor-car with trailer attached drew up by the
gate leading into the ground: its occupants got out, looked round, saw a
farm-house near, called at the farm, and were seen to return, slowly drive car



and trailer into the adjoining field and come to a slow stop. First one by one
they came, then in twos, then in threes, and settled in the adjoining fields, as
gipsies come from all over England to settle on the course at Epsom. By
Friday the thing began to look serious: and the British Broadcasting
Corporation kindly consented to make a statement in their news items to the
effect that the cricket match which was undoubtedly to be played between
Tillingfold and the Australians was essentially a friendly and intimate affair;
that listeners should be reminded that the accommodation on a village
ground was strictly limited, unlike Old Trafford or Trent Bridge or The Oval
where thousands could watch the play in comparative comfort. And so on
and so on. The announcement was, of course, beautifully worded and
exquisitely spoken, but its effect, however well intentioned, was
unfortunate: for the average listener thought ‘Oh that’s all right, then:
nobody will be turning up, so there’ll be plenty of room for us.’ And
forthwith determined to make a day of it.

From every town within reach, moreover (and what town now is not
within reach?), charabanc and coach proprietors prepared excursion parties
(with lunch and tea included in the fare) to see the match. On Friday night
the stream of traffic began to flow; early on Saturday morning it was in full
spate; from North and West and East, converging upon Tillingfold; a vast
concourse of vehicles. By midday there were evidences of such a traffic
block as had hitherto been unknown in the short history of motoring. The
Authorities, with the help of the A.A. and the R.A.C., did what they could,
but they were powerless: our village policeman was wonderful, but what
could one man effect against this national obsession? Mr. Gauvinier began
to have serious fears that those of his team who went to work at any distance
might be unable to reach their homes in time to have dinner and change: and
that those who lived a mile or so outside the village would be unable to
reach the ground at all. He was all right himself, as he could walk by field-
paths most of the way; to bicycle, as was his usual practice, was quite out of
the question. But what would others do? Just as he was leaving the house the
telephone bell rang. He was thankful that he had not disconnected it, as rage
and despair at its persistent ringing for the last twenty-four hours had
prompted him to do; for it was Mr. Woodfull speaking. He was speaking
from Shoreham. He had arranged not without difficulty to start an hour
before his scheduled time but they were properly stuck at Shoreham.
Dreadful. Yes. Have you heard? No. What, the Soviet? Yes, Stalin’s mad
Hitler’s got the jump of him: when he’s decreed days ago all good Russians
must take to cricket. Sure? Oh yes, Foreign Office rang me up at 10.25. Oh
we’ll make it. Sure thing. And are you there? There’s to be an American



broadcast. Short length wave. Yes. Sort of return for Kansas Derby. We’ll
get; but may be a trifle late. Some game. Yes. So long.

Mr. Gauvinier started on his walk to the ground, cursing the foolish
circumstances which caused him, an oldish man, to start the afternoon with a
one-and-a-half-mile’s walk carrying a cricket bag. It seemed, too, a great
shame that Italy, France and Spain should be left out, as they appeared to be.
He’d had such a happy time in Florence, he was half French: he’d always
wanted to visit Spain, the home of Don Quixote and Sancho Panza. But the
sight of the country lane that he was obliged to cross and along which he
usually bicycled quietly to the ground, scattered these altruistic broodings. It
was, for as far as he could see, a solid jam of motor vehicles of every
description, from baby cars to the most enormous coaches on which he had
ever (having missed the last Motor Show) set his astonished eyes.

‘You goin’ to play in the match? Coo! Er! I’m comin’ in tow!’ Gauvinier
pretended not to hear: but it was no good. The cry was taken up like magic
or wireless loud-speakered, and soon a seething, struggling mob (squabbling
too, for it was shouted in expostulation, ‘How’ll you ever find your way
back to your seat and what’ll you do then miles away from anywhere?’) was
swarming in his company along the shaded pathway, known as Lovers’
Lane. He overheard: ‘Some sort of souvenir to show the kids,’ and became
aware how violent and infectious is mass emotion, for he began to feel, as he
quickened his pace, that he had somehow ceased to be a person and become
merely (trousers, shirt, coat, bag and bag’s contents) a compendium of
possible souvenirs, likely to be dispersed at any moment.

A label on his cricket bag did the mischief: ‘It’s Govineer, the village
captain!’ came an excited shout.

He broke in to a run: they gave chase yelling to him as tasty a morsel to
his greedy pursuers as ever hare to hounds. Had he not, with great presence
of mind, dropped his bag to leave them scrambling and struggling for its
contents, it is doubtful what would have happened to him: probably what
happens to a Russian traveller when overtaken by hungry wolves on the
snow-clad steppes. As it was he reached the ground whole in body but
ruffled in spirit, or rather he reached the next field but one adjoining the
ground.

Tum demum, then and not till then (so slow is even a moderately
intelligent mind to grasp a situation outside its previous experience), the full
extent of the catastrophe, which publicity had wrought upon what should
have been a rather specially good little game, broke upon his consciousness.
He was in fact almost as nonplussed as the Higher Military Command by the
events of the Great War. Like them he simply did not know what to do. He
could only murmur to himself, as he threaded his difficult way through cars



and campers and hundreds ever anxious to press somehow nearer to the field
of play: ‘All I know is this isn’t cricket!’ Bagless, bootless, batless, padless,
capless, he eventually arrived at what had been the ground, and now
resembled some weirdly arranged sort of car park: and he, the stickler for
punctuality, heard the monastery clock chime three above the babel.

‘Barely room for a tennis court,’ he sadly thought. ‘No room at all for
Tim Wall’s run—if he should get here.’

‘This is an outrage, sir,’ a furious voice accosted him. ‘An absolute
disgrace. Do you realize this is a great occasion? Are these the best
arrangements you folk are capable of making? Have you no sense of
responsibility, no glimmer of what is fitting?’

‘Yes. Yes. But I’ve no cricket boots,’ was all Gauvinier could say.
‘Grossly selfish and personal! No thought for the good name of the

country: no thought for her prestige in the eyes of other nations. You saunter
on to the ground half an hour late. It’s an infamy!’

‘Yes. Yes. But I’ve no cricket boots,’ Gauvinier sadly repeated.
‘Something’s got to be done about it: and pretty sharp, too!’
‘Oh, I agree!’ said Gauvinier. ‘But I have never played without cricket

boots before!’
High words might have arisen between the village captain and the

enraged Broadcasting Official, had not, most fortunately, their attention been
distracted by the manœuvres of an aeroplane flying uncommonly low.

‘Gosh! It’s an autogiro. Look, there are two of them.’
All looked up: and large numbers were bumped in the back as they

gazed up by eager photographers rushing forward with their cameras. ‘Not
on the wicket, please,’ the distraught Gauvinier supplicated at the top of his
voice, still thinking only of his wretched little game. His pitiful cry was not
heard: with dismay he watched first one, then the other, slowly and
beautifully alight upon the wicket. The crowd surged nearer to see Mr.
Woodfull emerge with his cricket bag from the first: Mr. Bradman from the
second. The cameras clicked; millions next day read the caption: This
picture shows Mr. Woodfull arriving on the Tillingfold ground: eager for his
encounter with the village.

Mr. Gauvinier found himself shaking hands with Mr. Woodfull, and
murmuring foolishly:

‘Awfully sporting of you to have turned up. All this,’ he waved a rueful
hand, ‘I’m most dreadfully sorry about it. Such a pretty little ground: never
very large: now it is rather close quarters, I’m afraid.’

And Mr. Woodfull, as behoves a visiting captain, remained dauntlessly
courteous and cheerful, and assured him that he was certain they’d have a



really jolly little game in spite of everything. Gauvinier shook a doubtful
head.

‘There’s room perhaps to toss,’ he said, extracting a half-crown from his
trouser pocket. But even so simple and so pleasant a matter of routine as the
toss was not permitted to take place without interference. On the instant two
or three excited photographers leaped forward crying out: ‘Just one moment,
please!’ in the harsh tone of authority curbing exasperation with
incompetence. ‘It’s more usual for captains to toss in front of the pavilion in
their cricket kits.’

‘There is no front to the pavilion now: and I have no kit now . . .’
Gauvinier mourned.

‘We may waive that. Now, left hand lightly placed in left trouser pocket.
So. Half-crown placed on right thumb-nail. So. Thank you. Your head turned
slightly more this way. Mr. Woodfull, please if you would step two paces
nearer. Thank you. Three-quarter face to the camera.’ ‘Perhaps both
gentlemen would not mind removin’ their Trilbies,’ suggested another
photographer. ‘What about Mr. Bradman comin’ into the picture,’ a third
suggested, which enraged a fourth who had been arranging to make a special
and exclusive snap Don Bradman watching the skippers toss.

‘Take us or leave us!’ said Mr. Woodfull, unused to be thus hectored,
bluntly to the photographers, and added kindly to Mr. Gauvinier: ‘You just
toss, old man.’

But Mr. Woodfull’s attention was distracted at that moment by the return
of the autogiros. The welfare of his men was near to his heart, as it should be
to the heart of every sound captain.

‘Pack up, you fellows,’ he shouted unceremoniously. ‘Out of the way.
Make a larger space, there. They must have room to alight.’

And he started to signal frantically to the ’planes, waving his hat in one
hand and his handkerchief in the other.

Meanwhile Mr. Bradman had slipped off, like the boy he is, merrily
shouldering his way through the crowd, in search of coco-nut shies which he
felt must be lurking in such precincts and for which he has a very great
liking. He is accustomed to visit the fairs round Melbourne and Sydney in a
small Ford van in which to take home his winnings, or if he should go with
Mr. Kippax or Mr. McCabe, in a Leyland lorry. The proprietors of these and
kindred forms of amusement were not the least thankful among Australian
sportsmen when no untoward circumstance prevented the great Test team of
1934 from sailing for the shores of England.

Now, too, Mr. Gauvinier’s arm was gripped by the same Broadcasting
Official, by this time almost completely distraught.



‘Something’s got to be done about it,’ he babbled. ‘Something’s got to
be done about it. We can’t go on describing the rural scene for ever. Nobody
could.’

‘I tried to toss,’ Gauvinier excused himself.
‘Such shocking management is a disgrace to the country. Do you mean

to tell me an English crowd is so unsporting as to ruin the very thing they
have come miles and at great personal inconvenience to see?’

‘I’ve told you nothing,’ Gauvinier said. ‘You can see for yourself it looks
uncommonly like it. No one man by himself would do it: a mass of men
together does.’

However, by 4.30 the last of the village team had fought his painful way
on to what was left of the ground, dishevelled certainly, but determined (fair
play being fair play) not to be crowded out of his well-earned Saturday’s
game by any mob of gaping sightseers. This proper bulldog spirit took them
to the ground and then deserted them. They stood about miserably,
powerless to help Gauvinier clear a slightly larger space around the poor
pitch. But Mr. Gauvinier, elated at having been at last allowed to toss and at
having won it, raised his voice and appealed to the better nature of the
crowd: and what man has ever made such an appeal to an English crowd in
vain? By the time the last Australian, who happened to be Mr. Wall himself,
arrived (engine trouble had delayed the gallant hop from Shoreham) Mr.
Gauvinier was able to take him by the arm and show him how, with a little
care, he might still have room for the full length of his admirable run to the
wicket. This caused Mr. Gauvinier the very greatest satisfaction. Tea 7, draw
9. That was four hours. They’d get their little game. True, the ground was a
bit confined and the autogiros had not improved the pitch: but, good Lord!
one mustn’t be fussy, and after all it would be the same for both sides, and a
really sporting gentleman had returned him his boots and cap. Thus when
just after five the Australians took the field (Sam Bird squeezing between
motors had badly soiled his newly washed white umpire’s coat) and Mr.
Ballard and Mr. McLeod reached the wickets to bat, he felt almost at peace
within and happy at the prospect of quite a decent little game, after all.

The crowd too were in the best of spirits. They appreciated being at such
close quarters with the famous Australians, and felt quite safe, their glass
screens being Triplex and suitably insured.

Mr. Woodfull adapted his field to the new conditions, and placed his
men in a masterly manner, and with his well-known consideration for others
arranged that after each ball his men should move one on in the small circle
(more resembling Kiss-in-the-Ring perhaps than cricket) so that as many of
the spectators as possible might have the joy of close proximity to all the
great Australian players in turn.



But a large black cloud had been gathering and as Mr. Wall, who was to
open the bowling, began to walk slowly away to count the steps of his run, a
drop (and it was a large one) fell upon his head. This caused him such
surprise that he lost count and came slowly back to the wicket: and began
once more. This time he reached the first car, which he was obliged to pass,
and in it was now sitting a fair (and she was very fair) occupant. Mr. Wall
stopped dead. The perfectly behaved English crowd turned their heads to
one side or whispered ‘Will it rain?’ looking upwards, and to a man thought
only what would have been shouted aloud by the rude barrackers on the Hill
down under. They waited in respectful silence, broken at length by a clap of
thunder and a sudden downpour of rain. It was a deluge. What man in the
mass had failed to stop: the weather had. Over every other trick of fate these
lion-hearted fellows had prevailed: but with the weather even cricketers
themselves, like Gods with stupidity, fight in vain.

No European incident occurred. Mr. Hitler and Mr. Stalin remained quite
unperturbed; and wholly satisfied with the ’phoned apologies of the Foreign
Office, each addressed their young men, without a moment’s hesitation,
upon the duties of Nazi and Communist citizenship respectively. The young
men had heard this before many times, but drawn up in ranks, as they were,
at any rate they were temporarily kept from that mischief which another
would-be dictator, Mr. Satan, is always anxious to find for idle hands (even
when attached to Nazi or Communist wrists) to do.

So in the end all turned out really for the best in what is probably
(though weather, women and what-not might conceivably be improved) the
best of all possible worlds.



TILLINGFOLD V. GRINLING GREEN
 

(To Walter Charman)



Tillingfold v. Grinling Green

A small group of men were standing silent and thoughtful upon the
ground at Tillingfold, looking at the turf with serious mournful eyes. It was
the Public Recreation Ground—a large field, a big slice of which was
weekly mown by a kindly General’s motor mower for the benefit of the
Cricket Club. On this mown slice, the children gambolled, youths from the
Tile Works played single-wicket and rounders, prams and go-carts were
wheeled and everyone was happy. Everyone, that is, except the Tillingfold
Cricket Club, famous among neighbouring cricket clubs, who strove
valiantly against fearful odds to get a decent wicket for their matches every
Saturday.

A few optimists had rejoiced to hear the Council had at last taken the
matter in hand. Money had been voted by the Council—marvel of marvels
—to be spent on the ground. Their hopes were rudely dashed. Nice new
benches were installed; the turf of the square received a sprinkling of
dressing; and the mown area remained the same large patch in an incipient
hayfield.

‘It might be perfect. Room for all,’ groaned Gauvinier for the many
hundredth time.

‘It keeps me awake at nights! Really. I can’t sleep for thinking of those
lads racing about in them great boots till ten of a night!’

‘Well, why isn’t something done about it?’ asked Ballard, a new-comer,
cheerfully.

Old-timers who knew the history of the Club’s struggles to survive
looked at him and shook their heads, solemnly chuckling. Nothing was said.

Sam Bird, the umpire, felt the topic was too painful. He slowly tried to
change it and failed, saying in his careful manner:

‘I am pleased we are playing Grinling Green. They are a very good side,
I am told. Sir Arthur Crowly takes great interest in cricket, and their ground
in his park is a little beauty. Mown all round.’ The eyes of the group
travelled sadly over the rough hay-worthy outfield.

‘Oh blast you, Sam!’ laughed Gauvinier.
And they set about doing the best they could with what they had, which

is certainly more sensible than unhappily dreaming of what so easily might
be, but is not—yet.

And on Saturday afternoon the wicket, dead soft after summer rain, had
rolled out none too badly. And, though the sky was overcast, there was a



distinct promise of a break in the clouds and eventual sunshine.
The Tillingfold team strolled up, more casually even than usual, to hide

their excitement at meeting strong new opponents with a big name; anxious
to do themselves and Tillingfold justice. Several tried to ease their tense
feelings by remarking: ‘Win or lose. Don’t matter a hoot! So long as it’s a
good game.’ Which is perfectly true. It is also perfectly true that it is,
somehow, more satisfactory to win.

Others remarked, with British unconcern: ‘After all it’s only a bit of
sport. That’s what I say!’ Without any doubt it was as well that nobody
knew the sort of game they were in for.

Tillingfold are a good little side this season, keen and safe in the field,
with a tail that can wag and five or six batsmen who can make runs quickly
on their day—an essential where time stands always a relentless second
opponent in every match and the players must be keyed up for a sprint, not
trained for an endurance trial.

Gauvinier noticed the eleventh man cycling down the hill from the
village as a small motor-bus slowed up by the ground and pushed tentatively
in at the gate.

The visiting team had arrived and the players emerged backwards from
the old blue bus—among them, to Gauvinier’s joy, an old friend, Slater, who
used to captain Raveley some years ago—a left-handed batsman who could
hit like a kicking mule, never dropped a catch and could bowl a decent ball.
The other faces were strange, but they looked a likely lot.

They had an air of quiet confidence about them which was most
impressive. Some teams on arrival do impart respect. And Gauvinier,
searching to discover their skipper, was quick to feel this and to wonder
what effect Tillingfold produced, visiting a strange ground.

Grinling Green played matches on the County ground at Horsham. So
had Tillingfold for that matter, on one occasion, with a Wednesday team,
alas! having beaten a good Horsham side one Bank Holiday with their sound
Saturday team.

Search for the skipper was interrupted by badinage with Slater, that he
should still be turning out at his extreme old age—a delicate subject for one
who would never see fifty again and was looking in vain for a new pair of
bellows:

‘Don’t you bury me yet,’ Gauvinier laughed. ‘But seriously, who is your
skipper?’

‘Well, that I don’t rightly know. Our usual skipper’s not playing, y’see.
Who’s skippering, Jack?’

‘Oh, ask Bill, there.’
‘You’re a nice lot! A bunch of sheep straggling round. . . .’



‘Well. The truth is we never know till a Friday mornin’ who’s coming
from the House, if you take my meaning. Rather messes things up. There’s
our old vicar turning up’—(he pointed to a car making its way through the
gate on to the ground). ‘Rare old sportsman, he is. Thirty year and more
been with us. Shouldn’t wonder if his boy weren’t skipper. That nice kid,
there, with the sandy hair.’

Gauvinier saw a man approach the boy and heard:
‘Will you run the side for us to-day, Mr. Bakewell?’
‘Certainly. Delighted,’ the boy answered, blushing.
Gauvinier stepped up to him.
‘Let’s toss then, shall we? You shout.’
The boy called ‘heads’ and heads it was.
‘We’ll bat,’ he said, without a smile or a moment’s hesitation.
‘Tea five? Draw seven?’ Gauvinier put the usual query.
‘Right,’ said the boy, strung up to his responsibility, and strode away

with a tense face to make out his order of batting.
‘Fancy letting a nipper like that beat you for the toss!’ laughed Slater.

‘Never could do that job, could you?’
‘You wait! You wait!’
Gloomy sky, bad light, a wicket soft as mud—anything might happen.
The field were in their places. The batsmen came in, resolute fellows,

both of them, accustomed, you felt sure, like Holmes and Sutcliffe, to many
a good opening partnership. Ballard, beginning the bowling, knew how to
keep a good length and could turn the ball both ways. The first over was a
maiden, each ball a good one, played with quiet sureness. Gauvinier found
the other man as watchful and as sure. He took a well-run single off his last
ball. They could both bat as well as look like batsmen.

Ballard’s first ball, shortish on the leg stump, was nicely put for an easy
two. His next was a good one, had the batsman guessing, came in inches
from the off and missed the wicket by a fraction—a beauty. Another like
that, you could see him thinking, but it was shorter and was hit hard towards
cover.

They started to run. ‘No! Wait!’ Freddie Winthrop at cover nipped along
to the ball at a surprising pace, gathered it cleanly and whipped it in. Second
thoughts were best when trying to steal anything like a short run from
Freddie. The field exchanged smiles, well knowing and very proud of
Freddie’s cat-like quickness and the slight resentment that appeared on his
face at any liberty.

Tillingfold were a pretty useful fielding side. Another proof of it. Tall
Dick Culvert at point jumped out and down at a hard square cut and stopped
it so that the batsman felt robbed of three sure runs. Good work. This was



going to be some game. Mid-off and mid-on returned the remaining balls of
the over, carefully played, to the bowler.

Gauvinier liked a wicket with a little fire in it—he liked a hot sun. This
mud heap took all sting out of every ball. The pitch was so soft that the
fellow could play back to a good-length ball with apparent safety and did so
four times running—no one could if the wicket were decently hard. A
slower one, then, pitched farther up; might fool him out perhaps. Yes. Two
minds. He’d fumbled it. The off stump leaned delightfully back. The first
wicket, and a good one, had fallen for three runs.

In came Slater with his usual smile, left-handed, a nuisance, though a
very genial one. Gauvinier knew him of old—a good man to see the back of.
He always attacked the bowling from the very start, quick on his feet to step
out and drive a good-length ball; quick, too, to step back and hook a shortish
one. And he hit very hard, as the fieldsmen were soon to discover. But not
quite yet. The wicket had fallen to the last ball of the over.

The Grinling Green Sutcliffe faced Ballard, who tempted him with a
cunning slow, but tempted him in vain. He played it carefully back to mid-
off. A horrid thing happened off the next ball, which poor Gauvinier will
remember for some time; for he fancied himself at short slip and had held
some good ones in his time. It was well-pitched up and very much faster.
Snick, lowish to his right hand—a beauty to get—a pig to drop; and he
dropped it. He cursed to himself and called out his sorrow to the bowler. His
mind was wandering to Slater. Deuce take it, all excuses are lies. It was a
maiden over, with no semblance of another chance.

‘Oh, sorry, I bowl round the wicket to a left-handed man.’
And the umpire gave Slater another guard. He drove the first ball hard

along the ground past mid-on to the man in the deep. All the fieldsmen
noticeably sat up, looking forward (and rightly) to a merry time.

‘Right hand!’ Gauvinier sang out, and waited for Sam Bird to push at a
wary toddle across to his place. He would give it up soon if there were any
stand and remain bashfully at point; but not quite yet.

Followed two decent balls at which the batsman played forward and just
failed to flick into slip’s hand. The next one, shortish, he square cut hard
past point for two. A lucky snick past his leg stump gave them one more.
And Slater drove the last ball hard by cover, who stopped it with a dexterous
foot but could not save the run.

Slater faced Ballard for the first time, who immediately gave him a
tempting one. The temptation was not resisted. Slater let drive and lifted it
just short of the deep field, who saved the second run. A short one on the leg
stump was put away for two: Ballard’s first really loose ball. Dodging about
first one side of the wicket, then the other, to this infernal left-hander,



thought Gauvinier. It looked as if the two were going to stop there and make
runs. But Ballard did not like presenting a batsman with runs. His last ball
had been a gift. His next ball was a corker. It broke in half a foot from the
off and smashed down the off stump. Right out of the basket, that one. Had
the batsman guessing all the way. Two for eleven, of which the man retiring
had made eight.

Entered a large friendly boy, a little stouter than seemed quite necessary,
but he very soon showed the knowing that he could bat. He watched the ball
off the pitch and played it with a straight bat, very straight. Nor could
Ballard fool him with his change of pace. He finished the over smiling and
confident, remarking to Gauvinier at the end of it, very nicely: ‘He does mix
’em up, sir, doesn’t he?’

At Gauvinier’s first ball Slater took a mighty dip, thinking no doubt a six
into the road would freshen the air a bit, but he completely missed the ball
and laughed happily when he realized the ball had missed the wicket. He
lofted the next towards Jack Small at deep mid-wicket, who came haring in,
but it was well outside even that fleet fieldsman’s reach.

‘Dashed if I can get hold of ’em to-day!’ he confided, panting, to
Gauvinier. ‘But I’ll get you into the pond yet. See if I don’t.’ He referred to a
pond on the far side of the road in which many a good Tillingfold ball had
been sunk.

‘That pond’s been many a one’s undoing!’ laughed Gauvinier
reminiscently, preparing to bowl to the large friendly boy. He began to play
forward, changed his mind, and came down hard on the ball in the nick of
time; a shot only possible, Gauvinier groaned to realize, on a dead pitch, soft
as mud. The large boy realized it too, for he looked quite clearly happy to be
still at the wicket.

A slower one and we’ll have him c and b, thought Gauvinier. It was
slower, right enough, but short and the boy tapped it for one. Slater let fly at
the next, missed his hit again but flicked it for a single. The last ball, a fast
one, hit the large boy’s leg, which seemed to Gauvinier, who appealed
loudly, bang in front of the middle stump. But the visiting umpire thought
otherwise and the appeal was disallowed. Opinions often do differ. A very
good fellow, the umpire, but with a heart a little too warm, perhaps, for the
young chaps of his side.

A bye brought Slater back. He didn’t believe in pottering about and
getting cold. Not a bit of it. Batting for him meant exercise and excitement.
Hit or miss, his every shot showed immense bodily vigour. He jumped out at
the ball almost before it had left Gauvinier’s hand, then checked himself
with a superb effort and played it, laughing, straight back to the bowler. The



next he pulled hard to mid-wicket, where Jack Small by his speed saved
two.

Singles came during the next two overs, with the feeling strong in both
bowlers and most of the fieldsmen that any ball to Slater might be a sudden
six. If he once began to see them properly, he would keep the boys busy
shifting the numbers on the score-board. He hadn’t hit a good one yet and
was becoming impatient. Gauvinier bowled a tempting slower one to his
impatience, saw him take a tremendous dip at it, right across and far too
soon, saw the stumps gently displaced. And the Tillingfold boys had a better
little job than Slater would have found them, as they hung up 19—3—8 on
the board.

And they were kept busy in this most satisfactory way. For, though the
large boy was playing soundly and the short elderly new-comer obviously
knew how to use a bat, just as the latter was getting nicely at home he
played a short one from Gauvinier that shot hard on to his wicket: 25—4—
2. And in his next two overs Ballard clean bowled two men—one with a
beauty that came in from the off, and the young skipper who, in his
eagerness to lift his side out of the rut, hit across a half-volley. Six wickets
were down for twenty-eight runs.

It looked pretty good for Tillingfold and many spectators thought they
had got the great Grinling Greeners beaten all ends up. But the large friendly
boy stuck manfully to it and the remaining batsmen clung on to give him all
the support they could. One hit, to the sorrow of Tillingfold, who prided
themselves on their fielding, went straight through mid-off’s legs to the
boundary. The bowling was changed and a full toss was hit to the pavilion
for another four. The score mounted: 37 for 7—44 for 8—54 for 9, the last
wicket falling at fifty-five, the large boy carrying out his bat for as useful a
twenty-five as he can ever hope to make.

And fifty-five would take a lot of getting on that treacherous soft pitch,
with the dreadful snail-slow impervious outfield.

Ted Griffiths and Ballard opened the Tillingfold innings after the trusty
groundsman had sadly done his best with broom and roller to make the sorry
wicket playable.

Everyone watched tensely to see what the bowling was like—those
agonizing first balls. The elderly short man bowled to Ted Griffiths. No run
to speak of, a low action, using his height the wrong way on, as it were, to
keep low. A bye, a single off the bat—he seemed to offer little difficulty to
Ted except for one that shot (a horrid warning of what was to come), down
on to which Ted came like a hammer.

From the other end a thick youth bowled, winding himself up to deliver
the ball on a curious shuffling run. A full toss. Ballard, surprised at the



sudden sweetness of the gift, failed in his effort to hit the ball over the
pavilion. It glanced off his leg for one. The thick youth did not wish—stout
fellow—to be partial with his favours. He gave Ted a full toss, which the
long grass and deep mid-wicket prevented between them from being more
than one run.

Ballard drove his next one past cover, a beautifully timed shot which
deserved more than two. There was a distinct easing of the tenseness in the
atmosphere. This bowler looked dead easy—too dead easy, alas! Ballard
took a dip at a half-volley, hit across it and the ball seemed to stick in the
softness of the pitch, rise straight and slowly most wickedly to tip the off
bail to the ground. It trembled on the top of the stumps and fell. But though
it fell wavering like a feather on to the grass, it fell like a lump of lead on to
the spirits of the team and of the Tillingfold supporters: 5—1—2 looked
horrid on the score-board. Horrid bad when Ballard was the man that was
out.

Spirits revived as Alec John strode sturdily in. Not an orthodox bat but
with a marvellous eye. Made a lot of runs, too, and liked a slow wicket. He
seemed, by the way he played his first few shots, to be seeing them all right.
But then came a long hop which he hit hard and straight into the hands of
mid-off. 5—2—0. Hang it all! It was going to be a procession.

‘Not if I know it!’ thought Jimmie Harrison as he walked out hurriedly,
with a half-smile on his face, to the wickets. He was shy in manner but
resolute in action. And he started playing from the first ball he got with ease
and confidence, as though there could be no danger whatever that the runs
would not be hit off. Meantime old Ted was content to dig himself in, taking
not the shadow of any risk, though he dearly loved to have a dip, often his
undoing. You could see his grim smile from the pavilion, amused at his own
restraint.

The bowlers were giving nothing away now, but Jimmie worked the
score up to ten with good shots. And then, just as anxiety was beginning a
little to lessen, Ted tried to drive the elderly short bowler, got the ball on the
edge of his bat and was well caught by Slater at third man: 11—3—2.

Tillingfold’s spot boy, young Jack, whom everyone wanted to see
coached at the County Nursery, was the next man in.

Jimmie Harrison continued to bat as though he were quite capable of
making the few runs wanted off his own bat. He seemed to become only
more confident when the short bowler, who was keeping nastily low, missed
his off stump by inches with a deadly shooter. Young Jack, too, after an early
lapse was getting them in the centre of his bat. Watching them like a cat, too,
he came down hard on a beast that kept abominably low. Runs came.
Twenty went up. The excitement became painful, and a roar went up when



Jack swept a half-volley to leg for four—a lovely smack, beautifully timed.
The next one went for a couple. Things were moving.

But Jimmie, facing the short bowler, was not to be hurried into taking
any risk. He was bowling very straight and very well and needed a lot of
watching for the ball that came in low. Only a single off that over. The
tenseness tightened again unbearably. Each took a single off the other
bowler who was putting down some poor stuff. A bye sent up thirty. It was
anybody’s game. Jack got a beauty for two which ought to have been four.
Two more singles—the score was mounting. Jack faced the wily little man,
forgot his horrid habit of keeping low, went out to drive him to the boundary,
the ball got under his bat and hit his leg stump— 34—4—13, that thrice
unlucky number.

Tall Dick Culvert strode in, glancing back at the score-board. Six more
for forty, then fifty. Why, of course, the runs would be got and he’d have a
deuced good try to get some of ’em. Watch out for that low ball. Why dash
it! There was nothing to it.

He played the first ball perfectly—if it had shot dead, he would have had
it—but alas! the next one bumped up. There was a loud appeal. He was out,
caught at the wicket: 34—5—0.

Gauvinier, in spite of the sad fact that he would never see fifty again,
was absurdly shaking with excitement as he pulled off his sweater to go in.
He strode out, urging himself to curb his quite senseless impatience, trying
to convince himself that the thought how a couple of sixes would change the
look of things was a rash thought and unwise. Wait for the loose ones! Wait
for the loose ones! he repeated again and again.

Middle and leg. Ah, good! The first was an easy one. He played it past
mid-on for an unhurried single and he had the bowling again. Joy! A long
hop on the off, no extra-cover. It went hard and true—a four but for that
accursed long grass—a two as it was, meaning some forty yards’ sprint,
curse it! And he was reminded how badly he needed a new pair of bellows,
which no store, however universal, could supply.

A sharpish single set him panting. Still, runs were runs. And oh Lord!
here’s Jimmie hitting another two. The pace was furious, but forty was being
put up on the score-board, a heartening sight. Then a single, a sharp one, and
leaning on his bat to recover a bit he reflected that every run was, after all, a
day’s march nearer home.

He shook his white head, smiling, at the wicket-keeper, who remarked
kindly: ‘Take your time!’

No more runs that over, though the bowler had a lovely drive to stop and
was cheered for stopping it. The pace slowed down. A single each. Nearing
fifty anyhow. No need to hurry. Then another two past cover for Gauvinier,



who began to realize that there was such a thing as second wind. Jimmie and
he would pull it off all right now. He watched Jimmie with contentment play
a good one safely back—watched him take his stance for the next, moving
forward to back well up as the bowler moved. Look at that! The ball shot
dead in from outside the off stump on to the middle stump. Jimmie was
bowled, as most people would have been, neck and crop: 47—6—16. The
last ball of the over. They surely were fairly safe. And a new bowler was
being put on.

Same guard. Glory! A full toss. Gauvinier, too eager to paste it out of the
ground, hit too quick and played it with the extreme end of his bat, a
fantastically ridiculous shot. Such a gift rejected! But the new bowler was
kind or nervous. Followed a long hop on the off, beaten for two. The forty
yards’ sprint was a distinct punishment for missing that gift of a watched
six. And Gauvinier, rattled by the miss, was ass enough to stand for the next
ball before he had recovered his breath. In consequence he mishit a half-
volley, skying the ball to Slater at third man, who judging it perfectly
brought off a better catch even than his first: 49—7—12. Or six for a tie and
seven for a win.

Also it was past five o’clock and tea-time. And there was Freddie
Winthrop out, caught in the slips.

They adjourned for tea at 49—8—0: six being wanted for a tie and seven
for a win.

Being true-born Britons, the players of Tillingfold and Grinling Green
found the position of the game interesting and in no wise allowed it to
interfere with the enjoyment of bread-and-butter and cake and cups of tea.
No sign of excitement appeared on any British face. One said to another:
‘It’s a good game, isn’t it?’ And the other replied: ‘Yes. It is.’ With an
occasional exception, like spurts of fire, betraying the inner agitation.
Freddie Winthrop, for instance, who had got out directly after Gauvinier,
came up to him and said in a tense whisper: ‘Sorry, Skipper. That was a—
silly shot I got out with!’ The chat was jerky and flowed less fully and freely
than usual. Sid Smith, with his pads on, a picture of bulldog unconcern,
spoke not at all. Gauvinier was keenly aware of his own French extraction.
He gulped weak tea and smoked. Foolish, very foolish, but large slices of
bread-and-butter and bun seemed out of place.

The youthful skipper of Grinling Green said shyly: ‘A good little game,
isn’t it? Ought to be time for another knock each.’

‘Oh well, hardly that, perhaps!’ Gauvinier laughed, little knowing what
time would bring forth.

Tea continued, longer it seemed and more imperturbably slow than ever.



At length tea ended and the men strolled out into the field—in more
leisurely, more casual fashion than usual. The tail had often wagged before
most usefully. Would it to-day? Not a shake. Not a wriggle. Two balls from
the short elder bowler finished it off. Tillingfold were beaten by six runs—a
spiritless, depressing finish.

The two skippers talked.
‘Well! it’s been a good little game. Most exciting!’
‘May as well play right on.’
‘Yes. And the sun’s breaking through.’
Tillingfold went out into the field again.
‘Look here! Let’s dodge them out and knock off the runs.’
‘Not an earthly.’
‘But it’s worth trying.’
‘All right, we’ll go all out for it.’
‘Seriously it’s about a hundred to one against us. Those fellows can bat.’
Gauvinier saw the youthful skipper going to his father’s car as the two

men came in to bat. The batting order was changed. There was an hour and
three-quarters left for play.

Ballard bowled the first over, in which he took two wickets with clinking
balls that nipped in from the off. It was clear that there was no definite
policy. One man played anxious to make runs quickly; another played to win
by the clock. Gauvinier bowled two maidens and took himself off. Slater
came in, certain that a few boundaries would settle the matter. He skied the
second ball and was caught.

The wickets were falling. There was a chance, still—a sporting chance.
Gauvinier kept changing the bowling. Put on Alec John, who tossed up
innocuous slows, at Ted’s suggestion. A frightful risk. Alec’s first ball was
driven hard back. He leapt up, the gallant little Scot, and brought off a
brilliant catch. Nothing went wrong. Every catch was held. Previous
excitement was the merest shiver to the thrill the game was now creating.

Grinling Green began to realize how serious matters were getting. Seven
wickets were down. And a first-wicket batsman, held in reserve, came in to
stop this foolishness. He took no chances. Played a solid safe game. The
hands of the enemy clock moved on. No thought of runs now. Simply stop
there and win the game. Maiden followed maiden. Ah! At last, couldn’t
resist a smack at Alec. Freddie held a nice catch at extra cover. Eight
wickets down. Three-quarters of an hour to go and twenty-five runs only to
make. Two more tense overs and Ballard bowling the other end got a wicket.
Only one more to go. A boy came in. It seemed as good as finished. But
they both played with a dead straight bat, content to keep up their wickets.
Over followed over. The minutes moved inevitably by. Gauvinier went on



again himself and was starting to bowl his third ball when he saw the
youthful skipper coming out on to the field from his father’s car, not from
his men in the pavilion. Gauvinier bowled. Returned to find the boy by him.

‘We’ll declare after this over,’ he heard.
‘But, my dear chap . . .’ he began. ‘Just wait one moment.’
He bowled, racking his brains how to tell the boy he must consult his

team. Perhaps he had. And, anyhow, you couldn’t teach a rival skipper his
job, however nice a boy he was. He came back.

‘We declare after this over,’ the boy repeated.
‘Frightfully sporting!’ Gauvinier said. And let it go at that, praying that

he might get that last wicket in one of the remaining balls. But it was not to
be.

And Tillingfold left the field, bewildered, foiled and desperately keen to
take the chance thus recklessly offered them.

Two wickets fell immediately. Ballard and Ted were too anxious to see a
six soar out of the ground into the pond. Their places were taken, pretty well
on the run. Alec John mishit and was caught. Jimmie was firm and
unflurried as he had been in the first innings. Twos came. Sharp ones.
Throats cracked when he lifted a ball into the hedge for four. Twelve;
fourteen. Jack Small hit a couple of twos and, bowled, ran out.

Gauvinier, going in one earlier, took his place. Roars greeted every run.
Shouts of joy when the bowler hurled the ball at the wicket thinking to run
out Gauvinier, backing right up. Jimmie pasted the ball past cover—ran like
fury to turn an easy couple into three. Gauvinier staggered in to hear the
wicket-keeper remark, ‘Oh, pity! That’s wrong!’ and panting turned to see
Jimmie waiting to know if the decision held.

Tall Dick ran in. They practically played tip-and-run. Twenty went up.
Gauvinier’s knees nearly gave under him, after a fast couple. The pace was
furious. Last over was called. Another two; and another one. Two more.
Good lord! They must have won. Two more singles. They couldn’t slacken
off.

The umpire removed the bails, pulled up the stumps. The game was
over. They walked in, old Gauvinier pretty well speechless with the pace and
the excitement.

The boy skipper had realized his mistake, if not from the mouths of his
team, at any rate from their faces. He looked troubled. Gauvinier, as soon as
he could root himself up from his seat by the score-board, found him by his
father’s car. He shook his hand in farewell, thanking him for a fine game.

‘The most sporting declaration I’ve ever known,’ he said, and was
obliged to add, smiling: ‘Almost too sporting, you know.’



 
HIS LAST GAME

 
(To H. N. Best)

 
H. N. B. What! more tripe, I suppose!
H. de S. Yes, Harry: and more sauce from you—always, I hope, always.



His Last Game

§ 1
Gauvinier was always a superstitious dog; not in a nice, ordinary,

sensible way like most of us, who dislike to see the new moon through glass
or to walk under a ladder or sit down thirteen at table: but in his own rather
peculiar way: attractive, if you liked him: annoying, most annoying, if you
didn’t. It was too queer and mystical, almost religious, if you understand me,
inferring definitely the existence of powers other than human, and yet not
naming them, not specifying them, giving you nothing you could bluntly
contradict; leaving it all in the air. ‘Well, there it is. What about it?’ he’d say.
‘Queer, at any rate, isn’t it?’ And he’d open his hands as no Englishman
does and shrug his shoulders, his whole long expressive body one vibrant
expressive question mark. You had to agree, it was queer.

And nothing was queerer than this his last game of cricket, certainly the
last game in 1930, probably the last in his life. He may have insisted too
much on this queerness: I am inclined to think that on the whole he did; but
this I can say: if I had not known him pretty well and watched every ball of
the game bowled, I should not have believed it. I mean this: if I had been
writing a cricket yarn (and I have written one or two) I should have been
obliged to tone the thing down, if you understand, to make it credible: this
last game of his was a little too good to be true. However, it is well known
that life can beggar art: and I vouch for the truth of this story; everyone in
Tillingfold will vouch for it too. Ask anyone.



§ 2
I happened to be in the Black Rabbit on Monday evening when

Gauvinier came striding in (the beggar’s always in a hurry, somehow) for
the Selection Committee which met at eight. He looked worried, startled, as
it were, and more tense even than usual.

‘Hullo, Sam!’ he called out to Sam Bird. ‘No one here yet, then.’
Sam Bird slowly placed his glass of beer on the table and said slowly:

‘Good evening, Captain. No. No one but you and me, at present. There
seems a slight tardiness, if I may say so, on the part of the members of our
Selection Committee.’

And he chuckled ponderously, as Sam always enjoys proofs of the
imperfection of this imperfect world of ours, benignantly noticed by himself
in others.

Gauvinier ordered a double brandy, and fidgeting nervously about (one
or two strangers were sitting in the bar-parlour) at length said to me:

‘Oh! come on: let’s wait in the other room. Come on, Sam.’ And stalked
off into the billiard-room. I waited for old Sam, who never, never hurried, to
push himself out from behind his marble-topped table and rise. I leant over
him during the operation (unwittingly thereby stopping it) to say:

‘There’s something on his chest this evening.’
Sam pushed himself back, staring up at me.
‘Our captain, sir,’ he at length announced, ‘is apt to take things too much

to heart. A leetle too much to heart.’
I laughed agreement, and followed Sam into the billiard-room where

Gauvinier was sitting by the window. We sat by him. No one spoke. The
silence was thick and awkward. Something was in the air other than the
normal vagaries of the cricket club which Sam Bird wisely considered he
was inclined to take too much to heart.

At length Gauvinier leaned forward and said, smiling without much fun
in his smile, smiling shyly to hide his feeling:

‘I’ve rather bad news, I’m afraid: damned bad so far as I am concerned.
We’ve been swindled out of practically all our money. We’ve got to let the
place. Clear out. Next Saturday will be my last game of cricket for many a
long day.’

Sam Bird turned slowly round and stared. His face showed blank
incomprehension. A first-class bit of news, good or bad, has its savour of
satisfaction in the telling. The effect on Sam was prodigious. It obviously
surprised Gauvinier, more sensitive than most men to feeling. He pressed
Sam’s arm. ‘It might be worse: we shall have enough to live on.’



I felt devilish uncomfortable.
Sam slowly recovered speech and finding difficulty in enunciating each

word, yet said: ‘I trust things may turn out to be better than they now seem.’
‘No: small hope of that, I fear: the bottom’s out of the bucket, all right.’
And as he told us briefly of the American share-pushers’ ingenious

activities it seemed more than likely that it was.
He ended up. ‘Upon my soul it’s more like an Edgar Wallace novel than

real life. Anyhow, it boshes up cricket for me: we don’t quite know where
we shall be or what we shall do.’

Gloom descended on us. Sam Bird’s large face visibly swelled and
reddened.

‘That’s the worst piece of news I’ve heard for a long time,’ he said; ‘yes,
for a very . . . very long time.’

‘Bad for the club,’ I said.
‘Ah!’ Sam shook his head slowly from side to side. ‘And worse than

that!’
‘Oh well!’ Gauvinier laughed. ‘Rotten for me. As for the club, a change

is always good. Lord! I’d have hung on till I was kicked out. And I couldn’t
have gone on playing much longer, anyhow. I’d become a sort of habit,
don’t you know, that was a nuisance and yet couldn’t be broken. It’s snapped
now all right. Probably the best thing that could have happened.’

‘You’ll be missed,’ said the staunch Sam with conviction.
‘For a little. For a little. But no man’s indispensable, though he likes to

think he is.’
It was getting a little too painful. Gauvinier had been skipper for pretty

well ten years: had always been dead keen: never easy to run a side. His
obvious faults dwindled: other things loomed rather larger. He had certainly
done his best. I was glad when he broke the extreme discomfort of the
moment by saying:

‘Well, no one else seems likely to turn up. Let’s get on with it.’ He
pulled out a pencil and paper.

‘Lord! What luck for me. That this last game should be the best.’
For we were playing the General’s team, which is always the game of

the season. This game was crucial, too, among that series of games, for as
Sam Bird, ever an authority on statistics, begged leave to point out, eight
matches had been played between the General’s team and the village, of
which each side had won four. Also we had won that season every match to
date, and the wish not to be beaten was exceedingly strong.

‘Pray for a fine day!’ said Gauvinier, writing down a list of names.
‘Wish you were fit,’ he said to me.

‘Wish I were,’ I answered.



‘Pretty decent side we’ve got this year,’ he muttered, scanning the list.
‘We’ll need ’em, too,’ chuckled Sam. ‘If what I am informed is true.’

His voice went up in its scale as he lifted his head to add almost perkily,
rubbing his hands together with enormous satisfaction:

‘I am informed that the General has some pretty useful players turning
out for him—some pretty useful players.’

‘As long as we put up a decent show,’ I said. ‘It’s too sickening when we
get caught on the run: diddled out for nothing.’

Sam Bird could not refrain from his stock remark.
‘Cricket, gentlemen, is an uncertain game.’
Mine host, Alec John, successor to the famous Wishfort, came up and

said in his beguiling Scottish (such a pleasant foreign language on his
tongue):

‘We’ll be needing a guid side this week y’know. We must not go down
on Saturday, General or no General.’

Sam Bird began to announce the bad news.
‘Our good captain here tells me . . .’ and gave the gist of the sad story.
‘Hoots! Ye don’t say!’ said Alec John, grieving, and it was clear that the

prospect of the skipper’s departure was affecting him as it had affected me,
wiping out his faults and throwing a rosy light on other things.

Old Gauvinier stared in front of him. He didn’t like it at all, any of it.
Poor old blighter! It had got him fairly on the raw. You could see that.

‘Pray that it’s a fine day,’ he repeated, and actually consented to have
another small brandy with me: he’s queer in his drinking as in most other
things.

‘How’s that for a side?’ he asked. ‘Any change to suggest?’
Two or three men were mentioned and discussed: one change agreed

upon.
‘Lord!’ he said, tipping down his brandy. ‘I would like to take a wicket

or two; and hit one more six.’
And his long legs hurried him out of the billiard-room.



§ 3
There was considerable talk in the village, as you can imagine, about the

ill fortune which had fallen upon the Gauviniers. Many people had come
and gone of late years. They had come and stopped on and seemed likely to
stop on, indefinitely. Nice quiet people, the Gauviniers, generally liked. His
immense keenness on cricket was remembered: his failings forgotten. His
star rose on the horizon. We had got used to the old beggar somehow: and it
seemed hard to believe at the moment that he wouldn’t be playing again.
Matches he’d pulled out of the fire came back to us: matches he’d lost by
keeping himself on to bowl too long were forgotten.

One said to another with growing devoutness: ‘My God! I hope the old
beggar comes off on Saturday.’ It gradually became a formulated and
immense wish, comic in its urgency, that he should come off, that the match
should be a good match and won.

Unthinkable, if after winning every match during the season, this last
game—the crucial one, too, in the General’s series—should be lost.
Unthinkable. Feeling about it ran high.

I went up to see him during the week—on Thursday evening, as a matter
of fact. He’d been twice up to town on business: and if ever a man looked
bothered, he did. Something more than finance was preying on his mind.

I said to him, ‘Look here. You’ve got to come off on Saturday.’
‘Not a dog’s chance, my dear chap! By rights I shouldn’t play at all. This

sort of thing shows a man up. See. A proper firm-lipped big-chinned white
man would bow to the burden, shoulder it and march steadily forward,
leading his womenfolk to the new Promised Land.’

(He laughed and peered into me with his intense eyes.)
‘I’m more like a stoated rabbit. A bundle of nerves. Damned if I can

sleep. Every bush, every flower in this blasted place seems to have rooted in
my heart. And other things: other things. . . . But, anyhow, I shall play on
Saturday, though I shall be a passenger and nothing more. Must have one
more game.’

He looked away.
‘And always one has to wait and see. Things drag on. This to consider.

That to think of. Nothing clean cut and definite in life.’
We walked round the garden. It certainly is an enchanting little place, the

garden; all flowers and lawns which Gauvinier zealously mowed—
beautifully set in a birch-wood.

‘We’ve made it all ourselves. A keeper’s cottage, added to. Pretty well
waste land, except for the sunk garden, when we came.’



Then he switched off suddenly: ran into the house to fetch chairs and
beer. We sat down in front of the house in the setting sun, on the brick
pavement, the light playing on a mass of roses rambling in front of us over a
pergola above beds, a flame of colour: a lovely sight: and he talked.

I am always interested, gripped rather, when Paul Gauvinier talks,
though I defy any man to follow more than a quarter of what he says, when
he gets going. He leaps from one subject to another: words pour from him:
every word means something to him, and means it so intensely, that you are
momentarily convinced it must mean something to you, too, and nod out
emphatic Yes-quite-wells to his perpetual You-see-what-I-means?, swept
along by his queer intensity.

I came away after about an hour of it (very glad I had looked him up,
though at first I felt intruding upon private sadness a little beyond my
experience), my head reeling with his talk. Cricket, poetry, life, what
mattered in life—money, love, affection, what was spiritual, what was
material: how in one sense nothing mattered, how in another the littlest,
most insignificant action might catch the light of, be the symbol of, all that
was mightiest and most important: that he believed in Luck less than ever.

‘But you mark my words, the end isn’t written to this chapter yet. Queer
things have always happened in my life. Queer things always will happen to
me. Cricket’s only a game, I know: and it’s physically impossible I could
come off—but if I did . . . And, anyhow, I’ll enjoy that game, however much
of a fool I may make of myself. Aha! the whole game of life. Fail or not fail.
And anything’s better than to dry rot at ease till Judgment Day. Though this
is a bit too exciting for my quiet taste.’

A queer fish, far too excitable, but I’ve always liked him. I shall not
soon forget the way he said, so that the mockery on his face seemed to add
to his seriousness:

‘Underneath are the everlasting arms, don’t you know!’
He might have been laughing at pietism, or he might have been laughing

at his—the newt’s—impertinence for supposing a god or supernatural power
minded very much one way or the other what did happen to any little newt
in his pond.

That was his way of being superstitious, on which I have already
remarked. He never would be definite: left it hanging in the air. Take it or
leave it. How shall I put it? Rather as though there were a wind, if you kept
your sails taut and had a direction.



§ 4
Well, the weather was all right. Hot. Hot sun in a cloudless sky. No

wind. A perfect day for a game of cricket. One of the few days that on which
you knew it could not rain—even in England.

I went down in the morning to have a look at the ground. It looked very
nice. The square, larger than ever this year, tightly mown up to the hedge by
the road: the outfield cropped: the marquee up: the flag fluttering on the
pavilion: rows of chairs for the gentry who would be rolling up in cars
during the afternoon for tea.

A man was carting away the cut grass from the long field. All was
waiting sleepily expectant. I had a sudden pang to realize how much I
should hate to be playing for the last time; and I remembered how many
hundred times old Gauvinier had mown the ground himself with a huge
machine, a friend and a borrowed pony. I could not get the fellow out of my
mind. It seemed more than ever important that this game should at any rate
be a really good game: hard fought, with a decent finish. The glorious
uncertainty of cricket is all very well in its place; but if the game were a
fizzle as some games are, if there were nothing to it . . . and I went through
in my mind all the infinite varieties possible to a game of cricket: nervous as
a kid. Our bowling was fairly sound: so was our batting—better than it had
been for quite a few years. Oh hang it! we ought to put up a good show,
though the General usually had two or three men who could collar any
bowling.

I went to the Black Rabbit for a glass of beer, and found that I was not
alone in my nervous excitement. Sid Smith was there, on his way home
from work; about the only man who had played in the team as long as
Gauvinier. He’d lived in the village pretty well all his life. He was full of it.

‘I wouldn’t half give something for that feller to make a few. Get going.
But he’ll be that nervous. I know. Too mad keen. . . . Muck himself out. . . .’

I went round to the bar-parlour. More excitement. We were giving him a
small presentation: there was heated talk when to give it to him: at the tea
interval or after the game—where to give it him—how to give it him. There
was, too, considerable anxiety as to whether it would arrive in time.

I heavily vetoed tea-time. It would put him off his game completely: he
might have to bat just after tea.

‘Well, as soon as the game’s over he’ll slip off. You know what he is.’
‘We can see he doesn’t.’
Some wanted the presentation made as publicly as possible on the steps

of the pavilion, because everyone who had subscribed would want to see the



show: others wanted the thing done as privately as possible—to spare the
beggar’s feelings—in the small dressing-room of the pavilion, just among
the players only. I planked for privacy, and as the talk got heated, went. I
found it extraordinarily moving how very, very decent people can be on
occasions like this. Freddie Winthrop, for instance, who had enough bother,
as I knew, at his home to fill in a lot of overtime, had been giving his mind
and time to this presentation, as though he had nothing else to occupy either.



§ 5
I was on the ground early and helped Bliss to open up the shutters of the

pavilion. He had already put the screen up by the road. The whole ground
was simply smiling in the still sunshine. Sam Bird turned up earlier than
usual in his best suit in honour of the game. I helped him rummage the
stumps out of the locker, and strolled out into the hot sun to watch him
ceremoniously knock them into the ground. It looked a fairly decent wicket,
in spite of the dry spell.

‘I see,’ said old Sam meditatively, ‘our worthy skipper has not yet put in
an appearance. He’s usually here by now.’

‘I expect he doesn’t want to be hanging about too much before the game
begins. Rather awkward in a way.’

‘Ah!’ said Sam, and shook his head slowly and sadly. ‘Most all-firedly
awkward, the whole business, if you ask me!’

Players began to turn up—Ballard, Jimmie Harrison, Jack (our spot
boy), and Freddie Winthrop, who hoped that Ted Griffith, who worked at a
distance, would manage to be in time.

‘This lot always turn up to the tick. Blessed if that isn’t the first car-load
of ’em now. Where’s our old bloke? Stuck on the road with a puncture,
likely as not. Fuming. What a life!’

He laughed, anxious and ill at ease.
‘Take more’n a puncture to keep him from a game of cricket.’
More of the visitors arrived. Paget-Wilson, young Farringdon and old

Farringdon (like him to turn up, though he was not able to play). The old
skipper was there: these had played in every match since the series started:
gave the side its character. There were other familiar faces, and some new
ones, but I was glad not to see among them their Spofforth and to hear this
year they were weak in bowling. ‘After the first two . . .’ the old skipper
said, and laughed despair. ‘However, our batting’s sound and we’ve a first-
class stumper. Also I intend to win the toss.’

I was looking out for Gauvinier, couldn’t help it somehow, but I didn’t
see him arrive. I saw him now, walking out across the ground. I thought he
was coming to join us. But he waved a cheery greeting to the old skipper
and walked on to meet (I turned my head to see) Sid Smith. He put his hand
on Sid’s shoulder: they shook hands: I didn’t hear what they said. The slight
unusualness of the little incident hit me sharply. But it was the only sign, and
hardly noticeable.

Gauvinier joined us, laughing: explaining the crucial nature of the
present game in the series to the old skipper, who could scarcely credit it.



‘The ninth game! So many as that! I suppose it must be. Well, it’s a jolly
good job, then, that I’m going to win the toss.’

‘Call and see!’ laughed Gauvinier, tossing the coin.
‘A head!’
‘Of course it is! And we’ll bat.’
As they walked off I heard him lower his voice to say to Gauvinier:
‘This bad news. I hope it’s not true.’
‘True enough and foul. Better not think of it.’
And he hurried off to tell the team the toss had been lost and they must

take the field. He came hurrying back, however, in a moment to say:
‘Tea, I suppose, when it’s ready and draw at seven. Good. Or half-past

six, if there’s nothing to it.’



§ 6
As Tillingfold went out into the field, there were already more spectators

on the ground than are wont to watch an ordinary game. The band too were
arriving in their neat uniforms—an impressive sight. There were even a
sprinkling of gentry on their allotted chairs, giving life to a stretch of the
ground, usually deserted except by small boys who, if the game on the
square lagged, would start their own in that far corner.

The field was set: the batsmen were making their way to the wicket.
And the game began.
I watched from start to finish, often using glasses. Since then I have been

through it time and again with old Gauvinier. I believe I remember every
ball bowled in that game: what with watching it with an intensity of
keenness: what with discussing it, wicket by wicket, you know, Gauvinier
and I, with the score-book on our knees. Nothing comes back in every detail
with such peculiar vividness as some games of cricket.

Ballard started the bowling with Gauvinier: a maiden over each. I was
sitting on a bench by the hedge behind Gauvinier’s arm and noticed with
glee that he was bowling well: once he had his man guessing, once shaved
the off stump. Tillingfold are always a keen fielding side—this afternoon
they were trembling on the tips of their toes: simply tugging at the leash: a
good sight. Dick Culvert at point stretched out and stopped a beauty.

In Ballard’s second over his fourth ball jumped in from the off, hit the
batsman’s glove: Gauvinier ran five yards, stretched a long arm out, got his
fingers to it and no more, and dropped as pretty a catch as anyone might like
to hold. It was good to have reached it; another couple of inches and he
would have held it. Poor old blighter! and every man on the field was sick as
mud for him: they wanted him to come off. You could see it.

Runs began to come, all from one man, who had a good shot past cover,
just out of young Jack’s reach, and a better shot to leg, clean off the leg
stump. The runs came off Gauvinier, though he was bowling decently, three
twos and a one. Ballard bowled two maiden overs to the man Gauvinier had
missed, who seemed in no hurry to open his score. He didn’t poke about: he
often hit the ball quite hard: but it always went to a fieldsman.

Gauvinier spoke to Ted Griffith, who urged him to keep on bowling; but
he told me afterwards he was too dog-tired to bowl: his legs nearly gave way
under him from lack of sleep.

He went mid-on and Freddie Winthrop took Ted Griffith’s place at mid-
off and long leg. In his next over Ballard put down a beauty, which came in



a foot from the off and removed the leg-bail. The outgoing batsman had
made all the runs.

16—1—16.
A really good batsman had been beaten by a really good ball, and

Redman, although he had made no runs yet, was obviously full of runs and
full of confidence too after his good luck. The sort of fellow who seems to
be scratching cheerfully round and is really digging himself quietly in:
blandly sure that there is no hurry.

Paget-Wilson came in next: one of the cleanest hitters I have ever seen.
He has often taken the deuce of a lot of runs off us. He has an astonishing
eye: he plays very little cricket and for the first few balls is shaky, but he has
only to feel a couple or so nicely on the bat and it all comes back and the
boys are busy with the score-board.

‘It’s a treat to watch this bloke bat,’ Ted Griffith said to Gauvinier. ‘I
hate to see him get out. I do, straight. He’s the prettiest bat as has ever
played on this ground. Lovely.’

‘Well, yes. That’s true. But still . . .’
‘I don’t mind losing. If someone’s got to make the runs . . .’
‘This time anyhow. Let’s see the back of him.’
‘Mind you! of course I’ll do my best to get him out.’
Ted Griffith is shortish, and bowls a surprisingly fast ball which is apt to

get up quickly. There was no sign as he bowled his first ball of any altruistic
intention to encourage an exhibition of delightful batting. His face looked
fierce as after a gentle run he flung himself with sudden venom into his
delivery. A good-length ball, bail high, just off the leg stump—a perfect
beast for a first one if you happen to be a bit out of practice. Paget-Wilson
stopped it somehow, not liking it at all and saying so, so that those within
hearing laughed. Everyone liked him immensely. His good humour was so
infectious that it would be difficult to imagine an unpleasant incident
occurring in any game in which he was playing. Some men are like that.

The next ball, shorter and if anything faster, he was glad to jump back
from and not touch. There was a smile on Ted’s grim little face. The next
was a yorker, which Paget-Wilson smothered, pleased, as though there were
hope for him yet if he could come down in time on a brute like that. But his
luck was dead out, for the fourth ball came sizzling in from the off, hit his
glove and was nicely caught by Ballard at short slip. The cries of ‘Bad luck,
sir,’ were genuine.

Ted came up grinning to Gauvinier, and said combatively, ‘You mayn’t
believe it. But I am sorry to see that bloke go.’

Gauvinier did not argue about it: he knew too well what Ted meant.
17—2—0.



And if it hadn’t been for a missed catch, 17—3, but it was no good
thinking of that, though I know Gauvinier did.

Young Farringdon came in next: he’d been pouching a nice little bag of
runs in cricket about a class better than ours, for clubs whose A teams we
played. He opened strongly, putting Ted away to leg and driving him: he
watched Ballard, however, not liking his break and change of pace. Redman
too began to score more freely. The score mounted, though neither batsman
took the least liberty.

Gauvinier rested, went on again for Ted, whose shock attack was
exhausted, and changed from mid-on to slips. His first over was a maiden:
two balls beat Redman and missed the wicket. You could see the old beggar
was simply pining to hit the stumps again. Young Farringdon took one off
Ballard’s first ball, and off the next Redman flicked the ball straight into
Gauvinier’s hands at short slip. The ball hit him on the chest and fell to the
ground without apparently touching his hands at all. I stared, sick at heart.
He’s usually good at slip. I’ve seen him hold some real beauties. I knew how
he must be feeling. Too dismal.

He bowled two good balls, then two long hops, smitten for a couple
each, an half-volley on the leg, swept for four. Not his day. He went back to
mid-on. Ted bowled again.

Yet the whole side were more on their toes than ever. Their keenness
increased. Dick Culvert at point, always good, had never fielded better—
Freddie Winthrop, Jimmie Harrison, Alec John, young Jack and Sid Smith—
it was a pleasure to watch them. Upon my soul, you could feel their sickness
at the skipper making a fool of himself. A passenger is he to-day? All right,
we’re glad to take him along as a passenger. You could swear their manner
showed some such trend of thought; and as I say, it was a pleasure to watch
their work in the field.

Old Gauvinier noticed at any rate. He told me so. Said he was almost
glad he’d come such a mucker that day; but that was going a little too far:
two catches dropped, and the worst over he’d ever bowled. No, no. That was
a bit too thick.

‘Proves that I was blear-eyed and knock-kneed, anyhow? Useless by
myself: physically useless?’

I agreed to that. I should have even without his almost terrifying
insistence upon it.

And runs came. Redman, let off twice, scored faster than young
Farringdon, who slowed down. He never potters and pats, but plays hard
each shot, as the fieldsmen to whom his shots went noticed: especially
Jimmie Harrison and Alec John.



Thirty went up: forty went up. It looked as though these two were in for
a big stand, as they neared the fifty, when Ballard, who was keeping a lovely
length and having foul luck (not to mention the two dropped catches) in
shaving the stumps, got home at last with his fast one, that nipped in from
the off and smashed up young Farringdon’s wicket, to a roar of applause.

48—3—10.
The lull that follows a new man’s entry lasted longer than usual. The

batting slowed down. It was a case of Pull devil, pull baker, for the new man
got most of the bowling and he remained a dark horse. The sort of fellow
that might have surprises up his sleeve. I couldn’t place him.

Jimmie Harrison had a swollen finger and couldn’t hold the ball to bowl.
Ted was keeping a good length; but one wanted a wicket to fall, for Ballard’s
luck was dead out, though he was bowling beautifully; and then off one of
Ted’s few really bad balls, a shocking long hop to leg, Alec John brought off
a pretty catch, and the new man, so far as I was concerned, remained a dark
horse. But anyhow, I was glad to see the back of him.

59—4—4.
Followed in the son of a man who had played first-class cricket in his

day, a bowler with an action as perfect as that of Barnes, and who, like
Barnes, continued to bowl; he had on one occasion run through our side for
a song. The son was a sound bat, awfully well trained you could see at once
at a good public school, and as good a fieldsman as you could wish to see.
Style and tradition marked every shot. He knew the state of the game, and
left it to Redman to make the runs: and Redman made them. He was batting
with perfect freedom and confidence, when he stepped to drive Ted Griffith,
was a shade late, and drove the ball hard back into the bowler’s hands—a
lovely catch which made Ted grin with pleasure, and the spectators shout
their joy, and it was a good shout, for by now half the village were on the
ground.

And the band, in full blast, was playing a mournful dance.
73—5—34.
And seventy-three took some making on our ground, where the length of

the grass turned many a good four into two or a miserable one. Old
Gauvinier was staring at the score-board—34 and missed twice before he
scored five.

Father and son were batting together now, and young Jack was bowling
in place of Ballard, who had bowled unchanged till then beautifully, but with
infernal luck. This first over was a maiden, but the boy in his second over,
seeing that his father was a bit shaky and feeling that he’d better start
making some runs (he’d got a nasty bang, too, off Ted in the preceding
over), let drive at one on his legs, but not coming out quite far enough lofted



it and was neatly caught by Ballard, who had taken young Jack’s place at
deep mid-wicket.

78—6—6.
Two wickets fell quickly, clean bowled, the first by young Jack, the

second by Ted; and the spectators showed by their cheers that they thought
the innings as good as finished. 82 for 8.

I wasn’t so sure. A tutor who often went in first when we played the
College—the very devil of a man to shift—was batting; and I didn’t like the
look of Number ten who strode in to join him, the first-class stumper we had
heard mentioned: a tall and powerful fellow. He shaped horribly well at his
first few balls; but the tutor got most of the bowling for a little while, and
was playing with extreme caution, proving to me that Number ten was a
hitter. They each took a single to leg off Ted, who was bowling really well,
when it came—two quick little steps forward, a lash, and Number ten
watched the ball soaring over my head into the road for six: well over the
road but not into the pond; it was thrown back from the tea-garden opposite.
The last ball was driven into the deep for one; and he had the bowling again.
He wasted no time, two twos, both fours but for the grass, and a one, and
Ted began to wonder whether another six was coming. It wasn’t. Only a
four, off a long hop, into the far corner of the field by the swings. Ted’s face
was a study. The hit had put the hundred up. Every run now was of vital
importance. A hundred takes some getting on our ground, unless you’ve got
the bowlers simply addled. Ted lammed them in, and off his last ball Dick
Culvert brought off a clinking catch at point—jumping to a hard square cut
and holding it.

102—9—18.
But it wasn’t over yet. The old skipper started hitting like a two-year-old,

though he couldn’t run like one, and Ballard was put on for young Jack; and
off the third ball of his second over, Dick Culvert had an easy one, straight
into his hands. But the score had crept up and the innings closed for 111:
leaving Tillingfold 112 to make to win; not much more than two hours to
make them in, as tea was always a superb affair on these occasions, topped
with ices.

But they’d be going out again before tea, which would be latish.



§ 7
Out was dragged the roller: far too light. They were beginning to bump a

bit. Perhaps it was better than nothing.
Yes. Here they were coming out, Paget-Wilson laughing and ragging the

skipper as usual.
Who was Gauvinier sending in first? Ah! good. Dick Culvert and

Jimmie Harrison.
My Heavens! That innings. I shall never forget it. I wish I could give

you any idea of the feeling, pitched higher than a revivalist meeting at its
most electric. Anyhow, we should have been mad to win this crucial match
in the series: especially as we hadn’t lost a match during the whole season.
And somehow the old beggar’s leaving put an edge on the excitement. It
would be too stupid to make a presentation after our first defeat of the year,
stupider still if we made no show of it at all, and were just skittled idiotically
out. I tell you, the intensity of it became pretty well unbearable. These
things, you know, are cumulative.

Gauvinier himself fidgeted about less than he usually does at the
opening of an innings. He was about through, he looked it, as he stood by
the car, talking to his womenfolk, seated inside. Doing a little sum in his
mind—111-34: and praying that he might not have to go in a minute or two
before the tea interval. Plus 9 hit off that last foul over of his.

Well, anyhow, there were 112 to get now.
Young Farringdon started the bowling from the elm-tree end to Dick

Culvert. However well you may know his trick of running up as though he
were going to send a fast one, and then stiffening his arm to send down one
that infernally hangs, you’ve got to watch him like a lynx, especially at first,
or he will catch you in two minds. And every now and then comes one that
doesn’t hang.

You could see Dick Culvert holding himself in not to play too soon: his
muscles were stiff with restraint, but he got on top of it nicely. The next one
was a mistake on the leg side; no need to stiffen about that one: nor did
Dick. He let him have it joyously full and free, a watched four but for the
thick grass. However, Jimmie Harrison, running like a deer, insisted on
three.

Jimmie Harrison plays his own game: he dislikes nonsense. He has
wrists of steel, a wonderful eye, and never wastes time. Along came the ball
elaborately made to hang; he waited for it, found it shortish and square-cut it
angrily for two.



It was good of course to see runs coming quickly, but the sapient prayed
that Dick and Jimmie would be careful. It would be fatal to try and take the
slightest liberty with either bowler, yet or for some time.

Vereker was bowling from the road end, his action high and easy as
Barnes: still so good that you would like every boy, keen on bowling, to
watch it, just to see how it should be done. But it would be impossible that
he could bowl for long: medium pace, came in sharp off the pitch: very
slight variation of pace: looked nice and innocuous and could be deadly: had
it in his bones, the beggar, what to do with the ball: could just flick the bails
off. . . .

Tall Dick Culvert reached forward to him, played the ball perfectly back:
the same with the next one to mid-on. Then a single and I could see how
Jimmie would shape to Vereker. As I feared, he waited for him and played
back at the last second, a queer shot of his own, with a quick flick from the
wrists. Vereker was obviously pleased: must beat him or get him caught at
the wicket or in the slips. For any other man it would have been a certainty.
Jimmie’s shot, however, is his own. The next he hit to point, who was glad
to stop it, and the next well past point for a couple. How he does it is his
secret. But well as I knew Jimmie’s play, it frightened me to see him use that
shot with Vereker. And if ever a man was nearly bowled, Jimmie was by two
of the next three balls. The bails fairly shivered on the stumps: my inside
trembled with them. However, Jimmie was still in, and quite unperturbed cut
him again for two in his next over. It is such a last-second shot that it is
painful to watch when runs are of vital importance.

And both Jimmie and Dick were being too contemptuous of young
Farringdon. They helped themselves to six more off his next over to
misplaced yells of joy. And then Dick played every ball of an over from
Vereker steadily, carefully and well, except one ball which bumped and
made him feel foolish. No small boy yelled with joy, but the hearts of the
judicious glowed with pleasure: a few overs played like that would do far
more to win the match.

Jimmie believed in runs; and kept on the merry work with young
Farringdon, tanking him for two—then driving him for a single far into the
slow deep. Dick faced him: was morally certain that the next one must be
the fast one: and morally speaking it certainly ought to have been, but it
wasn’t. Dick, miles too soon for it, patted up, as he was intended to do, a
dolly catch to the gloating bowler, and retired cursing himself for having
fallen into such an obvious trap.

19—1—9.
Quite a decent start, but it looked as though it were going to be far better.



In marched Alec John, wearing, for some good Scottish reason, a
beautiful red cap, to show possibly that they do play cricket in that strange
land across the Border. He put young Farringdon away immediately for a
hard-hit one to deep mid-wicket, who by his speed saved two. It would have
been better for Jimmie had he risked the second run as he badly wanted to
(only a strange Hieland shout succeeded in sending him back), for he took a
happy dip at the next ball and, completely baffled by the pace, was bowled,
another victim of that perpetually set trap.

20—2—10.
Two good men out: a quarter of an hour and more to go before tea:

young Farringdon above himself, as any bowler would be who had got two
wickets, precisely as he wanted to get them, in one over. Ballard came in,
our best bat: missed the last ball of the over completely, but it was well off
the wicket, luckily.

Alec could make little of Vereker; he hadn’t the reach to play properly
forward to his good-length ball. He took a half-cock shot at the last ball, and
was nicely caught at cover. A full hit, and he would have got hold of it, as
well he knew, coming out frowning, and beating his pad with his bat: just
near enough to bad luck to make any batsman furious, being even nearer to
merely foolish play.

Things were beginning to look serious, for the score-board read:
24—3—2.
Ted Griffith came in. He and Ballard, together now, were pretty well our

last hope. Young Jack, getting his pads on, hadn’t been making runs:
Gauvinier—well, he wasn’t himself, and after him no one who could make
runs, though one or two could keep up their wicket, especially Freddie
Winthrop.

Ten fateful minutes at least before the tea interval. Ted and Ballard knew
well their responsibility and rose to it. They played good sound cricket,
taking no shadow of a risk, hitting the loose ones hard and clean.

And then at last the signal for tea was given. Ted 9 not out, Ballard 7 not
out, and the score 39. We were still deep in the wood, but there was a faint
chance of winning, if those two got going as they well might, after tea.



§ 8
Oh, it seemed an interminable meal, that tea. I’d finished my flask and

biscuits long before there was a sign of anyone emerging from the tent. Then
one came, puffing out the smoke from a cigarette, then another, lounging
about, talking, in the air.

Gauvinier came striding out, making for his car. I knew how he was
feeling, strung up to snapping. He met old Farringdon, and stopped to talk.
Young Farringdon joined them.

‘When are you going in?’ the old fellow asked him.
‘Number seven,’ said Gauvinier.
‘Good place for the skipper.’
‘Yes,’ young Farringdon said. ‘You’ve pulled a good many games out of

the fire from Number seven in your time, haven’t you?’
‘I’ll watch our friend here do it to-day perhaps.’
‘Not to-day. I’m afraid not.’
‘Not if I know it!’ laughed young Farringdon, making off for the

pavilion.
The umpires went out again: the solemnity of the occasion written large

upon Sam Bird’s expansive face. The fieldsmen took their places: cheers
rose for the batsmen. Ted wore his grim grin of intention: a short chap, very
shy, who walked boldly like a tall man. Ballard, dark as a Spaniard, half as
tall again, assumed the air of nonchalance. If you knew anything, you knew
that each in his own way was keyed up to the very last peg of resolution to
pull the side through on this the last lap of the great match. Men as different
as two men could well be, yet one for the moment in this their common
desire. And anyone who happened to like to see men at their best rejoiced at
the sight.

Old cricket worthies (and there were a goodish few of them on the
ground), too old to play now, still just able on a warm day to watch, saw
them walk out with a sharp pang, remembering times in their own young
days when they had gone out to bat on an occasion like this and perhaps
they had made them, remembering such times with a vividness past all
belief, so that to be sitting disabled by age on a bench seemed the
preposterous foolish illusion.

But the bowler was about to deliver his first ball, Ballard was standing
ready to play it, the fieldsmen stood alert—we all forgot ourselves (the old
men even their age-brought disabilities) in the interest of the present game,
which closed down upon us and held us, taking us into itself.



Gauvinier looked at the old men watching, looked at the young men
playing . . . actum est de will always contain its knell of sadness, in great
affairs or small: whether it is all up with the Roman Republic or your little
games of cricket, my boy. Then became absorbed. We all became absorbed
in the game.

Redman was bowling, not Vereker. That was interesting: his bowling
was new to us. There didn’t seem much in it. Ballard at any rate played him
with perfect ease, and seemed to see him all the way. I noticed Vereker
moving his right shoulder up, patting it, as though to make sure whether it
was mere stiffness or a strain.

They ran a single. Ted found no difficulty either with Redman, pushed
him back to mid-off as though he’d been playing him for a week. One
settled back with some small sense of relief: not too much, as horrid
accidents may happen.

But young Farringdon was the main danger: that trap of his, however
obvious, was likely to prove fatal to any batsman, strung up and a little over-
eager. But Ballard was fully aware of his guile, watched and waited and was
quite content with a single. Ted, too, kept a tight hand on his impatience and
played the last two balls back along the ground with a good straight bat, and
no hesitation.

Slowly and well, they were settling down. And then one thing became
apparent—namely, that the man who had remained a dark horse in the
batting and who was fielding third man to Redman (in the deep, on the leg
side to young Farringdon) was an exceptionally brilliant fieldsman. Ballard
cut a short one hard in his direction, and he, having watched it on to and off
the bat, ready for the shot, reached it, and then in one good swift action
gathered it and threw it in bail high to the stumper. The next ball, too, would
have been a safe two to an ordinary man; only a sharp and timely shout from
Ballard, sending Ted back, saved the loss of an all-important wicket.

Ted made it all right for himself by beating the next ball hard past cover,
his first good happy hit since tea. Two only, not four as it should have been!
Young Farringdon was bowling well: not the semblance of a loose ball came
as a little gift to Ballard, who would not be hurried and helped himself to a
pretty two with a square cut past point.

Then quite suddenly the whole of the game underwent a complete
change. Redman, practically for the first time, got by the batsman, though
not at all near the wicket. Whether this made Ted angry or the bowler above
himself, I don’t know, but all the remaining five balls of that over, Ted
lashed between the covers for twos, and Redman bowled no more. The
applause was furious. The score was mounting. There remained young



Farringdon, but they were taking his measure, stepping out and driving him
for long deep hits, that only scored one very likely, but were significant.

The old skipper went on in place of Redman. He very rarely bowled
now; but he knew exactly what he wanted to do with the ball, though he was
not always quite able to do it. He was a cricketer, through and through. He
was bowling from the road end to Ballard, who watched him carefully. He
was nearly stumped, too, off the second ball: the bail whipped off but no
appeal. Not the ghost of a liberty could be taken with that stumper behind
the wicket. And then out came Ballard to the fifth ball and lifted it hard and
true. Clean over the road for six. The effect of that hit on the game was
greater than the six runs recorded in the score-book, and in the next over
after Ted had put young Farringdon to leg for a single, Ballard hit him
through the covers for a couple and then lifted him into the hedge for four.

When at the end of that over we saw young Farringdon in earnest
conversation with the old skipper, who gazed round to see whom he could
put on to bowl, even the most sapient felt a glow of confidence, for if ever
two men could paste loose bowling, Ballard and Ted were those men, and,
moreover, they were well set and seeing the ball to perfection. We were well
out of the wood: hardly a bush in sight: clear open country: easy going. In
the last few minutes the score had jumped from the early forties to well over
sixty. I could scarcely believe my eyes when I looked at my watch to see
that it was barely a quarter to six; so much had happened in so short a time.
There was no ghost of a need for any hurry. The clock at any rate was now
beaten. It was all right about Gauvinier: no call would be made upon him
now—he’d have a quiet knock and our presentation would end the game
nicely. Everything was panning out perfectly.

And oh, my sacred Aunt, write home to tell the glad tidings to mother,
Paget-Wilson was going slip in place of young Farringdon. Paget-Wilson
whose bowling was his friend, the old skipper’s, stock joke! Ballard, after
the confabulation about the new bowler, now faced the old skipper, and we
all got ready to applaud another six into the road.

But it didn’t come. Something very different came: totally unexpected:
something that made you stare and gape in angry amazement, confounded,
for Ballard, as sound a cricketer as any I have seen on the ground, Ballard
cut the ball hard to third man, no longer a dark horse in the field, and
galloped down the wicket like a silly prep. school kid, to Ted yelling him to
get back. Third man picked up the ball and flung it back in one swift clean
action, hard into the hands of the stumper, who nipped off the bails with
Ballard wandering like a lost soul yards outside the crease. No appeal, no
decision. Poor Ballard simply made his way back to the pavilion—to a
storm of applause of course for his magnificent knock: which he hardly



seemed to notice, lost as he was in bewilderment at his unprecedented
foolishness.

67—4—22.
Young Jack came in, who can hit as hard, if not harder, than any man in

the team: a terror to a tired bowler, a fiend on a loose ball. But his luck was
out this season. However, this was a good day to turn his luck in the right
direction.

Oh Lord, but that won’t do; he took a blind swipe at his first ball, and
was nowhere near it. The stumper whipped off the bail too; but again there
was no appeal, though it must have been a pretty near thing.

Excitement came welling back; tingling, painful. And now Paget-Wilson
took the ball to bowl to Ted, who could hit with sudden concentrated fury.

Paget-Wilson took a short uncomfortable run and delivered the ball as
though he needed all his body’s strength to get his arm over at all. Bowling
looked an extremely difficult and arduous feat. His first ball was wide which
slip moved to the right to reach. His next was a slow painful toss within the
batsman’s reach and Ted banged it into the hedge for four. The next bumped
down almost at his own feet and rolled along the ground. The fourth was a
ball that could be played: the fifth was not given a wide. The sixth was
another slow easy full toss . . . waste time over fours—over the blasted
hedge—but he missed the ball completely, and the slow full toss slowly
knocked down his wicket.

It was a more amazing sight than Ballard’s run out. I have never before
—never—often as I have watched Ted at the nets or batting in a game, seen
him completely miss such a ball.

71—5—22.
Once more the whole character of the game had changed. Forty-one

more runs were needed: and the two set batsmen had been fooled out. There
was young Jack, true. . . .

And Gauvinier was walking in. Damned if I could look in his direction.
There came suppressed clapping, suppressed, yet eager: aching to cheer him:
fearful of putting him off his game.

I looked up to see him taking his block. Young Farringdon went back to
slip. I could hardly force myself to look at the first ball. I couldn’t bear to
see his stumps disarranged or a silly little catch hit up off the first ball. Still I
had to look. Do you know, I said aloud, ‘Oh, thank God!’ when he hit that
first ball clean and true for an easy single. Then one for young Jack: and he
had the bowling again. A long hop on the off—he’s got it, got it with all his
strength, it’ll reach the boundary, must—damn that accursed thick grass—
but they’ve run three. My heavens! it was good to hear the yell of delight
which greeted that shot. Pent up, my God! and then we had a chance to let it



loose. It was let loose. See him striding between the wicket with those long
legs, using every inch of his length to spare his wind. If he and young Jack
got going we should be all right.

But young Jack took a tremendous whack at the next ball, blind certain
of a six; the bat was a fraction of an inch out of place: hit the ball a shade on
the edge, and up it went higher and higher, a huge height into the air, and
underneath stood Vereker, moving with unhurrying stride to the exact spot
where it must fall, and did fall into his safe hands.

I must have missed some shots in my excitement, for I thought the score-
board must be wrong in displaying the figures.

84—6—1.
I went into the box to consult old Francis, who was past speech of any

kind, in his frantic anxiety that Gauvinier should make runs: he muttered
unprintable appellations. He was rather keen on Gauvinier. So was I. I
cleared out. But everywhere there was the same intensity of feeling.
Unbearable. I almost wished the old swine had got out first ball and not be
keeping us hanging on tenterhooks—waiting, looking, hoping. At any rate
we should have been done with it.

Freddie Winthrop came hurrying out, sworn to keep his end up. These
two had made many a decent stand together. Would they once more?
Judging by his set face, it wouldn’t be Freddie’s fault if they didn’t.

The next ten minutes were agonizing: the tenseness of the rope when
two exactly balanced teams are straining at the pull. A sort of vibrant
stillness in which Gauvinier’s voice sounded loud, calling after every ball,
No or Wait, for he says something at every ball bowled, old-fashioned
perhaps but right, dead right. Only ones came, and those slowly. The old
skipper took himself off, spoke to Vereker, who moved his arm up and
down, decided it was mostly stiffness, not a strain, and went on to bowl.

He bowled Gauvinier a maiden. I suppose the delivery of six balls can
only last an allotted time; but they seemed to last an eternity, though
Gauvinier seemed to be seeing them perfectly, and using his reach without
any hesitation. Two singles came off Farringdon’s next over, each loudly
applauded. The score crawled up. And there followed another long, long
maiden to Gauvinier. I could not believe my eyes to see him playing, thus
patiently, without flurry, like a good example from a good book; but the
strain of watching it was terrible. Two singles and a two off Farringdon, and
each run was cheered like a six: men were walking up and down in their
excitement: wiping their faces: scratching themselves: pommelling each
other like little boys: it was ridiculous to see.

And once more Gauvinier was standing ready for Vereker. And look! a
wild roar burst from every man as we saw the ball rise . . . the man in the



deep stepping back, stop at the hedge, and the ball bounce in the road and up
again so that Gauvinier saw it on the bounce, over the hedge: a little high for
a perfectly safe six but a glorious smack. Motor horns hooted; men kept on
shouting; a little girl by their car waved her arms about madly. Stillness for
the next ball: played quietly back. Then a bad long hop. Gauvinier withdrew
and with all his might smote it into the hedge, well out of reach of the man
in the deep: another roar of joy went up.

Damnation! the old beggar was going to pull it off after all, was he?
Sid Smith called out: ‘And just once more, please!’ and everyone burst

out laughing. Vereker was taken off; changed places with the old skipper.
Freddie, after a leg-bye, took a couple off him; that sent up the hundred.

Twelve more, by Gum! But there came another halt: a single here, a single
there. Neither bowler gave anything away. And then Freddie, trying to
smother a straight one, got right in front of his wicket and was out l.b.w.

105—7—5.
Sam Gault came in. Four more runs, and Sam was stumped.
109—8—1.
Then Sid Smith came out to join his skipper, stooping on his way to pick

a bent for chewing to a shout of laughter. Hit the last ball of the over for
two. It was a tie.

You should have heard the yell that greeted Gauvinier’s next shot off
young Farringdon, as good a drive as he has ever made, far past extra-cover
—into the thickest of thick grass. He was shaking all over after running that
three—the winning hit. It was twenty minutes past six.

They went on playing. We talked and laughed, at perfect ease at last, all
strain gone. Soon Sid patted up a catch to Vereker, and came running out.
Charlie came in for a knock, and while he was still in, the umpire called out
last over.

Lord God! how Gauvinier was cheered. Some were for carrying him in.
We flocked round him.

He rushed off to his womenfolk—jumped on to the running-board,
leaned into the car, shaking hands, saying, ‘What did I tell you? Still going
strong?’

He came back: he was pouring with sweat—panting, shaking—to take
off his pads. Old Francis called out, ‘Forty not out. And not too bad for you,
metty.’

A small boy helped him take his pads off; his hands were shaking. Dick
Culvert stood by him.

‘I’m going to slip off now.’
‘Yes, just a minute.’



He took him by the arm and guided him to the small changing room. All
the team were there. They started shaking hands with him. There was hardly
room to move—such a tight little packed crowd. He was pushing out, when
the General began to speak and we all crowded back to make some small
gap. Gauvinier sat down, bewildered, still sweating, bowed his head.

The General spoke slowly and with genuine feeling. Of what Gauvinier
had done for the cricket, of his example of sportsmanship—all the familiar
things, you know: but none of them sounded in the least familiar under the
circumstances.

Gauvinier, right in the thick of it as it were, bowed his head lower and
lower. The General stopped and presented the silver inkstand, which
Gauvinier stood holding.

He began to speak in reply: began very well—‘All these pleasant things
said . . . but of course it’s the fellows one plays with make the game. . . .’
Then he stopped suddenly, swallowed. His face puckered: he managed to
articulate ‘Thank you very much,’ and burst out at the little changing-room
door, clutching the inkstand.

That’s the story of the game.
‘If it had been arranged for me,’ Gauvinier said, ‘it could not have been

more perfect. All I wanted. To hit a six. To have another little stand with
Freddie and Sid: to come off—and I was physically beaten: too knock-kneed
to bowl—too blear-eyed to see. Do you see what I mean?’ I did in a way.
But the fact is that he is superstitious, and superstitious in a way that I don’t
really very much like. But, dear God! How he treasures that inkstand!



OURS IS THE REAL CRICKET!
 

(To Fred Humphrey)
In memory of the little shield you gave me to protect my watch and of the best wickets that were
ever prepared on the ground and were prepared by you.



Ours is the Real Cricket!

They say that village cricket is not what it was. In old days there was
never any difficulty about the ground, all the lads were keen and courteous,
little boys never scrimmaged into the pavilion, hot grog was sold to
spectators during the game, the side made itself up each week without a
hitch, the batting was steady and vastly superior, and, above all, what is
quite out of the question nowadays, young fellows could be taught. Halcyon
days, obviously; quite the golden age.

Moreover, I have often been told, a cricket match then was far more of a
high day and holiday than it is now. No one ever dreamed of leaving the
ground before dark. Oh, no! When the proper game was over, old Sam or old
Joe, or someone or t’other would be sure to challenge a pal for a match at
single-wicket, for a wager, you understand. A deep, reminiscent chuckle,
then: ‘That ’ud be a bit o’ fun and no mistake. They’d be three parts oiled up
by that time, y’see. And not a chap but had a bob on one or t’other.’

Thus old men who used to be famous performers fifty years ago (the
White Horse boasts a picture of a great game played on ice, one hard winter)
wag their heads over these degenerate days. ‘No, no. Young fellers don’t
seem so keen nowadays—not like they waur when I was a nipper. These
here pickchers and them motor-cycles flyin’ all over the country does ’em
no good. Don’t tell me! And must ’ave everything done for ’em. And then
it’s not good enough. Oh, no! Things is very different from what they was.’

They most assuredly are—very different. For one thing, no hot grog is
served on the field. But, naturally, these revered old men never refer to the
old fellers who wagged sad heads over them in their young days; so we are
apt to be left with a rosy picture of the past, by contrast with which the
present looks drab and poor and meagre, especially as changes have
occurred during the last forty years more drastic and more far-reaching than
have ever occurred in the history of man.

Cricket is no longer the only interest during the summer, or, indeed,
during the year, since football was seldom played. Accordingly, the
difficulties of arranging a side and keeping it together have greatly
increased. Also there is a spirit of independence rife among ‘young chaps’
which is new and good, but does not always express itself to the
convenience either of its possessor or of others. Nemo repente fuit
turpissimus, says the old Latin tag of our schooldays; and nobody either
repente fuit excellentissimus, for growth is slow, and, as Sam Bird never



tires of reminding us (he is our umpire and should know), ‘It is an imperfect
world, gentlemen, an imperfect world.’

But however great and glorious the past may have been, with its hot
grog, and single-wicket matches played for a wager, and its nice compact
care-free side, I beg leave to doubt whether better, keener, more sporting
games could ever have been played than many I have enjoyed during the last
ten years or so; and as I happily brood over these games, remembering that
all is now ready for yet one more season, countless incidents leap into my
mind that I shall never forget, and no player on either side is likely to forget,
though they are unrecorded in Wisden.

We hear so much about the rosy past and how things are not what they
were, that it is good (and, I hope, not immodest) to mention a few facts
about the present, even though they happen to be rosy. How, for instance, in
our club, a boy of fifteen made the first fifty he had ever scored at cricket in
the same season as a man of fifty made the first hundred (‘faint yet
pursuing,’ you know) that he had ever scored in cricket—a sweet little
record that I should like to hear beaten.

Then again: the President of our club brings a fairly warm side against
us every year. It is the match of the season. (‘And don’t those pretty little
jackets of theirs put the wind up you all proper,’ chuckles our scorer—and
no wonder, seeing that they show I Zingari, Authentics, M.C.C., Eton,
Wellington, and so forth!) Which of us will ever forget the game when four
of our wickets fell for two runs (fell!—knocked spinning, rather, in that
deadly fast bowler’s first two desolating overs) and how we declared at tea-
time with 227 for 7 (our record score) and got them out with three minutes
to spare? A game, begad, if ever there was one!

How we beat a rival club by two, three and four in successive seasons
and then tied at 143, the bails falling off the last wicket as the clock struck
seven, literally on the stroke of time.

Then, too, on the same small perfect ground (last season, alas! the
builder spread his horrid tentacles over it) a tall naval lieutenant, who was
playing for us, walked quietly in and began to help himself to sixes (forty-
four in two overs), leaning forward and lifting ball after ball out of the
ground so that the field became paralysed and stood limply on the boundary
watching the hits soar over their heads and the mishits drop safely where
men should have been standing but weren’t. We declared at tea-time
(‘Lootie’ 136) on that unforgettable day with 220 odd on the board. I
happened to be playing the following week with a hot scratch side against
practically the same team on the same ground. Lootie strolled in,
immaculate, waved his bat at the first ball and was bowled by the next. Such
is cricket.



But I could go on yarning till the middle of next week—and then some,
as Babe Ruth would say. (Baseball! Ye gods and little fishes!) But there is
one good fact that clamours for mention; a fact that is true to my knowledge
of every village cricket club in Sussex. The County Club, in which we all
take a fierce personal pride, is not an aloof place of grandeur on to whose
grounds we occasionally creep to watch real class cricket and creep away
again, feeling very small and foolish, to our antics on the village green.

Not a bit of it. It is in a very real sense the Parent Club; and we go to
Hove or Horsham with our heads up, at our ease and welcomed, to watch
and appreciate the finer points of the great game, which are not to be seen
with such frequency in our own brighter, shorter and less skilful battles. For
the officials are not content with fostering the good spirit of the game among
the actual playing members of the county team; they take pains to see that it
spreads far and wide throughout the countryside.

How? Pretty well every village club during the winter runs a cricket
supper, and representatives from the county accept invitations to these
suppers. On one occasion, for instance, Mr. Knowles the secretary, Arthur
Gilligan, and Maurice Tate came to our supper in the market room at the
pub. Arthur Gilligan made us rock with laughter with tales of Test matches
in Australia, and ended up: ‘I like this sort of show; I hope you’ll ask me
again.’

We happened to know that he had driven some thirty miles on a winter’s
night to come, and had fifty miles to drive on to London after the supper was
over; and we have no doubt which is the most sporting side in the country,
and no doubt, whatever, why it is the most sporting side.

And this policy of the County Club does more, a great deal more, than
increase subscriptions and keep alive an interest in the great game.
Unostentatiously and surely, with no high-sounding talk or pulling of long,
earnest faces, something is generated which takes off from cricket to the
even greater game of living, and that something is the spirit of active
goodwill, the finest and most precious thing in life.
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ARTHUR, Sir George, B���.
KING GEORGE V     No. 70

In anticipation of His Majesty’s Jubilee, Sir George Arthur has
revised and brought up to date his standard and authorized life of
King George V. When it first appeared in 1929, its high merits were
fully recognized, and this re-issue at a popular price at this time is
very welcome.
‘The author has wisely avoided the easy lapse into mere adulation
. . . Sir George Arthur’s detailed and vivid description of the King’s
career leaves little to be desired.’ Saturday Review
‘Sir George Arthur is an experienced craftsman, with a proved turn
for memoir-writing, and an agreeable style which makes even those
chapters which must have been the most difficult to invest with
freshness, easy and pleasant reading.’ J. B. FIRTH in the Daily
Telegraph

BAILEY, H. C.
THE LONELY QUEEN. A Novel     No. 37

‘. . . a convincing and life-like picture of Elizabeth from the little
child playing with her dolls to the woman who at last realizes that
whatever may have been her triumph as a Sovereign, she has failed
to achieve a woman’s highest ambition. The book is evidence not
merely of a knowledge of the bare history of the period but of a
power of expression which enables the reader to follow the girl, the
woman and the queen through her lonely existence. . . . Under Mr.
Bailey’s capable pen the dry bones of history are revived.’

THE GOD OF CLAY     No. 49
Napoleon is the hero of this story. Not the Emperor, the master of
half the world, but the artillery lieutenant of the old regime. Meet
him first a ragged, despised subaltern, and leave him First Consul of
France maturing his plans for the conquest of England. The strange
wooing and the stranger wedding of Josephine are told. Through all
it is the man and not the conqueror with whom the story is
concerned. Josephine is in some sense the heroine of the book, but
she is not the only woman to sway the fortunes of The God of Clay.

BARR, Dennis
A DOCK BRIEF. A Novel     No. 2



This fascinating mixture of the law, crime, the sea, and political
intrigue might be described loosely as ‘a detective story,’ but such a
description would do it less than justice. The author binds his scenes
with a thread of detective romance that never frays until the last page
is reached.

BATES, H. E.
CATHERINE FOSTER. A Novel     No. 3

‘Mr. Bates is very much alive to natural phenomena . . . he can
suggest slight, significant things that give reality, and he can be
happy in conjunctions of nature and mood. His Catherine is a
remarkable study.’ Manchester Guardian

BIRKENHEAD, Edited by the Late Earl of
RALPH RASHLEIGH     No. 38

‘The Adventures of Ralph Rashleigh relates the life-history of a man
transported to New South Wales for burglary; the book in its present
form has been re-written from a well-authenticated manuscript, and
supplies a coherent and lively narrative of an astounding career.
Rashleigh endured such hardships as a modern reader can scarcely
credit. . . . It is not a pretty story; but for excitement it would be hard
to beat this sadistic chronicle.’ Sunday Times

BLAKER, Richard
THE VOICE IN THE WILDERNESS. A Novel     No. 25

An unusual study of English family life, depicting a man who,
though living in his own family circle, is estranged from all its
members, wife, daughters and son. As the story develops there is
shown an improvement in the family relations, and the climax is in
keeping with the man’s fearless attitude and his ability to realize the
full logic of his philosophy.

BROMFIELD, Louis
EARLY AUTUMN. A Novel     No. 26

Early Autumn is the tale of the struggle between life and death in a
New England family, old and decayed, but of a name and tradition
once distinguished in the history of America. The story of a people
who live in the past, cherishing tradition and property and
respectability above all else in the world.



THE STRANGE CASE OF MISS ANNIE SPRAGG     No. 50
Ostensibly the entire action of the novel takes place in a single night
in Fiesole. Within the whole, however, a number of minor stories are
interwoven: stories in which the characters in the main plot explain
themselves by living their lives. They are stories in which love,
religion, the supernatural, rich Americans, poor English and
temperamental Italians all have a part in making this powerful and
enthralling novel. The scenes both in Italy and America are drawn
with a sure hand, and the publishers believe that they are fully
justified in describing this book as the best that Louis Bromfield has
written.

BRONTË, Emily
WUTHERING HEIGHTS. A Novel     No. 13

‘It is a very great book. You may read this grim story of lost and
thwarted human creatures on a moor at any age and come under its
sway.’ From the Introduction by ROSE MACAULAY

BROWN, Alec
GREEN LANE OR MURDER AT MOAT FARM     No. 27

A Novel. ‘An original, thoughtful, penetrating and rather terrible
study of a vice not confined to rural areas . . . the vice of gossip, of
ill-nature, of suspicion. It is true that the action embraces physical
violence as well as spiritual corruption: there are a sufficiently nasty
murder, a sufficiently convincing suicide, and an execution. But for
all that the drama is played on the world of soul.’ GERALD GOULD in
the Observer

BURNETT, W. R.
LITTLE CAESAR. A Novel     No. 14

‘A well-told tale of the Chicago underworld . . . told with the
greatest rapidity and dramatic punch, and the characterization is
excellent.’ Morning Post

BUTLER, Samuel
EREWHON OR OVER THE RANGE     No. 4

‘Occasionally, very occasionally, a bit of genuine satire secures for
itself more than a passing nod of recognition. . . . Erewhon is such a
satire . . . the best of its kind since Gulliver’s Travels.’ AUGUSTINE
BIRRELL



THE WAY OF ALL FLESH     No. 28
‘It drives one almost to despair of English literature when one sees
so extraordinary a study of English life as Butler’s posthumous Way
of all Flesh making so little impression. Really, the English do not
deserve to have great men.’ GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

CANFIELD, Dorothy
HER SON’S WIFE. A Novel     No. 15

‘Mrs. Canfield shows us, at considerable length, and yet with no
lapse into dullness, a mother struggling against the selfishness of her
son and the almost imbecile self-indulgence of her daughter-in-law.’
Observer
‘A beautiful piece of intricate work.’ Illustrated London News

THE BRIMMING CUP     No. 78
‘I have just written my name in very big letters on the first page of
The Brimming Cup because I should like to feel as sure as possible
of getting it back again when I lend it. Miss Dorothy Canfield’s book
is something quite out of the common . . . The Brimming Cup is a
book for idealists: I cannot remember to have met in recent years
with more than one or two novels as finely inspired by faith in life
and human nature or that offer as nobly and wisely some answer to
our questioning.’ Punch

COLLINS, Wilkie
THE MOONSTONE     No. 39

The Moonstone was stolen from the forehead of an Indian God and,
after many strange vicissitudes, came into the hands of an English
girl. The idol’s priests had sworn vengeance upon anyone possessing
the gem, and they followed it to England. It is a story of love and
jealousy set in a background of Oriental mystery.
Wilkie Collins was the greatest master of the detective novel, and
The Moonstone is his masterpiece.

DAVIES, W. H.
THE ADVENTURES OF JOHNNY WALKER, TRAMP     No. 5

Johnny Walker should be read straight off as a story of adventure. It
is the relation of true experiences, and all its characters have or have
had a real existence.



DE SÉLINCOURT, Hugh
THE CRICKET MATCH     No. 16

‘I think this the best story about cricket or any other game that has
ever been written.’ SIR J. M. BARRIE

THE GAME OF THE SEASON     No. 79
A book about village cricket by the author of The Cricket Match; the
scene and the characters are both the same as those of the earlier
book, which Sir James Barrie described as ‘the best story about
cricket or any other game that has ever been written’. When The
Game of the Season first appeared Everyman said of it: ‘Mr. de
Sélincourt knows his cricket. Even more, he knows his village. The
combination of the two, with a dash of philosophy and a good
sprinkling of humour, makes a salad no gourmet could resist. The
book is a most authoritative, amusing and exciting addition to cricket
literature.’

ERTZ, Susan
NOW EAST, NOW WEST     No. 80

‘This is the most ambitious and satisfying work that the author of
Madame Claire has yet given us. She has succeeded uncommonly
well in two things. She has given us an intimate and convincing
picture of the marital relationships between a highly emotional,
selfish and snobbish woman and a simple, steady and sincere man;
and she has admirably contrasted American social standards and
customs with our own. . . . The story is rich in varied
characterization and is written with an ease and charm that merit the
highest praise.’ The Spectator

FALKNER, J. Meade
MOONFLEET     No. 67

A stirring tale of adventure in the eighteenth century. Moonfleet, a
Dorset village by the sea, is the chief scene of this exciting story, in
which smugglers, hidden caves, shipwrecks, and a missing diamond
play their part.
When the book first appeared the Spectator wrote: ‘In Moonfleet Mr.
Falkner has given us what in the present writer’s opinion is the best
tale of fantastic adventure since Stevenson’s pen was prematurely
laid aside.’



FLAUBERT, Gustave
MADAME BOVARY. A Novel     No. 29

‘. . . It remains perpetually the novel of all novels which the criticism
of fiction cannot overlook; as soon as ever we speak of the principles
of the art we must be prepared to engage with Flaubert. There is no
such book as his Bovary; for it is a novel in which the subject stands
firm and clear, without the least shade of ambiguity to break the line
which bounds it.’ PERCY LUBBOCK in The Craft of Fiction

FRASER, Ronald
ROSE ANSTEY     No. 81

‘Rose Anstey must be read to be believed. It makes its own world,
and justifies it. . . . It can safely be said that nobody who reads Rose
Anstey—and everybody ought to read it—is likely to forget it. The
sustained beauty of the prose is the just expression of beauty in the
conception.’ The Observer

GRAVES, Robert
LAWRENCE AND THE ARABS     No. 60

A full and intimate account of Lawrence’s life and adventures. The
author, a personal friend of Lawrence, had his permission to write
this biography as a discouragement to possible misleading and
inaccurate ones. He had also the advice and assistance of many of
those who were with Lawrence during the Arab campaign.
‘In a work of exceptional clarity and quite absorbing interest it
outlines the whole marvellous business in a manner which could not
have been bettered.’ Sunday Times

GREENWOOD, Walter
LOVE ON THE DOLE     No. 71

‘Love on the Dole is a devastating picture of unemployment . . .
Several novels have been written lately on unemployment with
hatred as the driving force; one has felt about them, as about so
many War novels, that the occasion has made the novelist. But Love
on the Dole is not a tract; it is a novel beautifully constructed by a
born novelist, written with hatred, but also with excitement and
humour; one is amazed that the humour which created Mr. Price the
pawnbroker, the chorus of old tippling women, Sam Grundy the
bookmaker, could survive the horror of unemployment in Hanky
Park . . . Mr. Greenwood writes with vivid clarity; a gesture, a turn



of speech, a cough, and the whole man lives. Judged by the highest
standard, this is an impressive, a deeply moving book.’ Spectator

HALL, Radclyffe
ADAM’S BREED. A Novel     No. 42

Adam’s Breed, the strangely moving story of the life and death of an
Italian waiter, is the novel which won the Femina Vie Heureuse
Prize for 1926, the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for 1926 and
also the Eichelberger Gold Medal, and which before the appearance
of The Well of Loneliness showed Miss Hall to be an author of power
and sympathy.

THE UNLIT LAMP     No. 51
This is the earlier ‘problem’ novel which made the literary reputation
of the author of The Well of Loneliness.
‘A brilliant study, handled with ruthless sincerity.’ Liverpool Courier
‘Strong and quiet—a very moving picture of a character refreshingly
fine.’ Observer
‘A novel of uncommon power and fidelity to life.’ Daily Telegraph

HEMINGWAY, Ernest
A FAREWELL TO ARMS. A Novel     No. 30

‘A Farewell to Arms is more than a realistic war novel. It is a notable
addition to modern fiction, showing how poignancy and horror can
be heightened by leaving out instead of heaping on detail. It is a
masterpiece of imaginative omissions, and the ending is quite
unforgettable in its pathos.’ Daily Telegraph

HOLTBY, Winifred
POOR CAROLINE     No. 72

‘Miss Holtby’s characters in Poor Caroline, rounded, objective and
independent, are as firmly embedded in life as plums in cake.
Though she understands each one of them with extreme
thoroughness, she presents them without comment or reflection, a
detached, impassive observer . . . This is a living book with an
astringent flavour.’ The Times Literary Supplement
‘Poor Caroline is a novel alight with cleverness in every sentence.
Miss Holtby has a sense of character, of sympathy, of fun and of the
English Language.’ SYLVIA LYND in the News Chronicle



HORN, Alfred Aloysius
TRADER HORN     No. 6

The book from which the film was taken
‘This is a gorgeous book, more full of sheer stingo than any you are
likely to come across in a day’s march among the bookshops of
wherever you may be.’ From the Introduction by JOHN GALSWORTHY.
Edited by ETHELREDA LEWIS

TRADER HORN IN MADAGASCAR     No. 31
‘The new Horn book is as fascinating as either of its predecessors.
The book is not merely the record of mild doings off the East Coast
of Africa “in the Earlies.” It is also a vigorous indictment of the
Mahomedan slave trade which provides the inmates of harems and
their keepers.’ Morning Post
‘You must buy it and keep it, for whenever and however often you
dip into him, Aloysius Horn will hold you as surely as the Ancient
Mariner gripped the wedding guest by the lapel of his coat.’ DR. J. M.
BULLOCH

HURST, Fannie
LUMMOX. A Novel     No. 7

The Saga of Bertha, maid-of-all-work. A tale of stark realism and
frank revelation that lays bare a human heart. With character and
drama on every page, Lummox is a book that will live.

BACK STREET     No. 66
This is the story of a girl living in the poor quarter of an American
town in the ’nineties. Ray Schmidt was immensely attractive, and,
left to run wild by her father, was regarded as irretrievably ‘lost’ by
her step-mother. But although Ray was ready to go out with any
man, and listened to their proposals without offence, she did so
because of the generosity of her nature, and because the experience
was so common to her that it made little impression. She herself
remained care-free and whole-hearted until she met Walter Saxel.
Her generosity and kindness to a worthless step-sister spoilt her
chances of happiness; how her life was passed in the back streets of
Walter’s life is Ray’s life-story and the substance of this book.

LEWIS, Sinclair
BABBITT. A Novel     No. 17



A fascinating book. A novel which is as remarkable an achievement
in town painting as Arnold Bennett’s early renderings of the “Five
Towns.” ’ Daily News

THE JOB     No. 63
The Job is one of the novels of Mr. Lewis’s earlier period, written
and published in America before Main Street and Babbitt. It tells the
story of Una Golden, who goes to New York to see the world, and
sees it as a worker of the great army of girls who go back and forth
on the Elevated every day.
‘A strangely penetrating and human story.’ Spectator
‘It contains all those qualities which made Babbitt a bestseller on
both sides of the Atlantic.’ Observer

DODSWORTH     No. 73
‘Dodsworth is a tract if you choose (so was Babbitt), but it is a tract
in the form of a truly first-rate story. It is “good reading.” Embark on
it, and you are carried away on a swift tide, and you exult in the
swirling stream under you. Sinclair Lewis has few equals as a master
of rushing narrative—I can’t at the moment think of any. He
possesses also a wonderful style, in which he employs not only
slang, but thousands upon thousands of picturesque and accurately
descriptive metaphors and similes.’ ARNOLD BENNETT in the Evening
Standard

LINKLATER, Eric
POET’S PUB. A Novel     No. 18

‘Mr. Linklater is really the greatest fun. Even at his absurdest
moments he is genuinely witty, so witty, indeed, that one can forgive
him anything, even the dolorous barman. . . . The story, of course, is
one long series of improbabilities, but that does not matter in the
least. The book is first-rate entertainment.’ RALPH STRAUS in the
Sunday Times

LOOS, Anita
GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES     No. 52

The expressive term, ‘a gold digger,’ describes the writer of this
diary. Here we have her in all her glory, in an amusing, astonishingly
frank diary that takes her from New York to London, Paris, Vienna
and Munich, in quest of an education in the foreign colleges known



as Ritz Hotels. Diplomats, princes, society, big business men—she
plays them all, especially men, men, men. Tiaras, state secrets, titles
and Poiret models all fall into her pretty little net.

MACDONALD, James Ramsay
WANDERINGS AND EXCURSIONS     No. 8

Mr. Ramsay MacDonald has been a wide traveller and reader, and
has an uncommon power of bringing an individual eye—the eye of
the artist—to bear upon whatever he sees.

MAUROIS, André
COLONEL BRAMBLE     No. 32

The story, told by the French interpreter Aurelle, describes the
doings of the Headquarters Mess of a Scottish Division in the Great
War. The General himself, the staff, the doctor, the padre and above
all, Private Brommit, who is the English army in one, are living
human beings we all recognize and their conversation and reactions
to the trials and tribulations of War are admirably observed and
studied.

MAYO, Katherine
MOTHER INDIA     No. 19

‘It is certainly the most fascinating, the most depressing, and at the
same time the most important and truthful book that has been written
about India for a good deal more than a generation.’ New Statesman

SLAVES OF THE GODS     No. 53
In this volume the author of Mother India follows through her appeal
for the release of India’s degraded souls. Slaves of the Gods portrays
in fiction form exactly what it means, worked out in flesh and blood,
to be in Hindu India a child-wife, a Temple prostitute, a Suttee, a
child-widow, an Untouchable or a Sacred Cow.
Dramatic and forceful, incredible almost, as these twelve records
appear, yet each one is taken from real life and each has been
carefully verified.

MORTON, J. B. (‘Beachcomber’ of the Daily Express)
THE ADVENTURES OF MR. THAKE     No. 59

A selection from ‘Beachcomber’s’ two previous volumes Mr. Thake
and Mr. Thake Again. When the first of these appeared the Spectator



wrote:
‘But Oswald Thake, that great man, that outstanding figure of our
age, reads even better in a book than in a daily paper.’ The figure of
Thake expands and blossoms as we read, ‘wisibly swelling before
our wery eyes,’ taking on a new life, a new rich humour. . . . And
how convey any idea of Thake on his travels—his innocent
preoccupation with the conversation of fellow travellers, and his
complete failure to get anything more out of Venice than he does out
of Kensington or Wimbledon? For all this it is necessary to read the
book. Even Thake’s most faithful readers will discover him here for
the first time; and will be left wondering—as we do—why on earth
he wasn’t made into a book years ago!’

MOULT, Thomas
MARY WEBB: HER LIFE AND WORK     No. 74

Mary Webb’s own story is as fascinating and as beautiful as any of
her famous novels. Mr. Moult’s bond of sympathy with her writings,
which he has revealed in his own novels and poetry, make him a
fitting biographer. Into his narrative of a career that was by no means
the unrelieved tragedy it seems, he has woven recollections of Mary
Webb by those who knew her most intimately during childhood,
youth, and womanhood. He has painted afresh the scenes of her
beloved Shropshire that provided the setting of her stories. Also, his
critical descriptions of Mary Webb’s writings assign them their true
place in English literature.

NICHOLS, Beverley
CRAZY PAVEMENTS. A Novel     No. 10

‘Mr. Beverley Nichols has given us a clever satirical picture of the
wickedness that lurks in Mayfair! An amazingly original
entertainment, teeming with epigrammatical brilliancy and not a
little, too, of the pathos of youth’s inevitable disillusionment.’
Bookman

ARE THEY THE SAME AT HOME?     No. 44
‘Mr. Beverley Nichols has carried a form of witty impudence to the
furthest limit of good manners, and yet succeeded in keeping on the
windy side of taste. The papers contained in this collection of his
brilliances are something between interviews and character sketches
and they include impressions of some sixty-one personages of



repute. . . . Mr. Nichols has the wit to penetrate the armour of, and
the impudence to reveal, exactly what he discovers below the
surface.’ Daily Telegraph

EVENSONG     No. 62
The story of a great singer. ‘With Evensong,’ said Mr. Gerald Gould
in the Observer, ‘Mr. Beverley Nichols has taken a bold stride
forward into the company of considerable novelists.’
Mr. J. B. Priestley wrote in the Evening Standard—‘A brilliant
novel. His heroine is colossal. Her egoism, her tantrums, her
idiocies, her odd meannesses and extravagancies, her art—they are
all there, and Mr. Nichols has exhibited his monster with the most
admirable skill, now turning her this way, now that, for our delight.’

FOR ADULTS ONLY     No. 64
‘A collection of the lightest and most amusing of this author’s
sketches. His subjects range from botany . . . to bridge, and from
first nights to photography. Throughout they are told in form of
conversations between a parent and a perfectly horrible and life-like
child.’ News Chronicle
‘Beverley Nichols, who can be more sweetly acid than almost any
writer, has seen the satirical possibilities of testing our adult wisdom
and folly by the touchstone of a child’s clear logic. In his Child’s
Guides to knowledge of many kinds . . . he has invented a new and
deadly form of satire.’ Everyman
‘A spirited and witty piece of sophistication.’ John o’ London’s
Weekly

WOMEN AND CHILDREN LAST     No. 69
In this book, written five years after Twenty-Five, and one year
before Down the Garden Path, Mr. Nichols transfers his gay and
impudent attention from the particular to the general. Women, rather
than any individual woman, form the butt of his wit, which is as
keen as ever. Few books can have contained so many charming
taunts, delivered with a grace that softens their sting, though driving
the barb deeper.
Several short stories are included in this volume, which contains, in
addition, a highly controversial foreword by the author.

CRY HAVOC!     No. 82



‘Here is a man who does actually feel a passionate hatred of war and
the whole gang of warmongers—the devil’s gambles of armament
manufacturers, the Chauvinism of a commercial press, all the mean
jumble of national spites and fears which are leading mankind up the
next primrose path. . . . Some parts of this book are so effective, so
good, that instead of being published very beautifully on good-
quality paper they should have been turned out on the cheapest
newsprint and dropped from aeroplanes—if the Air Ministry allowed
this form of pacifist bombing.’ Manchester Guardian

O’BRIEN, E. J.
MODERN ENGLISH SHORT STORIES     No. 11

This volume is a collection designed to present a panorama of the
best work published by contemporary English writers of short
stories.

ENGLISH SHORT STORIES OF TO-DAY     No. 61
A new collection of representative English short stories and a
companion volume to Modern English Short Stories. The authors in
this volume include: Mary Arden, Josef Bard, Hector Bolitho, John
Collier, A. J. Cronin, David Garnett, Louis Golding, Oliver
Gossman, Norah Hoult, Eiluned Lewis, Eric Linklater, H. A.
Manhood, Naomi Mitchison, Edward Sackville-West, Malachi
Whitaker, Antonia White, Orlo Williams, and Romer Wilson.

NEW ENGLISH SHORT STORIES     No. 75
A companion volume to Modern English Short Stories and English
Short Stories of To-day, both of which have been in great demand as
Florin Books. The list of authors includes H. E. Bates, Arthur
Calder-Marshall, Roger Dataller, Graham Greene, Janko Lavrin,
Orgill MacKenzie, Frank O’Connor, L. A. Pavey, Hugh de
Sélincourt, L. A. G. Strong, Romer Wilson and E. H. Young.

O’FLAHERTY, Liam
THE INFORMER. A Novel     No. 33

‘The Informer must be accounted a little masterpiece of its kind . . .
his portrait of the brutish informer is so marvellously vivid, and his
whole narrative, with its slowly increasing atmosphere of terror, so
perfectly unfolded that the book must be ranked very high



indeed. . . . The Informer is easily its author’s best work. It is a quite
unforgettable story.’ Sunday Times

THE ASSASSIN     No. 76
‘Mr. O’Flaherty is beyond doubt a remarkable writer, and this is in
many ways his most remarkable book. I do not know where else,
except, perhaps, in Dostoievsky, one would find the qualities which
make The Assassin so coldly terrible in its savage disillusionment.
Only among the Russian novelists would you find the same
concentration of mental pain and aberration, until the sheer intensity
of the thing becomes almost intolerable.’ The Sketch

PARROTT, Ursula
STRANGERS MAY KISS. A Novel     No. 21

‘Strangers May Kiss has wit, style, wisdom and a certain hard kind
of beauty: the beauty of a fine thing gone wrong. It is about love, of
course: but there is underneath the story an inner emotional reality
which held me to the end.’ Sunday Referee

PRICHARD, Katharine Susannah
HAXBY’S CIRCUS. A Novel     No. 34

‘Often as circus life has been described, Miss Katharine Susannah
Prichard must be given high marks for her vivid, sympathetic picture
of a travelling troupe in Australia. The setting lends it pleasant
novelty, the people have just that flavour of difference from English
people which makes them interesting in themselves.’ Spectator

ROBERTSON, E. Arnot
CULLUM. A Novel     No. 22

‘Cullum is a moving and ironical first novel, the story of a girl’s
passion for a brilliant, plausible, hopelessly amoral young man . . . at
its highest in the sceneries and the heroine’s love passages, at its
wittiest in the anatomies of Cullum, the fatal lack of cohesion
between his heart and his head.’ New Statesman and Nation

FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE     No. 54
Here is a rich, queer, deliberately cold-blooded book that breaks
most of the accepted rules of fiction—a violent romance told in
humorous undertones, carefully unromantic—a record of swift,
fierce action by detached and intelligent people. Throughout this



account of an appalling journey in one of the Unfederated Malay
States there runs a streak of light-hearted ruthlessness, which handles
the sanctity of human life, religion, sex, and many of our Western
prejudices, in a spirit that is more Malayan than English. This book
is emphatically not for the sentimental. Its author’s attitude is one of
peculiar, unsparing honesty towards many aspects of life.

THREE CAME UNARMED. A Novel     No. 45
‘The three who came unarmed are the three children, two boys and a
girl, of a Norwegian mother and an English missionary who has died
of drink on some vague island of the Malayan archipelago. They
have grown up as savages, creatures of instinct, beautiful in body
and untutored in mind . . . after their father’s death they are suddenly
precipitated into English provincial society . . . here is a rich
opportunity for comedy and also for satire. Miss Arnot Robertson
avails herself of her opportunity and has some very stinging things to
say, also some very stinging caricatures to draw, but she never falls
into the error of making her satire too blatant, and she is tolerant
enough to realize that no character is wholly unsympathetic.’ MISS V.
SACKVILLE-WEST in a Broadcast Talk.

STARKE, Barbara
TOUCH AND GO     No. 68

With an Introduction by Alec Waugh.
This is the scrupulously honest narrative of a girl who hiked alone
across the United States and back. It is a sensitive picture of
countryside and city, prairie, mountain, river and forest, but—
infinitely more interesting—it is the first unfictionized commentary
on the morality of the ‘open road’ as experienced by a woman.
Asking no favours, and inhibited by no conventional taboos, she
held her course among the endlessly variegated casuals who tried to
help her or hurt her, reform her or head her for perdition. With the
same clear eye through which she watched others she watched
herself, and her judgments on her own behaviour are just as frank.
The people she met were legion, their motives, viewpoints and
morals as diversified as their looks. Commercial travellers, college
professors, farmers, rum runners, cowboys, lorry drivers, jailbirds,
evangelists, telegraph linesmen, dope fiends, undertakers.

THORNDIKE, Russell



DR. SYN. A Novel     No. 46
‘I envy those who are to make his acquaintance for the first time. I
remember with a thrill the feeling I had when you first showed him
to me. Here was another of those creatures of the family of Daniel
Quilp (our first great love, wasn’t he?), creatures that are above
ordinary standards of right and wrong,—who, even if they murdered
their favourite aunt would have been forgiven—they being so much
larger and more lovable than aforesaid aunt.’ From the Preface by
SYBIL THORNDIKE

THE SLYPE     No. 55
The innumerable readers of Russell Thorndike’s earlier book, Dr.
Syn, will remember his uncommon dexterity in the manipulation of a
mystery.
To reveal that The Slype is a deep, dark and sinister alley with high
and terrifying walls connecting the Deanery with the cathedral in a
sleepy old Kentish town, is no betrayal of the secret of the book. For
that eerie and disquieting chasm played an intimate part in the
disappearance of a Dean, the concealment of a Canon, and the
strange conspiracy revolving about the cathedral plate.

WAKEFIELD, H. Russell
GHOST STORIES     No. 35

‘When Mr. Wakefield is warmed up and his combustion is good he
can make you believe anything. He transmits the horror and the
nastiness, he gives you the shudder you deserve.’ CHRISTOPHER
MORLEY

A GHOSTLY COMPANY     No. 77
A new volume of uncanny tales by the author of Ghost Stories, well
in keeping with what Mr. Christopher Morley has said about the
previous volume.

WALMSLEY, Leo
THREE FEVERS     No. 83

‘Three Fevers is a first novel about fisher people on the north-east
coast, and it is done with extraordinary assurance and conviction.
Everything in it is made plain, made real, and is grandly alive. Here,
once and for all, are the fishermen of that coast as firmly set in these



chapters as the burghers are in the pictures by the Dutch Masters.’ J.
B. PRIESTLEY in The Evening Standard

WEBB, Mary
PRECIOUS BANE. A Novel     No. 12

With an introduction by the Rt. Hon. Stanley Baldwin.
‘She has a style of exquisite beauty, which yet has both force and
restraint, simplicity and subtlety; she has fancy and wit, delicious
humour and pathos. She has, in short, genius.’ EDWIN PUGH

GONE TO EARTH. A Novel     No. 23
With an introduction by John Buchan.
‘ “Mary Webb need fear no comparison with any writer who has
attempted to capture the soul of Nature in words,” says Mr. John
Buchan. We agree. There is mastery and magic in her writing.’
Spectator

THE GOLDEN ARROW     No. 57
‘The Devil’s Chair,’ a formidable rock, dominating a landscape of
gaunt splendour, dominates also the soul of a man living in its
shadows. The devotion of his mate, a woman of simple and beautiful
character, fails to save him from a growing dread of madness. The
mental struggle, born of the terrifying aspect of nature and the
reluctance to desert the warmth and shelter of a single-minded love,
ends in flight. Tragedy is averted by an awakening stronger than
personal fear, to the supreme force of unselfish love.

WHIPPLE, Dorothy
YOUNG ANNE. A Novel     No. 47

‘The charm of the story is due to its observations of the external
drollery and pathos of provincial life.’ Punch
This is an early novel by the author of High Wages and Greenbanks,
a recent choice of the Book Society.

WHITECHURCH, Victor L.
THE CANON IN RESIDENCE. A Novel     No. 48

‘A Whitechurch book is a cheerful thing to have about in weather
that keeps one indoors.’ The Yorkshire Post
‘Canon Whitechurch’s character-drawing is so good, his dialogue so
true and unforced.’ The Birmingham Post



‘Few writers can give their readers the restful pleasure there is in
Canon Whitechurch’s books.’ The Scotsman
‘Canon Whitechurch’s humour is always delightfully restrained, and
he has few equals in this type of fiction.’ Nottingham Guardian

WILSON, Margaret
THE ABLE MACLAUGHLINS     No. 56

This novel, which ten years ago won two prizes and was a bestseller,
has not yet lost its popularity. It is the tale of a golden moment, of
the best sort of British pioneer in the middle west, high-spirited, gay,
hard-working people. The Maclaughlin women have been received
into thousands of American families as cherished friends. It has been
called an intensely exciting book, but it ends as quietly as those
worthy lives ended, and goes quietly on in the memory—as those
lives go on.

YOUNG, E. H.
THE VICAR’S DAUGHTER. A Novel     No. 24

‘This is a comedy of errors—and the comedy is kept up to the end
with what can only be called smug satisfaction, every turn of it being
savoured luxuriously . . . Miss Young is to be thanked for a novel
which, without violating probability, finds rich comedy in the
deepest affection of the human heart.’ Manchester Guardian

WILLIAM. A Novel     No. 36
‘This is an unusually good novel . . . a charming and lasting tribute
to a suburban generation that is passing, and it is a comforting book,
too. For what a pleasure it is to pick up a novel which posits and
affirms human values, instead of pursuing the general quest of the
unseizable reality of the mythical “me”!’ Manchester Guardian

MISS MOLE     No. 58
‘After reading Miss Mole I realize how grave was my omission to
read the previous works of Miss E. H. Young. It is one which I
intend to rectify as speedily as possible. For this new novel of hers is
a book of such wit as comes to one but rarely. Miss Mole is, in fact,
a darling, whom we should all like to know. Her creation justifies for
her author the highest recognition.’ Punch

YOUSSOUPOFF, Prince



RASPUTIN. HIS MALIGNANT INFLUENCE AND HIS
ASSASSINATION     No. 65

This is the only authentic account of Rasputin’s death. Prince
Youssoupoff tells how he gained Rasputin’s confidence and prepared
and baited the trap, of Rasputin’s incredible struggle for life; and of
what followed. This terrible drama throws fresh light on Russian
history and Russian character.



Transcriber’s Notes

Minor changes to spelling and punctuation have been made to achieve
consistency.

[The end of The Game of the Season by Hugh de Sélincourt]
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